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ROSTER OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
1967 - 1968 
Extent of term 
AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
E . B. Eskew Agronomy 1968 
T. L. Senn Horticulture 1968 
J . B. Whitn ey Botany 1968 
J . K. Reed Entomology 1969 
w~ c. Godley Animal Science 1970 
J . R. Warner Forestry 1970 
ARCHITECTURE 
J . E. Pinckney 1968 
R. T. Reep 1968 
V. S . Eodges 1970 
AR'I'S AND SCIENCES 
A . T. Hind }.:a th ema.tics 1968 
Miss Harriet Holman English ,,1C68. 
H. G. Spencer Chemistry 1968 
M. s. Stead~an Ene;liEh 1968 
H. E . Vo_gel Physics 1968 
J . P . Winte r English 1968 
S. !,'.i . Lukawecki !~athema tics 1969 
M. G. J\~iller Physics 1969 
R. F . I,;ixon Modern Languages 1969 
Eugene Par·k Hathematics 1969 
W. C. Capel Soc i al Sciences 1970 
Jo G$ Dinwidd i e Chemistry 1970 
L. D. Buff Physics 1970 
Mrs . Rameth Owens Social Sci ences 1_970 
J . V . Reel Social Sciences 1970 
EDUCATION 
A·. F. Newton Industrial Education 1968 
H. H. l'!~cGarity, succeeded ?,1u s i c 
by H. Brantley, 9/67 Recreation and Park Administration 1969 
A. K. Jeneen Agr icul tural Education 1970 
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D. Antrim, succeeded 
.by R. N. Kersey , 1/67
A. Bannister, succeeded 
bys . F. Hulbert , 9/67 














I NDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT .AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
L. Richardson 
M. Wannamake r 
H. Harvin 
w. Lyons 

















OFFICERS AND COMI.UTTEES 
THE FACULTY SENATE 
1967- 1968 
OFFICERS: 
J. N. Thurston, President _..,
M. -S . Steadman, Vice- President 
Mrs. Rameth Owens, Secretary
(succeed i ng H. E. Vogel who served from April to August) 
COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES : 
J . N. Thurston, Pres i dent 
M. S . Steadman, Vi ce-President 
1-rrs . Rameth Owen·a 1 Secretary
T. L. Senn , College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences 
v. s. Hodges, College of Architecture 
Eugene Park, College of Arts and Sciences 
A . I<"' . Ne,·rton, College of Education 
J . D. Ant.rim, i::ucceeded by D. \'l. Bradbury, Janua:r•y 1968, 
Colle3e of Engineeri.ng
J. L. Richardson, College of Industrial Management and Textile 
Science 
ADMISSIONS AN'D SCHOLARSHIP COI4MITTEE 
R. c. Harshman, Cbair~an 
Miss Harriet Holman 
L. D. P.uff 
A . K. Jensen 
J . H. Marvin 
R. F. Howack 
J. K . Reed 
R. T. Reep
H. G. Spencer




J. G. Dinwiddie, Chairman 
D. w. Bradbury 
W. C. Godley 
A. T. Hind 
s. M. Lukawecki 
D. w. Lyons 
M. G. Miller 
R. F. Mixon 
J •. V. Reel 
J.B. Wbitney 
WELFARE COMMITTEE: 
J. M. Wannamaker, Chairman 
F. C. Alley 
H. Brantley 
w. c. Capel 
E. B. Eskew 
s. F. Hulbert 
J. E. Pinckney 
H. E . Vogel 
J. R. Warner 
J. P. Winter 
R. Calhoun ( En gli sh) , Non-Senate member 
" 
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MINUTES OF TJ:.:E FACUL'.I.'Y SE:KATE 
April 11, 1967 
The Fa.cul ty Senate met on April 11, 1967, at 4 : 15 p . rn . 
in the auditorium of Olin Hall with Dr. J . T. Long presiding. 
Dr. Lons ~nnou~ced the names of the following new mem­
bers of the Senate: W. c. Godley, J. R. Warner, v. s. Eodges , 
w. c. Capel, J . G. Dinwiddie , L. D. Euff , Mre . Rameth Owens, 
J . V. Reel, A. K. Jeneen , F . C. Alley, J . N. Thurston , and 
D. li . Lyons . Dr. Long then expressed his appreciation to 
those who had contributed to the work of the Senate this year . 
Dr. Long announced that the Educational Council bas ap­
proved the transfer of me~bers of the economics faculty tro~ 
the Department of Social Sciences in the College of Arts and 
Sciences to the School of Industrial Management and 1'extile 
Science. 
· Dro Long announced the status of four Senate recor.i~endfl­
tione: 1 . Deen Hurst has agreed to write a policy state~ent 
concerning workload , ,'ii tn the statecent to be app1~oved by the 
president of the Faculty Senate before its inclusion in Fac­
ulty ~anual . 2. Deans are no~ being consulted concerning 
the proposed twelve- month payment plan . 3 . l;a:nes of staff 
for scheduled courses will be posted when they are available. 
The Registrar is being consulted ebout makin3 names of instruc- . 
tors available to class a.dvi sers . 4 . Dean Eurst bas aeked 
that action concerning notification of tentative salary in­
creases be delayed until be bas been in office for one year . 
In answer to a Senate r equest , oinutes of t he meetings 
of the Educational Council will be available in the U~iversity 
Li brary . No action has been taken on a recommendation that 
a list of textbooks with approxi rr.ate costs be sent to entering 
freshmen . Dr . Leng reported that if the Faculty Senate wants 
to compile and print such a li st that money may be available . 
Dr . Long announced that no class cuts bad been authorized 
for senior day . The final decision wou l d be made by Dean 
Hurst and Dean Cox Wednesday morning. 
Dr. II. . So Stead!!!an , chairman of the Helfare Committee, 
in traduced the following motion : "In order to proviae :r.ore 
continuity in the faculty representation on the Educa. tional 
Council , it is requested that the term on the E~ucational 
Council cf the Pre~ldent of the Faculty Senate be extended to 
two years . To accowplish this , it is recoomended that th~ 
5 
the phrasing of the para5raph in the Faculty ~anual which 
describes the Educational Council (p . 12, 1 1. 5- c) be changed 
to read: ' • • • , tbe Preeident and past Presid ent of the 
Academic Faculty Senate, • •• 111 The motion was passed . 
Dr. J.B . Whitney reported that tbe committee on the im­
provement of undergrad ua. t.e instruction bas received a repor t 
on better coe,-nunication :::;etween faculty and stud.E:nts and that 
a bibliography of material on the improvement of undergraduate 
teaching is being printed . 
At the conclusion of the meeting the follo~ing new Senate 
officers were 6hcsen: Dr . J. N. Thurston , presilent; Dr.~ . S. 
Steadman, vice- presiden~; Dr. Henry Vogel , secretary; Dr. T. L. 
Senn, Professor V. S. Eodge s , Professor Eugene .Park, Dr. A . F . 
Newton , Dr. J . D. Antri=, and Professor J. L. Ricbardeon, me~­
bers of the Committee o~ Committees . 
A letter from Dr. J . D* Antrims Faculty Senate representa­
tive on the Parking Co~=ittee, was read which i n cluded observa ­
tions and recommendations about the Parking Co=~ittee. 
Dr. Long announced ttat the following itecs would be 
carried over for Senate consideration next year : enroll~ent 
01' fres~men in a school o::· general studies, tbe c:esir-abili ty 
of eli~inating Saturday classes, me~ber~hip size of the F2culty 
Senate, combining the Fac:1lty Senate and: the Research Ccu~: cil, 
liaison with two-year br2.~ches , and class attenc..s.nce regula.tio'!:is . 




Absent : J-.!iss Harriet Eol:1an , J. G. Spencer , J. './ . Reel, A • . K. 
Jensen, R. c. Harshman, D. w. Bradbury , F. c. Alley, and J. M. 
i·/annaoaker . 
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From: .J,., D. ADt:r:i..:i,. Pc.cult.y Sel.".l'!.<:\ R.::;.i::e:,~J.::t~.r.ive on th~ U:i.iverslty ?.l:rk. ~.r: g 
~=d Tr~ffic Co~trol C0i'!Illit~ee 
.D&~ : Ar,r i1 11 ~ 1.967 
I r,.:11:rld•.i..e.l :r.etil.l,~ro cf the :Fec~1l-t:7 h.e.,,e r:ske<l t:t~? (l:!~~c "to:lc ::esa=dir.!g c~'.JS 
p~king &nd t:7.&.ffic !l.nd. t~er.e: qu~!st:!.,:,ns ·SJ..Or:.g wid1 the ccr,t1;i t t:t:e:' s .=;.u.~..;e:rs 
are l :!.st.E:.i ~elcw f;)r your fa,!:'o.::-..·...1tio.:. . 
/... The FI:e~idcut of Che tini.\'~A°!;::.t:; hJto z:•:i::i.~c<l .:he :::-r-::spac,.aibi.l:!.t~· tij t ~a 
fo!.tY. Vic==·-PrGd <.ieot~. 'l.': .•e r.atl:i ug ~c ·; rz.H:tc :.:.. Jatrul Cc::..":<1.tt~:; cioea 
not hu.ve the .wtnorit:y tu ~:mi~.:. i~.~:t°·li<}l,\..llc to :.·:~•et-ve e::,aCU?e 
Q. Sb.oulc heliretc be r.aqui:-~11 fo r u:otoz ~coct~z Zt:!d ~=-~tor cy~le op<;;~r::. to -:s 
vhll~ c..::i ~ SL":-:>l-$,? 
A. 1t i.B t!.,e c..>ic:,ou o~ the !-'ar.;i~; z.t:.ci. ':.!Tf.i::·.c '~nt-::-cl C"!!'?.it:t~ ti1 ,.;; t thit. 
aboulc ba r eqdr:r:d by c:-t3t~ l:t'!,; rt.r~a· ti:vl-c. e rt:.1.e o :"f. the Un~:ve;·si:.y. 
A. The DsFcrt::ie~t. o:, Seci~~:. r y hs.a r..o pd:.t~.y ~!' inat ::ucti,/n t:o resc~t! p~~kiur 
ep~ce5 i..c co:: ~e:,: ts e::-;c!;r,t. .r. :.= t:ht:! ~::-c:cid.:;~t i>nd his d ..ie. 
Q. Shculrl pro~e~t~ cr.aa ~:"""'~lk.s be providcci z~r oce S~ Pc!~~t to Blv<l . io front 
o= t.h~. Ci'\~.1 !'.n:;inee"i.·ir;.f. 15..1..Ll.t!iug .:.r:<. t!1e l'.0-::ic;..::;.:~1::;l Engiuee!'in& 
Builc!.r·r,i · 
.. 
e_. l'he l,;z:·1~i~r, en1 '.tr:af.Lc Cr.i;1~rol Ccrr:·,,_,tc~ ~ :c:-ec:,g-civ.~s -:.·he ?,:oble~ of ~:eavy 
p~~ ~st~ien tr~f~ic .a': c.i~~l c ~::::,3t?:g t i ~e.1 ~c.d :~~!;~ ~o<c..•i:sg 
s c rct~10t,c .s·;.'!.,.,c. . T!~ p(~blc~ 1~ ~tlCf ot~ii~d. 
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C O P Y 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
AUGUST 29 , 1967 
The first meeting of the Faculty Senate during the 1967-68 academic 
year was held on August 29, 1967 , in Olin Hall Auditorium, beginning at 
4:17 p.m. Dr . James N. Thurston , President, presided. 
After the minutes of the April meeting were approved as presented, 
the membership of various standing committees was announced and a Secre­
tary of the Senate, Mrs . Rameth R. Owens , was elected , replacing Dr. Henry 
Vogel who had served since April . 
Several items of business carried over from 1966- 67 were considered . 
The first of these was the twelve-month salary option which the university 
is making available to faculty . Another item considered by the Senate 
was its proposal to the Educational Council concerning membership of the 
Honorary Degree Committee. This proposal had been sent back to the Senate 
by the Council and was , in turn, referred to the Senate ' s Policy Committee . 
A third item of business concerned the Admissions and Scholarship Committee; 
the committee was asked to explore further the possibilities of eliminating 
Saturday classes on the one hand and on the other of establi shing a school 
of freshman studies. Sending a list of textb~oks to incoming freshman 
was the four t h subject discussed . It was reported that Dean Hurst sup­
ports the idea of sending such a list , if the Faculty Senate provides the 
list . No action was taken. The last item of business from 1966-67 was 
faculty wor k load . It was reported that a policy on work load will be 
incorporated into the new faculty handbook by Dean Hurst whose recommenda­
tions will be sent to the President of the Faculty Senate. 
Subjects pr esented during the meeting for consideration in 1967- 68 
were (1) a proposal concerning selection of administrative officers which 
was introduced by Dr. J. G. Dinwiddie and submitted to the Policy Committee, 
(2) a proposal concerning validation of candidates for graduation which 
was also presented by Dr . Dinwiddie and referred to the Admissions and 
Scholarships Committee, (3) recommendation concerning faculty housing for 
female faculty memoers which was made by Dr. J . M. Wannamaker and given 
to the Welfare Committee, (4) suggestion that Polich Committee should 
consider regulating the size of the Faculty Senate , (5) recommendation 
that annuities for faculty be considered by the Welfare Committee , (6) 
suggestion that consolidation of Faculty Senate and Faculty Research Coun­
cil might be considered , and (7) suggestion that Welfare Committee consider 
the problem of faculty recreation and exercise and the possibility of a 
faculty club . 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:03 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted , 
Rameth Owens (Mrs . Walton H. , Jr . ) 
Secretary 
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C O P Y 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE (Continued) 
Absent: R. A. Banister (resigned), H. H. McGarity , W. C. Godley , R. C. 
Harshman , A. T. Hind , R. F. Mixon, A. F. Newton, Mrs. R. Owens , J . E. 
Pickney , J. K. Reed, J. L. Richardson, T. L. Senn . 
I 
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C O P Y 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
Sept ember 26 , 1967 
The second meeting of the Faculty Senate dur ing the 1967- 68 
session was held on Sept ember 26, 1967 , in Oli n Auditorium, begin­
ning at 4 : 18 p .m. Dr . James N. Thurston , President , presided. 
After the minutes of the August meeting were approved as cir­
culated , two new members of the Senate were introduced . They were 
H. Brantley (College of Education) and S. F. Hul bert (College of 
Engineer ing) who were e l ected to complete the unexpired terms of, 
respectively , H. H. McGarity and R. A. Banister . Business during 
the remainder of the meeting consisted of reports , first , by 
President Thurston on conferences with Dean Victor Hurst and , 
second , by Committee Chairmen on their groups ' work. 
President Thurston reported that (1 ) the Faculty Senate ' s 
proposal to make its immediate past president a member of the 
Honorary Degree Committee has been approved , (2) the policy on 
work load will be written by Dean Hurst , sent to the Faculty Senate 
for review, and incorporated in the Faculty Manual , (3 ) the possi­
bility of cr eating a Division of Freshman Studies is now being con­
sidered by the Committee on Undergraduate Teaching which will co­
operate with the Faculty Senate ' s Admissions and Scholarship Com­
mittee in its study of the same proposal , (4) no action had been 
taken concerning attendance regulations , (5) the twelve- month 
salary option was elected by fewer faculty (40) than had been ex­
pected (about 150), (6) the Committee on Undergraduate Teaching 
has considered the evaluation of teachers by students and has 
recommended that repor t s be tabulated and given only to the instruc­
tor concerned , (7) the President of the Faculty Senate and several 
members - - who President Thurston thought should represent the areas 
of English and Modern Languages , Science and Engineering , and Social 
Sciences - - have been asked by Dean Hurst to go down with him to 
the Sumter branch in October , (8) Dean Hurst emphasized the need for 
seven- day notice for out-of- state travel, (9) Dean Hurst also pointed 
out the October 7th deadline for Honorary Degree nominations, and 
(10) information on "flu shots" would be available shortly. Follow­
ing the President's report, a question was raised by W. C. Capel 
concerning announcement of faculty salaries. 
The Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee , R. C. 
Harshman , reported that the possibility of eliminating Saturday 
classes and the question of changing student attendance regulations 
are being considered by sul:committees, but that nothing had yet been 
done concerning either the validation of candidates for graduation 
(when speci al problems have arisen) or the creation of a Division of 
Freshman Studies. 
The Chairman of the Policies Committee , J. G. Dinwiddie, re­
viewed the items discussed at its meeting on September 19, 1967. 
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C O P Y 
Among the items were (1) the size and rate of growth of the Faculty 
Senate, (2 ) the possibilit y of merging the Academic Faculty Senate 
and the Research Faculty Council, (3) the proposal that the past 
president of the Faculty Senate ser ve on the Honorary Degree Commit­
tee, (4) the question of faculty involvement in the selection of 
academic admini strators , and (5) the participation of faculty in 
long- range planni ng. Action on the third item was delayed until 
details were reviewed of last year ' s recommendation and Senate action . 
The first and second items were referr ed to one subcommittee and the 
fourth item to another . Also , concerning the fourth item, the Policies 
Committee agreed on the desirability of establishing an orderly pro­
cedure which would permit faculty participation in the selection of 
academic administrators. Before drafting such a recommendation, 
however , the committee decided to ask for the Faculty Senate ' s endorse­
ment of the idea. Their request was presented in the form of a motion 
by the Chairman and was accepted , after some discussion, through a 
show of hands . 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p . m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rameth Owens (Mrs . Walton H. , Jr.) 
Secretary 
Absent : F . C. Alley , D. W. Bradbury , E. B. Eskew , V. S. Hodges , A. F . 
Newton, M. S. Steadman . 
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Report of Policy Committee to Senate - 26 SepteQber 1967 
The Policy Com~ittee met on the 19th of September. Among the 
items discussed as possible business for this year were the 
following: 
1 . A study of the size and rate of growth of the Senate 
with a view toward possible changes in the constitu­
tion with regard to this . 
2 . The questicn of merger of the Academic Faculty and 
Research Faculty . 
3. 'rhe question of the past president of tbe Senate 
serving on the honorary degree comcittee. 
4. The question of larger faculty involvement in the 
selection of acade~ic administrators. 
5. The possibility of reco~~endin0 the establishment 
of a long-range planning committee. 
A sub- comoittee consisting of M. G. Miller as chairman, with 
s. l<i.. Luka\'1ecki and w. c. Godley, was appointed to look into 
item one v:i th a view toward making reco!TI;nendati ons to the 
whole com~ittee at its next meeting. They were also to give 
so1ue cons idera tion to item t,m. 
No action was planned on item three at the preeent time until 
information coulu be 5otten on the details of the recolliillenda­
tion made last year by tbe Senate c.nd t:,e action t~ken on it~ 
A sub- committee comprised of J. G. Dinwijdie , J . 3. Whitney, 
J . v. Reel, and A. T. Hind was established to consider itera 
·rour and report to the next meeting of the whole committee. 
It was the consensus of the committee to ask the Senate for 
endorsement of the idea of reco mmending to the adBinistration 
that a procedure be established that would allow the Faculty 
to share in t~e responsibility of selection of acade=ic ad~in­
istrators. If this endorsement is received, the committee 
will proceed to draw up a formal recommendation to be presented 
to t he Senate at a future cieeting. 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee is scbeduled for 
October 9 , 4:00 p. m. , in Room 205 of Brackett Hall . 
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MINUTES OF 'fi{E J"ACULTY SENATE 
October 24 , 1967 
The third meeting of the Faculty Senate during the 1967- 68 ses s ion was held on 
October 24 , 1967 , i n Olin Hall Auditorium, begi nning at 4 :17 P . M. Dr. James IL 
Tnursto~, President , presided. 
When the minutes of the September meeting were considered, one correction and or.e 
cidition were made concer ni ng the summary of President Thurston's report. In i te=:i 
nine the deadline for Honorary Degree nominations should have read "October 1st II 
instead of October 7th as erroneously rec orded by the secretary. .And to item five 
":hich states that "the twelve-month salary option was elected by fewer faculty (40) 
than had been expected ( about 150), 11 this e).-planatory clause was added : ' possibly 
because the plan ,-,as not as the faculty had hoped.' Otherwise, the minutes ....:e!'e 
e.ccepted as circulated. 
The major items of business during the meeting were reports by President Thu:r-ston 
n.rid by Cammittee Chairmen . 
President Thurston reported that (1) he and M. S. Steadman vis ited the Sumter bra11ch 
of Clemson University on October 17th and 18th, found the facilities f i ne indeed (·,d. th 
sane superior to Clemson ' s), and felt the faculty there was doing an adequate job of 
preparing students for their last two years at a senior university, (2 ) he represente~ 
Clem.son recently at the inauguration of a new Chancellor at the University of DenYe!', 
(3) repr esent ation of the Faculty on the Honorary Degree Con:mittee by- the P!'esinent 
of the Faculty Senate, the Past President of the Faculty Senate , and the Preside~t 
of -che Rt:search Faculty Council- - as announced earlier --i :.. not per.nissible t:..~de:- ~.::!e 
co:istitutional by- l aws of the Board of Trustees and , therefore, the representatio~ 
for this year will consist of the President of the Faculty Senate and two mer::.be!"S o: 
the Senate whom he has asked to serve , namely, l"dss Harriet Holma..l") e..'1d J . K. ?.eed, 
(4) Dean Hurst will attempt to get reports of the University's Standing Com:ni ttees 
printed in the newsletter, (5) on the ac ademic c alendar for 1968-69, accordir.g to 
Dean Hurst, Saturday of Ho:necc.'1ring Weekend will be shm,:n as a holiday, (6) "flu 
shots" will be available to faculty in Room 1 of the Physics buildinG on Octcoer 2ct~, 
e.nd (7) in a discussion with Dean Hurst it .:as agreed that t he "Ra.t" System is dyir:; 
and that no Senate action concerning it is necessary. 
The report of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee was concerned entirely i.:i t!'l 
faculty evaluation. R. C. Harshman, Chainnan of the Com:nittee , reviewed the reco::-_-::e~­
dation of the Committee on Undergreduate Teaching to Dean Hurst which reads, ir: pa.rt , 
Although it remains to be demonstrated, on this or any other campus, 
that faculty evaluation by the student body materially improves the 
quality of undergr 2duate teaching ; it has been demonstrated that the 
w~llingness of faculties to be so evaluated improves the confidence 
of student bodies in the C();!lpetence of said faculties , and oper.s 
channels of student- faculty co:::i.":IW1ication which can be (but not always 
are) beneficial to the acader.ric health of an i nstitution . Therefore, 
the Committee on Undergraduate Teaching recor.!Tlends t hat a syste~ • .. 
of faculty- course evaluation be i~itiated and implemented at Cle::son 
University, with the i'ull support of the faculty c11d administration . 
The results of such evaluation should be given only to the instructor 
concerned . 
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The Committee on Admissions and Scholarships, Dr. Harshma.11 said, recomi~ended that 
t . 
the Faculty Senate approve the reco~rnendations of the Committee on Undergraduate 
Teaching relative to Evaluation of Faculty by Students with the following reserva­
tions : (1) the system be re-evaluated after one year of operation and (2) the 
following items be further studied: (a) cost of preparing the evaluation, (b) 
"security11 of the results, and (c) insuring that only students currently enrolled 
in the course participate in the evaluation. Considerable discussion of the 
proposal followed between Dr . Harsrunan and several Senate members , among them 
J. P. Winter, J. M. Wannama.\er , W. C. Capel, and J . G. Dinwiddie . Questions which 
were raised included the real purpose of the evaluation, the need for Senate action , 
and clarification of the proposal before the Senate. The recommendation was approved 
by a show of hands. 
J. J.1. Wan.namaker , Ch&..irman of the Helfa.re Comm.ittee, presented a series of three 
resolutions to the Faculty Senate. The first one read as follows : 
The Faculty Senate requests that the administration of Clemson 
University make an irnmediate and determined effort to disassociate 
itself from practices, policies, arid procedures which discriminate, 
tend to discriminate , or might be interpreted as tending to dis­
criminate between the sexes. 
Though the resolution was prompted by the University's refusal of housing to a 
female faculty member whose husband is not associated with the University, it was 
phrased in very general terms so that it would cover a great many areas , Dr. 
r:arma.'lla.~er said. In reply to various questions, Dr . Wannar:i.aker indicated that 
the resolution could appl;i,r to students as well as faculty and to females and males , 
both student ar1d faculty. An araen~ent wa.s offered by R. F. Nowack, rest.:rictir:g 
the applicatlon of the resolution and declaring, "This recommendation pertains 
solely to faculty c1.nd faculty affairs . 11 When no concensus of opinion eneri;ea. ::·ran 
t.he discussion that followed , a motion was :r.iade and acce;,ted by voice vote to 
table the question. 
The second resolution prepared by the Welfare Comm.ttee and presented by the 
Chairman was the followiI"..g: 
In view of the fact that faculty dining, lounge, and recreation 
facilities are uniquely deficient at Clemson University, the 
Faculty Senate requests that Clemson University provide as soon 
as possible facilities for a complete faculty club at least equal 
to that available at other state supported universities (e . g., U.S. C. ). 
After it was read, President Thurston recalled several unsuccessful attempts ..:hich 
have been made in the past few years to secure a faculty club. Others also made 
comments indicating support of the proposal and it was passed by a voice vote 
~1thout opposition . 
As a third resolution, Dr. Wannama.'l(er moved, on behalf of the Welfare Corr.mittee, 
That the administration of Clemson University take immediate steps 
to provide adequate (both qualitatively e-~d quantitatively) temporary 
f aculty parking facilities to take the place of the faculty parking 
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behind the Physics Building which has been lost to construction . 
It is suggested tnat parking be allowed on Pal;netto Boulevard in 
front of the new library, that temporary or permanent parking 
facilities be constructed in the area between the new library 
a.11d Palmetto Boulevard , and that some parking space be provided 
for Math , English, and Physics faculty parking behind and on the 
side of the old library building. 
After some discussion, this resolution was approved by the Senate through a voice 
vote. 
In an effort to deal Yrith at least one aspect of the larger issue covered in the 
first resolution whi ch had been tabled, Dr. Wannama~er proposed that the Unhersit;:,r 
explain why a female faculty member was denied housing because her husbal'ld was not 
eilployed by :the University. No action could be taken, however, because a req_l;.est 
for a quorum (after several Senators had left) revealed that a quorum was no longer 
present. 
With the understandinc; that a special meeting would probably be called, President 
Thurston declared t he regular October meeting adjourned at 5 : 25 P . M. 
Respectfully submitted , 
Rameth Owens (J.Vi.rs. Walton H., Jr . ) 
Secretary 
Ab:;ent : F. C: . Alley, H. Brantley, V. S. Hode;es, L. D. Huff, D. W. Lyons , A. F . 1-.e,.-r.o:;: 




. NIVERSITY 1f A 'T SUMTER OFFERING FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORECLEMSON Ui :I~ ' YEARS OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 
Chemistry Experiment 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY at Sumter, located on a 
beautifol 35-acre campus, offers facilities among the 
most modern and up-to-date in the nation. 
The institution offers freshman and sophomore 
years of undergraduate education, folly accredited 
with Clemson University by the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools. Sumter students may move 
to the main Clemson campus as continuing students 
- with no loss of credit - and may also transfer to 
other senior colleges and universities, subject to their 
individual rules and regulations. 
Here at Sumter the prospective student, both male 
and female, will find a quality educational program in 
keeping with the finest traditions of Clemson. The 
Sumter program closely parallels that at Clemson; 
teaching and textual material is closely coordinated 
with the main campus, and this quality educational 
opportunity is now available to Sumter area residents 




CUlUUCULU!'.IS: Studt-nts at Snmter may tak<' cour~l' work in 5 schools and 
t·ollegcs, acceptable at Clemson toward a degree in any of 35 undergra<lnatc 
curriculums. Th<•se ,ire: 
College of Awic11lt11re and School of Education: 
Biological Scie11ces: f Agricultural Education 
Agricultural Econorni<.:s El<'mcntary Education 
t A!(ricultural Education Industrial EducationO Agricultural Engine('ring 
Recreation and Park AdministrationAgronomy 
Animal Science Science Teaching 
Biology Secondary Education 
Dairy Sc:ience 
Entomology College of Engineering: 
Food Science O Agricultural Engineering
Forestry Cerami<.: EngineeringHorticulture 
Chemical EngineeringPoultrv Science 
Prc-V ~terinary Civil Engineering 
Electrical EngineeringCollege of Arts and Sciences: 
Mechanical EngineeringArts and Sdences 
;\letallurgical EngineeringChemistry 
Geology School of Industrial Mana{!ement and
;\fatJ1ematics Textile Science:
Medical Teclmology
Physics Industrial Management 
Pre-Medicine ( Pr<:-Dental) Textile Chemistry 
Pre-Pharmacy ' Textiles 
t Jointly administered by the School of Education and the College of Agriculh1re 
and Biological Science$. 
O Jointly administered hi the College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences and 
by the College of Engineering. 
Circulation Desk Classroom Building 
SUMTER CAMPUS OF 
In the 1966-1967 academic year, for the first time, Clem­
son University began conducting regular academic work 
away from the main campus, offering college work at Sumter 
equivalent to that at Clemson without the student expense 
of living away from home. 
At the urgent request of citizens of Sumter and adjacent 
counties, Clemson University established freshman and 
sophomore programs at Sumter, staffed and directed by mem­
bers of the Clemson faculty, and housed in a brand-new, fully 
air conditioned, all-modern campus, erected on 35 acres of 
land adjacent to the Sumter Area Technical Education Center. 
Through the efforts of the Sumter County Commission for 
Higher Education, a local bond issue and federal assistance 
were secured, and a physical plant ranking among the na­
tion's finest was erected, with 'capacity for 550 to 600 stu­
dents. The first class opened its doors in August 1966, less 




Community leaders, in their enthusiastic support of the 
Sumter campus, are offering a number of local scholarships 
to students of the Sumter area. An increase in these scholar­
ships is anticipated with the expected rapid increase in stu­
dent enrollment at Sumter. • 
The faculty comes from various other colleges and uni­
versities, including Clemson. Classrooms are small enough 
( 36 students) to permit individual attention. Professors freely 
offer their own time, when needed, for special classes in dif­
ficult subject areas. 
The two buildings devoted to classroom and laboratory 
work are both equipped with the most modern visual aids and 
teaching facilities, and are adapted for the future use of edu­
cational TV. Both are equipped with modern vending ma­
chines, affording students an opportunity to secure both hot 
and cold lunches without going off-campus. 
tudy Carrels 
English Class Zoology Laboratory 
Language Laboratory 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES: Fom buildings make up 
the compact Sumter cam1,n1s: the Administration 
Building, the Classroom Building, the Science Build­
ing, and the Library. All buildings have at least one 
entrance, with a ramp for case of access to handi­
capped or injured students. 
Administration B11ildi11g: Includes two conference 
rooms, a faculty loun,-:c, a first-aid room, a h()ok­
room, plus offices for administration and counseling. 
Classroom B11ildi11g: Contains eight spacious class­
rooms, a fully equipped language laboratory, and a 
calculations room for accounting, physics, and other 
student studies. Classrooms scat 36 students each, and 
the language laboratory has 30 booths, 12 equipped 
with full tape recorders and 18 with listen-respond 
units. A separate study area accommodates 80 stu­
dents. 
Scie11ce Building: With a 168-seat lecture room, 
six lahoratorics, a lobby and a study area accom­
modating 100 students, the Science Building offers a 
wide range of modern technical facilities. The lab­
oratories arc designed for engineering graphics, phy­
~ics, botany, zoology, and chemistry. 
Libraru: \Vith adequate space for future expansion, 
the library features a large bookshelf area, spacious 
reading room, librarian's office and workroom, with 
facilities to house 20-25,000 volumes. Study condi­
tions, with individual reading carrels and excellent 
lighting, arc ideal. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY AT SUMTER 






Report to the F~culty SL.!n.:.tc frc!:l the 
Ad.w:J.r;si:>.-is end Schola:rshi1s Co.:.:::iittee 
Thie coiU!lli~t~e recc!!::.len<ls that the F~culty Senate 8?prcve the 
rcccn:mcncl.!ticns of tr.<; Cor.oittr::c on Und~rgr.:::::!uata Tench:i.ng relative 
to Evaluation of Fnculty by Students (CO?Y attnched)> with the 
follo-;:;ir.g reservs.t1ons. 
1. The 9ycteo be n - evalu.:ited after. 1 years operation . 
2. The follo,dng iterr;s <lcse::rve furthcn: ctudy. 
a. The cost of prcpari;;g t.hc ~valuation. 
b. 'rhe "security11 of the result s. 
c. The details of a syst:am to insure that only students 




FROH: The Co~.::iittee' on Unce~~~cdu~te Teachin~ 
TO: Dean Hurst 
Evah:ation of the Faculty hy Students 
Reconirnendation: 
Although it remains to be demo~strated, on this or ony other cmapus , 
that faculty evaluotion by the studen~ body mDterially imrroves the 
qudity of underc rP.du2tt te2.chi:1~; it_ ha_~ be(:n d~mcnstr;:-ccci that t he 
~illinr,ness of faculties to be so evaluatad i~provcs the co~fidcnce 
of studen t bodies in the cc~rctence of s~id facult!ts, And opens 
channels of student-f~culty cui7!r.unication which ·con be (n~t not 
alvays are) beneficial to the ec~de:rd.c l1ealth cf an institution. 
Therefore, the Comrnittee on. Uncer~reclu;..tc TeachinR rf!COii.::~nds that e 
system (a sur,gested form of ....-hich is ~1creafter outlined) of faculty­
course evslu~tion be initiated and i~plemented at Clemson Universi ty, 
Yith the full support of the faculty and aclrn:!.nistr.!tion. 
The result!i of such evaJ.~stion should be given only to the ir.sti.·uctor 
concerned. 
Sugr,es ted Sys tern: 
Facilities a.1d or:go.n:£.zaticns e>~ist at Clemson wh:!ch could be utili=ed 
for the efficient hnndlini of a facl.!lty-course evaluation system. 
These ere the Compute.. Center ar.d Stu..;ent r.ovr2rnme.1t. 
It is su~g<ested that the tl:f.strib1..1tio.i, collecticn--iadc.ed all personal 
handlin~--of evDlu~:i0n docu~ents b~ t~e duty 2~d responsibility of 
Student Governm~nt: , undei: the ju~isdiction of &uch bonrds or c m...-i:~. ttees 
as it shall see fit to e~pow~r . 
It is furth~r su~~ested that the reccrcling, t~bulation and print- out c,f 
t he collected info:·;-:iat:icn be ur1dertaken by tr.e Uni\•ers!ty c~mputer 
Center. This mecns , of co~!:'se , th::.t the physic~l fom cif the eval~~t ion 
cocumente nust be arrived ~t after ccneulcation ~ith a r~ prescntctive • 
of the Conputer Center: hovever, after consid~reticn of representativ~ 
cross-section of sui:h clocur.1•:mts f ron gcme f:i.f Leen other Colle~,cs .:nc 
Univer sitie5 , t~:e Co1r:it c0c r:u:,ni ts, herewit:1, (:c1ttad1€d to th~s re-;10:-t) 
a sugr,ested que9tionnaire l<hich is ~c he a~s~ered on a S~?3rate cor.?~ter 
card. The f1uesticns on che sugi~~:;t~d q:;estic!:.:air e have been fo::":':'lulatcd 
by, discussed at le11r? : h by end r.cceptcd by an e>:panded Su~- C~:,ittee vf 
(5) five faculty r.,e::-,bcrs and (7) seven st:udent r.!emLers. 
It i s. furthermore, t! ,e Oi>inion of the C:o::::::ittee thnt the res'l.:lts of 
the evaluat ion should h~ prcse~ted as a tabu:at~c~ r~c~cr th~~ a~ 
c!V_E;_:-_~4:!. . us such a td,ul.:1.cion \..'o ttld <l f fcr<l 1~~rc j r,f c.1rraticr. as to the 
range of opinions withi~ an~ ~iven cl~ss. 
It i s the ooir.ioi: of ::h~ Co:-·.7:.::tc c t '.1:t t the evaluation (:,,,:~ -: !;n t5 shc~!.l! 
be dist r i::iutc><l .2:-d fi] lee! o;:t : e[o'Cc ::he fin:l l c;~ a-,s in .:::~ :-' ;:: iJ:!:i 
sett.est~:-: po :;~ibly :;:, :: :,:! J ;~:. .:!~: v:= !: :.:1si, ;->::':1~::..~l}· :: ~ ::~. ~t) - " t:= c:- r:t:.. .=l 
poir.~ Curin r; t:!1c · -:.~~~:i:1~ ~~::!-: c( ~ :.~·~ e :, .:ct ::::?c :::;is ~ ~: :--·.:, ._ :~ :':: l'..! Zt 
up to the r~epons~blc body ot Sc~~~nc ~o~crru Ent • 
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:a.'!lplc: 
Faculty- Course Evnluetion 
::istr u_c;:.ti_~IlSJ.. The q....11.. on the:se siiectg. are nu.":lbared in the exact s~me"!.stions sequc~ce 
;5 · ·the answer blanks en the ecccr.,;nmying I.~.r!. ccrd . in ansvcrinr. the questie,n~irc, 
,e sure to match the question nl.!r.ibcr \d..th th~t on the ens-;.,er cc:rd. He su.:.-c to use 
he special pencil provided for ~arki~~ the ca~d, or your answers will not be 
.abulat ed. Fill ou: the General Infc~;ation section (Section l) of the answerc card 
,y ma rking t he approp:-iate blcnks . Cards not havinr, general inforr.;ction section 
:orrect ly wil l be auto~a:ically ciscarded. 
>uestions under Sections 2 . 3, and 4 are to be cns~ered by marking the blnnk which 
,ou choose in the rc.nr;e f ro:n O tr:.rou;;h 4. These have the nea.:-iing : 
0 1 2 3 4 
Ur.satisfactory I'e,or Average _ Good Superior 
;cction 1 : General Infc'IT.\ation:-· ·----
1. Course title :ind nu::,bc::______ . -------
2. Section Nu:.r.iber _____ ·---------- --·- --·-
3 . Range of your present cumulative G. P.R. () () () () 
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 
4. Is this course required by your curriculum'? ( ) Yes ( ) lfo 
5. Is this course tau~hc 't.':1.thin you;: ms.jor department? ( ) Yes () No 
( ) Not applicable 
~e:_<;.;.!_on 2: Reaction to cotal course : give your roting (0-4) to the -follo,.inf. 
:onditions of the course ~s c v11olc . -- - .. - . --- - - - -- - ... - . 
6 • . Presentntion of · si~s ..nd organization of course at beginninr; o: se~1ester. 
7. Orr,cr.izticn and CO!ltin'l!ity of ::he material as presented i_n th~:2,~ire 
.£.(?_~~~· 
8. Value of the t~~tbook a:1d othet· teachin& ai<ls (slides. outoi<le readi~, 
etc) to the cocrse. 
9. Sti~ulu tion of you (by the course) to further interest i n this field 
cf stu<ly. 
10 . Overall evaluaticn of the course . 
~e-~t;.o.!l_].: Operation of the class : nive you-c rnt ir.~ (0-4) Oi1 the follO'.Jin~ ccnditions 
Lu t he operation of the cl.esa . ---------------- - ·- -
11. i:nterf!st in .1dd en~husicsm for the subject sho~,'n by the instructor . 
12. Organizt~on and continuity of Paterial presented in d"ilY .:l_c1_~~"'~ · 
13. Clarity in preec~tatio~ of material and explruiaticn of <liif:c~l~ points . 
14 . P~ce of the course relative to the c:uantity nnd c:: i f ficulty c;f r,:ater io!. 
covered. 
lS. Fair.1ess in qu;;.r. tity ~:1d ciifticalty of out-of- cl~s3 ass:;.gn..,e;-;t~ . 
16. Rele~znc~ of out-of-cl&ss as3iE~~ents to increased understandi~~ of 
course $ i.•bject 
17. Fairn&As of tes:i~~ prcc~dure. 
13 Fairness of 5radi~g ~e:~o~~ -
19 . c~~:- s r o c,• ·. dt: p, o:- t c.ent of te::cnc.:- and lcarn:'.na enviro!:...,,cr:.t cri::ciC !';d 
20. Cla~~ s~ ~e =~d opportunity fo= discue$io~ . 
21. E~oanGion an~ clurificEtion o! course mate~i~l beyond the lev~l of tex:. 
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Scct io)!._4_:.. Studcnt-Teaclfor Relations and Cc::-~11tmication : give ~·o:ir r at1nf (0-4) 
;fst udenc-'l'eacher relati-::ns . 2nri _co:x.1uni c !. tio:1 . 
·-- 22. Ability of teacher to generate and suctsin your interest in his 
subject . 
23 . Confidence in the tec:1.c!1c;:-
1s q~aliflcdons to handle hi 5 subject. 
24. Ability of te.:i.<:hcx· !;o initiate tmd dirt>ct class:room participat:f.cn-- (u·~scu~ ef on , ~~~ ">,J _, ..,.. , .. ;..,.... 
25. Interes.: of t0E.ch2r in the d<:vt!lopment and achieve:n(;nt of his 3tude,ts ­
26 . ilillingh€59 c.f tC:.'3chcr to -::onf-si: ,;d th his students cu-cs ide clas s . 
27. P::-cmpt11ess sncl dE·;>~:--icebility of tca~~er. in ho l clh;.r, a~c dismissing :lasses· 
28 . Pe~s0r.nl bear.l.r.g ;n:i classroot:1 r.en.,e r of teacher. 
29. Spee~h h~bity of t.occh:,: r. 
30 . lJ11<lcrs tc.:.nding of and consicJcrgticr. for students. 
31. Ability of tea:;J1~r· to develop and mot:.i.vc.'.te ~tudents . -~,...,_. Fairness cf te~=he: in zll aspects of his conduct of class . 
33. Overall esti~ete of ceechc~. 
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Octobc~ 19, 1967 
MEMORANDUM 'l'O : Dr o S .. N' . Thu.:stc.i , President , i,·:1cul ty Senate · 
FROM: J. M. ~·Janna-;naker- Chairm.:.n , r't.cul tv SE:!net\~ Nelfar,? 
Corr,m!. ttee 
The Helfare Coir:..--:::H:tee will p;:opose the adortion o f t he 
following motion$ at the 1:-·acuH:7 Sem.:te Meeting 24 Oct:ober 1~£7. 
1. The Faculty Sena~e r~augsts that the e6rninlst~at!on o~ 
Cle:mson Uni"J(?:'sit.y make a n i:7t.;1e0iate anc'l de'c.err1.::n~d 
e ffort to disas9oc1~te i tself f r om practlcn~ , polici~s. 
a~d proce6~res which discriminntc , tend to discri~ina~~, 
Ok nt i.q-ht be :.nterpreteci "'s tending to c1ioc~irni:nate 
het.ween tne sexes .. 
2 . :tn view o f "the fact thc:.t :i:c...c:ul·ty d3-ni.nq21<,unqc 2a :10 recreation fac ilities are un1auely defi~icnt 6~ Cle~so~ 
Un:f.vP-1.~s:t ty, t;,e tacul t ~, ~:en~te recrue~t:s ~hat C:ls.-nso~, 
vnive~si ty o!:"cvii:ie as scon ~u; coss:!.bie t'acilitic::: :Eor. 
a co~plet~ tacul~y c : ub a t leest ~qual =~ that avail~ble 
:.'C· 0 ··· · 1.r.... 1- - ·:· · ~ ~·l"'.-... .... .... , _ - ~ ·,--::.:- .... "'l."--':" ~ : ... ~ ,, , ... "::.. ">"" r1 :~ ,-, , 
,._.. L.J -- ~-C:.. 
1 
'-- ~._._!'JJ"'V~"-C'-°' '"""'~ .._""- - -- ---•' \.-1=-~ •7 ""'•"-"~ -a- , <• 
e.r;-
3. 'lhat the a<~r:ii :1 :.st~~ticn of Clemson Uni ~:-2.rsi t y t.~ke 
i rr.r..eciate s~:c;:)S to n:=o...riae ~ci~cu ate •.bo;:h qual i t~t ! velv 
4-;:-n-0 q·•• ,.;..., ... ~4-·,{· ·1 V <."·J.\t '1. i-,v- ":')()<-s,~~ ,;;. • .,C,,;.·. ,J - r , . l.."1q ,!-,,-..;1,.._ ~C-.."·
Cl.. t..t.~ .. 1\... ~.. \....t..:.i- ..._ ., "-"- • l, ,. -"--4- .1 _._. -"'"""J t...:'4 · J'\. j t..<..·- · - .... L.._ -
to take thr: place o f t:ne taculty pa:?:kirn behind t:he 
Physics Eu116~nq which has ~sen lost t o co~s tr~ct~o~. 
I t. 5.s !=n:e;-:-re:~t2d · -::h~t p~,:-kin:r be al!m·:e:d cm f':.ll~et t o 
Boulevti.r6 in f:.::-on t o~ -=~e n~"' : iora:-</, ·.:h~t t2rr.µ~ :-,u-~, 
c :r p~rrr.~nt:r,t p~r'.·dr~a f ecil:l ti e s be constructed in the 
area beb~e~ then~~ library an~ Fa!~etto Boulevb~d, 
~no "that s:::7({? r·, c..~:~ i r: -J' :.;~~Ce l:·e ~ 1::0,·.:. ·:ie:C tc;l: l·;J.~h r 
En g'.i..ish, ~r:c F-hy ::: i<.: .s f.~'.cuU:.y par king bddnd znd e.:n t he 
side or the old lib.:e:ry :.>uilcEng . 
The following to,:,ic 1:-til). be brGuqht \;? for CJeneral 
di zcus::.ion: 
\~hat. C:o ,,ro~ 'c!":i1.!~ 1-.!:~u t.:. r~.=1\· ~~ ~ ~.. 7:.o tl:e r:.'?~:'.!i{:.:cs of tJ't~ J"....,0:-1~ 
R.:i~~"" ·• 1 ...... n .• .._;? c•.. ...,,.... ...... ,..,!'.:. r .;: ·'"~"' rh 11·>·· .:o.'l""si"'·· "-o - .. · . . '" •,::-! t h ~-,,,-·· ::J 1<.;; r 4 \o't :.1... , J • . • 6 :, • ..J . ·,.,;~1-. ~ l- ·- - r.J - \. • • .._... \....: " .. " ... - ""'':f -... •· · -· ~~ - • .• •.. L. a. -
~ec-:.ili:v S~!tr~t:z ~rt u ~·c-.:-{t: ?.L.. r oc ~~n:.::~.~==- rre:-:tincr t:r; c:-~c1a~.n t:l~ 
lor:r, .. : . ..,,.. ,_ .-.1-q,,.- r" _.. _,::,,n ·· ... ·. -c-·~~-.,- o- n'·,:·,...:i~n,·· · ._ce:•··- ··c · , .., ;.;.,,_,c 1.1 .._,,~ -'-...!.t...... - . ,.i.,£.. """: .•-'·'-~ · - •. :..,.! - - t....J..-~.-.J. .....,, ·..· .. ·- · ... -:, ... c... ·-...; , 
t·arkl"(:r :.c.::e r::..~ et(;~ ~r:cl -:u b~ ~:~::-~:·!i:~a ot L.i1e: f~tc ultv •,,i f::.,.j.~o:....:--. ..: 
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C O P Y 
MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
October 31 , 1967 
A special meeting of the Faculty Senate was held on October 31, 1967, in Olin Hall 
Auditorium, beginning at 4:18 P.M. Dr. James N. Thurston, President , presided. 
Since the minutes of the regular October meeting were not yet completed, considera­
tion of them was postponed until a later time . Business during the meeting con­
sisted mainly of reports by the President of the Faculty Senate , by Chairmen of 
Senate Committees , and any individual Senators who are members of University Standing 
Committees. In addition, the suggestion that an expression of sympathy be sent 
from the Senate to the widow of Dr. Peter Carodemos was considered. And several 
items were recommended from the floor for study by the Senate. 
President Thurston ' s report was relatively brief, covering three items. First, he 
said he had passed on to Dean Hurst in the prescribed form (on a separate sheet, 
signed) the three resolutions approved by the Faculty Senate at its regular meeting 
on October 24th . In addition, he wrote a letter to Dean Hurst, explaining what 
was done at the meeting and reviewing, in particular, the practical problems which 
had fostered the Welfare Committee's proposal (tabled by the Senate) concerning 
non-discrimination on the basis of sex. Second, President Thurston reported his 
effort to determine whether or not a Long-range planning committee existed at 
Clemson led him to Wright Bryan , V-President for Development. According to Mr. 
Bryan, there is a Building Planning Committee at Clemson which consists of the 
vice-presidents and others and which discusses needs as they arise and consults 
with the specific department heads involved. Third , President Thurston said, 
since representation of the Faculty on the Honorary Degree Committee by the Presi­
dent of the Faculty Research Council is not permissible under the constitutional 
by-laws of the Board of Trustees, he felt a motion was in order recommending a 
change in the by-laws . It was decided that such a motion should be prepared 
after contact with the Research Faculty Council and an Ad Hoc Committee was ap­
pointed, consisting of J. B. Whitney , Jr. (Chairman), L. D. Huff , and H. Brantley. 
The only committee of the Faculty Senate having business to report was the Policies 
Committee . J. G. Dinwiddie , Chairman, said that it had considered, among other items, 
1) the size and rate of growth of the Faculty Senate, (2) the possibility of merging 
the Academic Faculty Senate and the Research Faculty Council, and (8) the sus­
pension of classes on Homecoming Day after the academic calendar had been established 
for the year . A review of the records revealed that in the recent past the 
Faculty Senate had devoted considerable time to each of the first two questions. On 
September 2, 1965 , the size and rate of growth of the Senate was considered and a 
decision was made to postpone action until Senate membership approached fifty. After 
a great deal of committee work, a proposal to merge the Senate and Council was re­
jected on April 14, 1964. Therefore, unless there is some indication that the 
Senate's thinking is now different from that expressed in 1964 and 1965, the Policies 
Committee is reluctant at this time to reinvestigate these questions in the detail 
necessary to bring proposals before the Senate. The third matter--the suspension 
of classes on Homecoming Day after the academic calendar had been established for 
the year--has become a sore spot with the faculty. It is especially irritating, Dr. 
Dinwiddie said, since the Senate's request last year that this day be established 
in advance as a holiday was rejected. However, the request may have had some de­
layed effect, for Dean Hurst has told President Thurston that next year Saturday 
of Homecoming Weekend will be listed as a holiday on the academic calendar. There­
fore, Dr. Dinwiddie concluded, though the Senate was dissatisfied with the way the 
matter was handled, there seems to be no need for further action at this time . 
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Very brief reports on the activities of the various Standing Connnittees of the 
University were made by mem1£rs of the Faculty Senate serving on them. The names 
of the connnittees and the Senators reporting were (1) Admission , V. S. Hodges, 
(2) Archives, Rameth Owens, (3) Faculty Basic Research, S. M. Lukawecki, (4) Cur­
riculum, J . N. Thurston, (5) Fine Arts, M. S. Steadman, (6) Graduate Council, Harriet 
Holman, (7) Honors and Awards, Eugene Park , (8) Improvement of Undergraduate Teaching, 
J . B. Whitney, (9) Library, J. D. Antrim, and (10) Schedules, R. F . Nowack. A report 
from the Patent Committee will be presented at a later meeting. And, since no 
Senator present is a member of the Honors Committee, no report was available on its 
activities. Most connnittees, it was indicated, have had several meetings and the 
minutes of those meetings will be appearing shortly in the Newsletter. In ad-
dition to these brief reports a lengthy one was made by J. D. Antrim who is the 
Faculty Senate Representative on the University Parking and Traffic Control Committee. 
Dr . Antrim reported, among other things, that (1) according to the Security Division ' s 
count, no loss in the number of parking places was suffered when those behind the 
Physics Building were blocked off, for others to replace them were made available 
nearby, (2) the barricade behind the old library will probably remain there, (3) that 
new parking stickers to replace faded ones are on order and should arrive soon, and 
(4) that the committee recommended writing a letter to President Edwards, urging 
long-range planning of parking facilities. In reply to a question about provisions 
for short-term parking around campus, Dr. Antrim said that timed spaces are for 
short- term parking and that a sizeable number of them have been created. 
When the suggestion was considered that an expression of sympathy be sent from the 
Senate to the widow of Dr . Peter Carodemos (Professor Emeritus of Chemistry), it 
was pointed out that Leonard Booker had also died recently . Therefore, the proposal 
was expanded and the Senate by boice vote agreed that President Thurston, on behalf 
of the Senate, should express condolence to Mrs. Carodemos and Mrs. Booker. 
Near the end of the meeting several questions were raised. J. V. Reel asked about 
April notification of salaries . Since no information had yet been received, President 
Thurston said he would write a letter to Dean HUrst about it. The possibility of 
securing limousine service to and from the airport was suggested by J. D. Antrim as 
a means of relieving pressure on the car pool. Harriet Holman suggested that sim­
plification of bookkeeping might also relieve pressure on the car pool.by allowing 
reimbursement to persons using their own autos . A question about the scheduling of 
football games was raised by S. F. Hulbert who urged that they be arranged on a 
"home and home" basis , especially with Georgia Tech. 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p .m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rameth Owens (Mrs. Walton H., Jr.) 
Absent: D. W. Bradbury , E. B. Eskew, R. C. Harshman, A. T. Hind, D. W. Lyons, 
J. H. Marvin , R. F . Mixon , J.E. Pinckney, T. L. Senn 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
November 14, 1967 
The Faculty Senate met for a regular monthly session on November 14, 1967 , in 
Olin Hall Auditorium, beginning at 4:20 p .m. President James N. Thurston 
presided . 
Consideration of the minutes of the two previous meetings evolved into a dis­
cussion of minutes in general and their coverage . After a variety of opinions 
were expr essed and suggestions made , it was proposed that ·full minutes be kept 
for the Faculty Senate Record and consensed ones for the Newsletter . This was 
defeated by a show of hands. With minor corrections the minutes for the meetings 
of October 24 and 31, 1967, were approved as circulated , for both the Faculty 
Senate Record and publication. 
Major items of business during the session were reports from the Ad Hoc Committee 
on composition of the Honorary Degree Committee , from the Policies Committee , and 
on a meeting of the Educational Council. 
Reporting on the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the composition of ·the Honorary 
Degree Committee, John B. Whitney, Jr ., Chairman , presented a resolu_tion for 
adoption _and transmittal to the Board of Trustees . It proposed :hat faculty 
membership on the Honorary Degree Committee in the future include the President 
of the Faculty Senate , the Chairman of the Research Faculty Council, and the 
Past President of the Faculty Senate; it also outlined procedure by which a re­
placement would be selected if the Past President of the Faculty Senate were no 
longer associated with the university. The resolution was accepted by voice vote . 
The Chairman of the Policies Committee, J. G. Dinwiddie , reviewed the committee's 
work and presented a resolution that the Faculty Senate recommend to the adminis­
tration of Clemson University the establishment of procedures which would involve 
academic faculty in the future selection of academic administrators . He empha­
sized that what was being proposed was the principle of involvement, not the pro­
cedures . Following some discussion, the recommendation was accepted by voice vote. 
Transactions of the Educational Council at a recent meeting were reported by 
President Thurston and a proposal from the Council about graduate record examina­
tions was presented to the Facul ty Sena te. It was recommended that "effective 
in the 1968-69 academic year , the GRE no longer be given as a university insti­
tutional test but rather that it be fiven by the colleges and schools, or by 
their departments , as recommended by the Dean of the University upon the advice 
of the Academic Deans ." After several questions were raised about the purpose 
of the examination and its advantage to the student, the resolution was passed 
by voice vote . 
The remaining items of business were (1) a report (by letter) from J. D. Antrim 
on the library at Greenville TEC, (2) an announcement from the Welfare Committee 
of the possibility of scheduled exercise for faculty, both men and women, (3) 
a question about April notification of salaries, and (4) a suggestion that get 
well wishes be sent to Henry Hill . 
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The meeting was adjourned at 5 : 13 p .m. 
Respectfully submitted , 
Rameth Owens (Mrs. Walton H., Jr . ) 
Secretary 
Absent: D. W. Br adbury, E. B. Eskew , V. S. Hodges , L. D. Huff , A. K. Jensen , 
D. W. Lyons , A. F. Newton , R. T. Reep, T. L. Senn 
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Current procedure stipulates that faculty membership on the Honorary 
Degree Committee shall consist of the President of the Faculty Senate and two 
members of the Faculty Senate appointed by him . 
This procedure dol'?s not insure that the Research Faculty will be 
represented nor does it necessarily provide a continuity which would be 
desirable. 
The Faculty Senate would like to request that the faculty membership 
on the Honorary Degree Committee in the future include the President of the 
. I . 
( /. I I ' ;, ; • '· .'? /"f 
Faculty Senate, the P-Fesieent of the Research Faculty Council, and the Past 
President of the Faculty Senate. 
(In the event that the Post President of the Faculty Senate is no longer 
in the employ of Clemson University: the President of the Faculty Senate - if 
ne ither he nor the President of the Research Faculty Council has previously 
served on this committee - shall appoint a faculty member, if possible o Senate 
member, who has previously served on this committee; if either the President of 
the Faculty Senate, or the Presidcmt of the Research Faculty Council hos pre-
viously served on the Honorary Degree Committee, the President of the Faculty 
Senate shell appoint the third member of the Committee from the Faculty 
Senate.) 
Ad Hoc Committee 
L. D. Huff 
Herbert Brantley 
John B. Whitney, Jr., Chairman 
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November 6. 1967 
Hrs. Leonard R. Booker 
,~1 Pendleton Road 
Clemson, S. C. 2963 1 
Dear Hrs. Booke r : 
It was the unanimous decis ion of the Facuity Senate of Clen$on 
Unive rsity that we extend to you our deepest syrn~athy on your recent 
loss. Many of us on t he facu lty knew Leonard very well Indeed, and 
we a 11 had great respect for his cont r fbution to education at a ll 
levels throughout South Carolina. Hts ene rgy, enthusiasm and willing­
ness to help others ..,,ere of P.no :-rnous ass istance to a veritable a rny 
of people who were educated In this state. Just as an examDle, the 
successful continuing educati on program would never have been possible 
~tthout his determined efforts . Ye jo in witb his many other fr!ends 
In respectful thanks for having been associated with such a f\ian . 
· A co,y of this lette r wlll bccom~ a part of the permanent records 
of the Clemson University Faculty Senate. 
Sincere ly, 
Ja~es ~- Thurston 




November 6, 1967 
__....... 
Hrs, Peter Carodemos 
102 Taylor St rect 
Clemson, S. C. 2963 1 
Dear Hrs . Ca rodemos: 
It was the unanimous decis ion of the Faculty Ser.ate of Clemson 
Un iversity that we extend to you ou r deepest sympathy on your recent 
loss. Many of us on the faculty knew Dr. Carodernos ve ry well indeed . 
~nd we all had great respect for his ht9h pr inc i ples, his excellent 
and devoted teachln:1 and his many other contributions to the exce l lence 
of Clemson as a place of higher 1earning . He will lonq be remembered 
by hl s colleagues; but more Impor tant, the students \dth whom he had 
contact th roughout his distingu i shed career wi ll ca rry forv,ard his 
Influence for many years to come . · 
A copy of this lette r will become a part of the permanent records 
of the Clemson University Faculty Sena te. 
Sincerely, 
• t, 
...~ Y. ·- ·.... J ames U. Thurston 
President, Faculty Senate 
..Jh'T:ljc 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
December 5 , 1967 
The Faculty Senate met for a regular monthly session on December 5, 1967 , in Olin 
Hall Auditorium, beginning at 4:17 p .m. President James N. Thurston presided . 
Business during the meeting consisted mainly of reports by the President and several 
committee chairmen. In addition, the minutes of the last meeting were considered 
and approved as circulated . 
In his report President Thurston touched on se...eral topics, including April noti­
fication of salaries , university housing, a faculty club , and recent appointments. 
He reviewed his discussion with Dean Hurst concerning salaries and housing . It 
would not be possible for two reasons, Dean Hurst , said , to notify faculty in April 
of salaries for the forthcoming year : (1) because of the date of adjournment of the 
state legislature and (2) because of the need for approval by the university ' s 
Board of Trustees and by the Budget and Control Board . The policy on university 
housing, Dean Hurst stated , is that neither a female faculty member nor a female 
student who is married qualified. During his meeting with Dean Hurst President 
Thurston said the question of the liability of faculty in case of accidents was 
raised and that the subject of a faculty club was discussed . The forthcoming 
Student Union building will have space for a faculty club and there still is time 
to incorporate the faculty ' s ideas into the plans . In conclusion , President 
Thurston announced the appointments of D. W. Bradbury to the Traffic and Control 
Committee, replacing J . D. Antrim who is going on leave , and of R. F. Nowack to 
a special committee to study library check-out methods. He then recognized D. W. 
Bradbury who r eviewed recent work of the standing Committee on Patents. 
The only committee of the Senate ha img business to report was the Welfare Committee. 
Chairman J . M. Wannamaker said that Otis Nelson is working on a program of scheduled 
exercise for the faculty and hopes to have information on it for next semester. The 
scheduled exercises are to be independent of the YMCA program and will be arranged 
sometime between the hours of eleven and three. 
President Thurston reported that several things had been brought to his attention 
for study by the Scholarship and Admissions Committee. Among these are (1) the 
possibility of raising the grade-point requirement for senior standing avove the 
present 1.7 since the requirement for graduation in 1968-69 will be 2 . 0, (2) the 
matter of scheduling quizzes and examinations at unauthorized times , (3) the need 
for clarifying readmissions policies , and (4) the possibility of extending repre­
sentation on the Faculty Senate to the administration . 
After the date for the next session of the Faculty Senate was announced for 




(Mrs. Walton H., Jr.) 
Absent: H. Brantley, R. 
T. L. Senn , J . 
C. Harshman, 
B. Whitney 
A. K. Jensen , Eugene Park, J.E . Pinckney, 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
January 23, 1968 
The Faculty Senate met for a regular monthly session on January 23, 1968, in Olin 
Hall Auditorium with President James N. Thurston presiding . Though the meeting 
had teen scheduled for 4:15, it could not be called to order until a quorum was 
reached at 4:37 p . m. Business during the meeting consisted of consideration of 
the minutes, reports by the President and the chairman of the Policies Committee , 
and questions from the floor. 
With manor corrections the minutes of the meeting on December 5, 1967 , were ap­
proved as circulated. 
President Thurston's report was lengthy, covering announcements, discussions with 
Dean Hurst, and items for action by the Senate. President Thurston announced 
the formation of a Committee on the Faculty Club, consisting of four members, 
S. M. Lukawecki and R. T. Reep from the Faculty Senate and A. S. Tombes and S. F. 
Hulbert from the Research Faculty Council . He also announced the approval by 
President Edwards of a Speakers ' Bureau which had been proposed by students . 
President Edwards had asked him, as President of the Faculty Senate , to appoint for 
staggered terms on the Bureau two faculty members and one representative from the 
administrative staff. President Thurston called attention to the article in 
The Tiger on employment placement and clarified a point concerning right of at­
tendance at sessions of the Faculty Senate. According to the Senate's Consti­
tution, he said, only academic faculty may attend without special invitation; 
meetings are not open to the administration as reported recently in The Tiger . 
He then reviewed his discussions with Dean Hurst . He reported (1) that Dean 
Hurst recognized the occasional need for car rentals but felt they should be 
avoided if possible, (2) that Dean Hurst, in response to students ' request , 
has agreed to another discussion between faculty and students of attendance 
regulations and asked for the appointment of a representative from the Senate, 
(3) that a study is being made to determine dormitory and food service needs 
during holidays , especially of graduate and foreign students, (4) that there was 
no additional information available on the sheltered annuities program , and 
(5) that Dean Hurst was receptive to the Senate ' s recommendation for establishing 
procedures involving academic faculty in the future selection of academic ad­
ministrators, when he understood that the faculty ' s wishes would be advisory 
instead of compulsory. So that the Arts and Sciences faculty might participate 
in the selection of a dean to replace Dr. H. L. Hunter upon his retirement, Dean 
Hurst asked that a general procedure be worked out soon. 
The first of two items presented by President Thurston for Senate action was 
the selection of a replacement for J . D. Antrim on the Committee of Committees . 
D. W. Bradbury from the School of Engineering was chosen by acclamation . The 
other item was a request from the administration to consider changing the date of 
approving candidates for graduation in order to allow the Registrar ' s Office 
more time for preparing graduation lists. A motion was made from the floor to 
shift the responsibility of approving candidates for graduation from the general 
faculty to the faculty of individual schools and colleges. After much discussion 
the motion was passed. However, a subsequent motion to recommend elimination of 
the General Faculty meeting at semester's end was defeated. 
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None of the committees had business to report. However, J . G. Dinwiddie, Chairman 
of the Polici es Committee , cal led attention to the fluctuating length of semesters 
at Clemson since 1963. The length varied f r om a low of 84 actual class days to 
91. Earlier , he recalled , the number had been 94 . Decisions of this kind , involving 
a reduction of professor-student contact time, ought to involve the faculty, he 
felt . 
Just before the meeting was adjourned, one question was raised concerning 
faculty evaluati on . No one seemed to know anything about it . 
Respectfully submitted , 
Rameth Owens (Mrs. Walton H., Jr.) 
Absent: F. C. Alley , R. C. Harshman , Har riet Holman , S. F . Hulbert , J. H. Marvin, 
A. F. Newton, R. F. Nowack , Eugene Park , J.E. Pinckney, J. V. Reel , 
H. G. Spencer . 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
February 27 , 1968 
The Faculty Senate met for a regular monthly session on February 27, 1968, in Olin 
Hall Auditorium, beginning at 4:19 p.m. President James N. Thurston presided. 
Business during the meeting consisted mainly of reports by committee chairmen and 
~ the president. In addition, the minutes of the January meeting were considered 
and approved as circulated . 
The Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee , R. C. Harshman , discussed 
a number of questions which had been directed ' to the committee for study . The 
most pressing problem brought before the committee, he indicated, concerned quizzes 
and examinations scheduled at unauthorized times. The spring examination schedule , 
he said, should be available within a week, would involve a minimum bunching of 
students , and would require no special examinations for graduating students. He 
stressed the importance of adhering to the schedule and urged all faculty to follow 
it as published. Another question which the committee had investigated was that of 
raising the grade-point requirement for senior standing above the present 1.7 
since the requirement for graduation in 1968-69 will be 2.0; an increase has been 
planned by the Registrar , Dr . Harshman reported , after data are available on 
students' performance for 1967-68 . Other questions before the committee are (1) 
the possibility of changing preliminary grade reports, (2) re-examination of at­
tendance regulations, (3) the clarification of readmissions policies , and (4) 
standardization of the academic calendar . Another question which may come before 
the committee soon , Dr . Harshman thought, is the possibility of applying a Pass/ 
Fail system of grading to a limited number of courses taken by a student outside 
his discipline; such a recommendation has been made to the administration by the 
Student Senate. 
On behalf of the Policies Committee, its Chairman, J. G. Dinwiddie , presented two 
proposals to the Senate for consideration . The first was concerned with the creation 
of "an orderly , established procedure" which would involve the faculty in the 
selection of academic administrators . It read as follows: 
The role of the faculty in the choice of academic administrators for 
any unit of the University is one of consultation and advice . That 
role is best fulfilled through an orderly, established procedure, 
applied judiciously each time a vacancy occurs in the academic adminis­
tration. Therefore we propose the following procedure. 
When an acadmeic administrative position in any area or unit of the 
University is to become vacant or becomes vacant suddenly by creation 
of a new position , resignation , retirement or any other contingency , 
a committee of the faculty shall be created to make recommendations 
for the filling of the vacancy. 
The members of the committee shall be selected by the academic 
administrator next in authority over the position being filled in 
conjunction with the Committee on Committees of the Faculty Senate. 
The committee shall consist of from three to ten members and shall 
be representative of the faculty of the division of the University 
that will be administered by the administrator being selected. In 
the event the administrator will also be administering non-academic 
areas of the University , the Committee on Committees will be involved 
only in the selection of that portion of the committee representing 
the academic areas . The committee itself may add , with the approval 
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of the administrator involved in the selection of the committee, 
a minority of additional members from outside the division involved 
if it deems it desirable. 
The administrator selecting the committee shall convene it and 
serve as its temporary chairman until the committee establishes its 
own organization. 
The committee will receive nominations and suggestions for candidates 
for the position, adding any others whom it think~ should be considered. 
After it has examined all candidates according to its own procedures it 
will submit a list of the most acceptable persons to the academic adminis­
trators responsible for the final choice. 
Upon the filling of the position the committee shall destroy its records 
and be offically discharged. 
Following considerable discussion , the proposal was approved by a show of hands. 
Only one person, J.M. Wannamaker, had expressed opposition to it. He asked to 
be identified by name and indicated that it conflicted with his opinions on 
management theory. 
The second proposal presented by Dr. Dinwiddie from the Policies Committee was a 
revised twelve-month payment plan. An optional plan, it featured a simple form 
to be used by a faculty member electing it instead of the nine-month payment plan. 
It , too, was approved by a show of hands. 
President Thurston's report covered a variety of topics , He announced (1) that the 
Educational Council had accepted the Senate ' s proposal to shift responsibility of 
approving candidates for graduation from the general faculty to the faculty of the 
colleges, (2) that the committee on the University Union has been activated and is 
discussing, among other things, the Faculty Club, (3) that he had appointed to the 
Speakers ' Bureau for one-, two- , and three-year terms, respectively, J. V. Reel, 
A. J. Kaufmann, and J. G. Dinwiddie, (4) that the project of Faculty Evaluation 
is now in the hands of Student Government and is apparently standing still, (S) 
that Vice-President W. Wright Bryan is working on the proposal to identify campus 
buildings, (6) that the setting of standards for continued enrollment in individual 
departments seemed appropriate, according to Dean Hurst, (7) that the revised 
national draft policy probably would bring about a decline in the number of graduate 
students, (8) that a merger between the Faculty Research Council and the Faculty 
Senate had been proposed by the Council, and (9) that an announcement of vacancies 
on the Faculty Senate would be made from Dean Hurst's office soon. 
Immediately before adjournment at 5 : 22 p.m., S. M. Lukawecki reported briefly on 
the work of the Faculty Club Committee. The University Union, he said, is being 
designed, not for physical recreation, but for relaxing, and lounging and dining. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rameth Owens (Mrs. Walton H. , Jr.) 
Absent: H. Brantley , E. B. Eskew, Harried Holman, S. F. Hulbert , A. K. Jensen, 
A. F. Newton, J. E. Pinckney, T. L. Senn, J.M. Wannamaker 
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE 
March 26, 1968 
The Faculty Senate met for its regular monthly session on March 26, 1968, 
in Olin Hall Auditorium, beginning at 4:20 p .m. President James N. Thurston 
presided. The major items of business considered by the Senate were reports 
from the Admissions and Scholarship Committee and by the Senate President. In 
addition, the minutes of the meeting on February 27, 1968, were approved as 
circulated. 
The Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, R. C. Harshman, 
reviewed questions which the committee had studies and presented two 
recommendations to the Senate. The recommendations concerned (1) the 
elimination of Saturday classes and (2) raising the grade- point requirement 
for continued enrollment . The committee advised, Dr. Harshman said, (1) that 
Saturday classes be retained and (2) that the grade-point requirement for 
continued enrollment be raised to a level commensurate with the present 2.0 
GPR requirement for graduation. Both recommendations were approved by voice 
vote of the Senate. Among the questions studies by the committee were (1) 
revision of class attendance regulations, (2) adoption of the pass-fail system 
for a limited number of courses outside a student's area of concentration , 
(3) creation of a Division of Freshman Studies, (4) changes in the preliminary 
grade report system, (5) standardization of the academic calendar , and (6) the 
unauthorized modification by individual faculty members of the final examination 
schedule and the arranging of quizzes at other than normal class hours. Dr. 
Harshman reported that a committee has been appointed by Dean Hurst at the 
Student Senate ' s request to re-examine attendance regulations and to study the 
pass-fail system. A sub-committee of the Committee for Improving Undergraduate 
Teaching had weighed the advisability of creating a Division of Freshman Studies 
and had ad'1i.sed against it, he said. Concerning changes in the preliminary 
grade report system, the committee had reached no conclusions and recommended 
further study in 1968-69. The academic calendars for 1968-69 , as recently revised, 
and for 1969-70 have been standardized to 87 class days per semester , he reported. 
Finally, he said, the present rule that no final examination should be given 
at other than the scheduled hour without the permission of the schedule committee 
appeared satisfactory; however, in the committee's opinion, the question seemed to 
warrant further study. 
In his report, President Thurston discussed current Senate business and then 
recommended consideration of a complete restructuring of the Faculty Senate. 
Among the items of current business, the most sensitive and significant one for 
the Senate was Dean Hurst ' s reaction to the two proposals adopted in February. 
These proposals concerned (1) the creation of a procedure for involving faculty 
in the selection of academic administrators and (2) a revised twelve-month 
payment plan . To both proposals Dean Hurst ' s reaction was negative , President 
Thurston said. About the revised payment proposal, what he objected to apparently 
was not the plan itself but the idea of changing the present system. It would 
be unwise, he felt , to set up a new mechanism by fall. Concerning the proposal 
on faculty participation in the decision-making process , Dean Hurst expressed the 
general opinion that faculty should be consulted but opposed the particular plan 
presented by the Senate; he thought it difficult to devise a plan applicable to 
all situations. His comment suggested that he opposed the creation of formal lines 
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of communication between faculty and administration, preferring to rely on 
informal ones. Considerable discussion followed the report on Dean Hurst's 
reaction. Most of the questions raised sought explanations for his opposition. 
Why, it was asked, it it unreasonable or unwise to set up a new payment plan 
at this time? Why did he object to the faculty participation proposal -­
what did he not like about it, the plan itself or the procedure? President 
Thurston was asked to discuss the proposals further with Dean Hurst and to 
request that he express his replies in writing. 
After noting that newly elected senators will be seated and new officers 
elected at the next meeting on April 23rd, President Thurston recommended 
consideration by the Senate of merger with the Research Faculty Council. 
Among the reasons for his recommendation were (1) the increasing size of 
both Faculty Senate and Research Faculty Council, (2) the broadening of 
rules which make more faculty eligible to serve on the Research Council, 
(3) the increasing percentage of people who do both teaching and research, 
(4) the present difficulty in deciding whether one or both of the groups' 
presidents should attend meetings such as the Board of Trustees, (5) the 
organization, (6) present unbalance in the number of senators elected 
each year and the absence of an obvious means of remedying the situation, 
(8) the fact that no single school or college is dominant in research or 
teaching, and (9) the possibility that a single representative body would 
enjoy enhanced stature over the two present groups. 
Immediately before adjournment at 5:20 p.m. a resolution passed the pre­
ceding evening by the Student Senate was brought to the Faculty Senate's 
attention. The resolution recommended more rapid acquisition of books 
by the university library and suggested a means for achieving that ob­
jective, namely, increasing student library fees per term. A motion 
to commend the Student Senate's effort for this purpose was approved 
through voice vote by the Faculty Senate. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Rameth Owens (Mrs. Walton H., Jr.), 
Secretary 
Absent: A. T. Hind, R. N. Kersey, and D. W. Lyons 
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Che:.licol E:-:bineexing De.part~e::i.t 
1-far ch 26 , 1968 
To: . Faculty Senate 
From: Adn1i ssions aod Schclarship Co~itt:ee 
}' 
The follo-...,'ing it:~s on the docket of t:his cm::mittec have been 
studied £nd recc:wii~~dation~ to t:he Senete a r e r~acie as indicated . 
1. El:L-nnaticn of S.lturo?.y clasoes . The c o::mi:::.t:tee studied thi!3 
propos.J l , l!sing as t:,e b;::sic crit~ria pe<lego;ical scu!Hiness and 
~ recommended thet no stc;is be. ta:.ten t o el:b:i.nnte Saturciay classes . The 
co.nnit t ee so rec~~,e~ds t o the Senate . 
-· 
2 . St udent Senate bills pertsi~ing :o clnss attend~nce regulations 
and to tha pees- fail z7st<:m . In occord~nce w-lth Dc.'.ln 1-h...r st: ' s :-equeot 
a cor~it t~e has been appointed to meet ~ith Dean Huret and ~tudent 
r epreEcm::3ti,•es to d::.::cu:::a these r,rr.ble:ns. No c!ct:i.cn s~e:::s to be r equi~ecl 
a t thi s t:i-"!le . 
3 . Di•.ri:;ion of ~esh!::i!m Studies. This question he.s been stuciie<l 
by a speciRl sub- cc:;:::--.ittee of t:he Cc:.;.:;iittee fer In:provir.g Unclcrg: ·adu~te 
Te aching . Our ccrr:ittee we~ c:i.:YgC!c1 p::::ir:~rily ~;ith :!.Qisor-, with this 
sub- co:r.:;i~tt:ec . Thu s1..b-cc-!"cr.i.t:1:ee stc<lied the qu.est:io:i ar:d rec~::n<ied 
no a c tion on eett!:-,g u-;; 3 clh·ic~.0n of I!reshmzn ct,...;c.lies . This r 2-;>ort 
bas been received a~ inform~ticn by the University Co:z::ittee on Iwp~ov~~g 
Under grad~ate Te~cr.ing , since nc cction t;as r eccm~ended . Our ccraaittee 
eppr o,.-~s the 1:ecor:u:1e:r,da!:.icm~ of th2 s..:b- ccZ!l:i.ttee . 
4 . Possibil~ty cf ~~isiu?, G?R r e~uir~~entfi for cont~n~i:lg e~~oll­
ment : Lorn t he prcse~t lc~cls (1.7 ~fte~ 90 h~s . 1.5 ~ftcr 60 hrs . 1.3 
nfte r 24 hrs). I t ~9 ou~ undarst&ncli~~ t h~t plc~£ a:c alrec~y unde~;~y to 
r a i se the::sc r<:-quirc.·i!,mts. in tt.~ n ~:; :::- fut ur~ . 0-.!r ~c;r~"Jitt:ce rcco;;nen<ls 
that t he r equir e~ent~ for cc~t!~uin3 enr ol l~er.t b~ ~aised to a level 
comensurate wit h !:h~ p:::--=:$en t 2 . 0 Gi:i< re<ql.dr ~ent for gr eC:uation . 
5 . ?ossible ch~~zes fj the prelini~s?:y P,r~de ~ep o=t syst e~. Our 
cor-~~:!.ttcc st:.idicrl tr:i:; ar:d rcache:d no d~finite conclu~ions . \;e surrn~st 
t hi ~ b:! :; t u~ie:J ::\:?"th~:: by n1:;: t yP.:!?. S co::::-.:i.t:~~ . It<.:~!; vhi.ch s.1ic\~ld h~' 1 
co~~i~.:r,:-~o ir.::h.ce: l) the r~s~ibil:i.t y of u$in;; o:1ly s.st:i..:;facto-:::,' 
and -u~r;<!::irsf~ctory ~~r< Gc:s, 2) tC12 ~~·z~:;..bility o: cl~::i;.~ati-:-!r.; thc3~ 
r cporto ~or gr~d~at~ ec~~ente or in gr aduate cour~es, 8nd 3) tho t~1ing 
of t hese reports. 
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6. Calend?r standardization. A reviHed cal~ndar fo= 1968-69 
and the calen<lsr for 69-70 as ~~proved by ~he Educaticncl Council on 
}{arch 4 eppear to me:et the oh.3 cct:i.on::i rais:.!ci in the p~ct to eo,:e 
calendar changes. Th~ge c£1endars are stand~~dized to 87 class days 
per seriester, '\-:ith ull clcss c::cpe:,nsicms \.~hich hava occU1:·ed thir. year 
included. Thase cn:te;:.<larn all c.:.11 for st~~t1ng ex~:ns en Hcnciny with 
groduntion held on 'l'hu~sday or ~Yiday. Ou~ committee t herefore 
reccr.nmends no actf~n. 
7. Changes in final e..xzu schetule a~d scheduling of quizzes 
at other th.:m 11::n:m.:11 cl2.ss hour£. The pre:aent rule th.:it no fin.11 
exara should be given c.t othe.;::- th:m the schcci.1lcd hoer 1:-lithout t he 
pertniGsicn of the cch~dule cor.J~ittce appears satisf~ctory and should 
be adhered to. Th~ra op~ear to be edv~nt~g~s end dir,Q4vantages to 
giving qui2ze9 at ct:hct' than the nol"Tl1lllly scheduled cla.ss hour . Our 
corr,:uittee recct::mends thfs be stcclied further . 
8. The possit;J,i t:t oi a studEa.nt 's f reedom to ciurnge r.1c5ors b<;ing 
used as e. mee11s to c:lrct..1:vcnt dr:partmental reg.i:!.re.ments for app!:oved 
courses . Some ~~ans of control do exist sir-ce student's pr ogrc!l'~ 
and chunge 0£ r:is5or mus t be ap?~cvetl by appropri~tc ac?isors . The 
co:?:nittee ues uneble to dete~ine the er.tent or eeverity of the problem. 





HINUTES OF TUE GEl·;J:HtAL P/,CULTY AND STAFF HEET! NG 
May S , 1 96 7 
Th e annual ~OGtine of the General Paculty and 
St aff w~s held at 11: 00 A.H . on Nay 5 1 l 9G 7 in the 
Chec i stry Auditorium , Doan Victor llu r st p1.~esiding . 
Ur. J ~nes M. Thurston , Pr csitlcnt of the Fnculty 
Sen l!te, r.:oved that tl:o~o stud ents whose nar:1c!'! appes r 
on the pr eliminary list of c andidato~ for 6ache lors < 
Degroos ~inus those on the deletion l ist be approved 
for iraduntion . The ~otion ~~s passed . 
Dr . F . I. Brottn l ey, Dean of the ~raduato School , 
coved tlult t hose ztudont3 on t he preliminary list of 
candidates for Ha!;te~s ' and Doctors • Dogroes i:.inus 
thosa on the list of doletions b e approved for gr~d ­
uation. The action was passed . 
Dr. Claud Greon, Chairaan o f the University 
Honor~ and Av.arc:i& Comruitte3, prc r.on te<.l tho recoi:;mcn­
cation of that co mmitt ee wi th re ga rd to tho ~orris 
~ednl. lle movocl that this a\Card bo given to Jc1.1:1e s 
Laaronc e Southerlin who has a cumu latiYe gr ado point 
ratio of l .74 . Th e ~otio n vas passed. 
Dr . James r. Long, retiring Presidont~ repo r ted 
on the activities of t he Faculty Sonate during the 
past year. Of the twenty rcco ral?londat ion s sent to the 
administration by tho Faculty Senat~, el even recoivod 
final &pprovnl. They cove red such topics as: oxcuso 
sl ip s from t ho Student Hea lth Scrvico ; class attenda nce 
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- ~egula~ions; fpculty tr4nsfer from one campus to . 
~. another; ~ethod of requesting a now course offering; 
ovcluation of curriculum hy poiling graduates one 
, yoar after gra~uation; Faculty Senntes for two year 
parallel branches; and n Tiger Brotherhood proposal 
to ' recognite distinsuishod undergraduate teachers. 
Among topics still under consideration by the Faculty 
Senate aro~ a study of tho combin:tion of the Fsculty 
Senate and the Research Council; a school of fresh~an 
studies; consideration ·of class ~ttendance regulat i ons; 
and tho eli~ination of SaturJay classe~. Or. Long 
closed his remarks by oxpressing particulur thanks to 
Dr. H. G. Lefort, Vice Presicicnt, and to Or. Louis 
Henry, Secretary, and to tho other members of tho 
Committoe on Co~mittccs: Professors Banister, Boone, 
Bowen, Pinckney, Richardson, nntl Vogel. 
De~n HuTst announced the following list of 
pro:1otious: 
. .~ 
Colle~n of Ar,ricultur~ encl Biologic~l Science! 
Pro~otocl to Associ~tc Professor 
Or. Uilliam V. Chalupa 
Or. Silly Joe Gos5ett 
Dr. Jaccs Riley Hill 
Dr. ~illiam C. Mickelberry 
Dr. William A. Sh~in 
Dr. trnost T. Sias 
Dr. George C. Skelly 
Dr. Georgo E. Stccbridgc 
Dr. ~yron k. Webb 
~'!'II·"'- -
Pro~oted to Professor 
Dr. Wilbert P. Byrd 
Ur. Edwin ri. ~ing 
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School of Ar~hitccture 
Pro~otod to Associ~te Profossor 
Professor Richard T. Rocp 
Professor John t. Pinckney 
Profes.sor John T. Accrn 
Professor lrel~nd G. Regnier 
Collo~c of Arts and Scicncos 
?ro~oted to Associste Professor 
Dr. Farrell B. Brown 
Dr. Arthur J. Fe3r 
D~. Robert~. Chaplin 
Dr. Willi~m E. Gettys 
Dr. Henry w. G!'aben 
Dr. Virginia o. Bardsley 
Dr. John F. Pe~rce 
Dr. Billy R. Skelton 
Dr. Hsrvey J. Wheeler 
Promoted to Professor 
Or. John w. Huffman 
School of Education 
Promoted to Associate Professor 
Dr. Arthur~. Jensen 
Dr. Hyrton A. P&cker 
Collcze of Engineerin~ 
Pronoted to Associate Professor 
Dr. James A. Chisman 
Dr. Arnold E. Schwart% 
Dr. Walter E. Castro 
Dr. Molvin i. Richardson 
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P~onotcd to Profe5lOr 
Dr. J~~os T. Long 
School cf Indus trial Mnna~ement cn<l T~xtilo Science 
Promoted to Associata Professor 
Dr. John J. Porter 
Oonn Hurst prctson\:etl Dr . Robert Coo~ Echrn!'ds, 
President of Clemson University, who cddrGsscd the 
Faculty. Dr. Edwards e~pressed his personal appre­
ciation for the support and accomplishments of the 
Puculty during the p~&t yo a r and congratulated those 
rcceivin~ promotions and tenure. He oxpressod 
particular .1pprcciation to Dr. Long of the Faculty 
Scn&te and pledged the support of tho Adninistration 
for Dr. Thurston in the coning year. Dr. Edward5 
then dis~ussed a nusbor of topics, including tho 
following: the new School o f Nursins; the building 
program; creation of a co-ordinnting board by tho 
Gene ral As se~bly; The Stato Appropriations 6111; and 
stated that since February 1. 1967 the University 
bad been in full co~p lianco with the Fcdernl Minimum 
~age and Hours Law. 
The moeting ~as ~djourned nt 11:56 A.M. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Henry E. Vo gel 








PRELIMI NARY LIST 
MAY 6, 1267 
(Compiled April 5, 1967) 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COL~EGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BACHnOR OF SClfNCE DEGREE 
Agricultural Econom:cs 
John Emory Coates ----- Ocean Drive Beach Andy Divine Johnson ------------· --- Loris 
William Phillip H::irdee ----·------- Conway Francis Lawrence Kapp -········· Greenville 
James Alton Hiers --------------·· Hampton Henry Woodburv Moore, Jr.•••••• Columbia 
Hugh Lovell Huggins ---------- Hemingway James Frank Tullis ----------- London, Ohio 
Ronald Dennis Hunter ------------ Piedmont 
Agronomy 
Wooster LeRoy Atkinson -------- Bishooville • Robert Allan Phelps -·---- Scottsdale, Ariz. 
Robert Wallace Hardaway --------- -- Dillon Howa:d Duncan Sharman Ill ---------- Estill 
• David Bennett Ledbetter ------ Williamston 
Animal Science 
Walter Lewis Dantzler -------------- Santee Daniel Edward Ramage ----- Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Joseph Kosier Kneece ---------------- Alken H::irry Eugene Wilson --------------- Lobeco 
Biology 
James Allen Altman --------------- Andrews John David Palmer, Jr. ······-·- Albany, Ga. 
Stephen Howard Best •••• Fayetteville, N. C. Robert Boyd Spradley. Jr. ----------- Chapin 
Claude Everette Cooper, Jr.•• Bossier City, La. - . George McDowell Templeton • 
William Du$enberry Dean ---------- Clemson Greensboro. N. <;;. 
Warren Grcybi!l 1'.-icEl:':l:;::cy --------- Aiken CJward Houston 'Thomason ---------- Olanta 
William King Manos ----·--- California, Md. 
Dairy Sclonce 
• Ollie Tyrone Gray --------------- Cordova Elias Door Tupper II ----------- Summerville 
• James Corbitt Kelly -------- Monticello, Ga. 
Entomology 
Robert Edward Glenn ---·--------- Florence Curlis Garren Hayes Central 
Food Science 
James Bailey Dukes --------------- Manning 
Forestry 
Francis Thomas Brown ----- ---- Wedgefield William Chafee Moore, Jr . •••• North Augusta 
James William Edwards, Jr. ____ Georgetown Robert Preston Neale ••••• Chevy Chase, Md. 
Benlley Gibson Fishburne, Jr. ---- •• Sumter • • Richard Camman Niederhof ----- Bonneau 
Tack Brooks Hafner ------------- Miami, Fla. John Carroll Taylor -------------- Winnsboro 
•Lawrence Albert Harmon ----------· Hopkins James Gordon Williams, Jr. ---- Ridge Spring 
Neill Michael Hugg ------------··· Columbia 
Horticulture 
Curtis Clarkson Graham, Jr. • Karl·Heinz Segelken 
__ --------------------- Mount Ulla, N. C. ---· ------ ----- Hilgermissen, Germany 
Gordon Frederick Kariger ------ Norfolk , Va. • Carroll Theodore Stephens __ North Augusta 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
BACHI:LOR OF ARCHITECTURE DEGREE 
W illiam Russell Bethune ---------- Columbia Paul Robert Miller -------- Newburgh, N. Y. 
Edward Ward Blakely --------- Simpsonville • John Lesesne Monteith ---------- Columbia 
John Hart Cable ------------- Pittsburgh, Pa. Noel Serwin Musial ·-------- Elizabeth, N. J. 
Robert Arthur Engler ------ Piscataway. N. J. William Hantzsche Parsons, Jr. 
Carl Floyd IIJ -··------ Fort Lauderdale, Fla. --·-·------------------- Lutherville, Md. 
Michael McKinley Freeman __ Asheville, N. C. James Edgar Phillips -···------ -- Greenville 
I:dwin Roy Lashley, Jr. ---- Greensboro, N. C. James Clarke Plaxco ·------------- Columbia 
.,. Michael Clay Long ---·--·-··· ___ Saluda Wayne Douglas Roberts --·- Mars Hill, N. C. 
James Irving Marlin -----·--· - Terrell, N. C. Charlos Thomas Smith --------- -- Greenville 
BACHELOR OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
• George William Benedict -·· Duquesne, Pa. Robert Keith Luckabaugh •••. Baltimore, Md. 
Lloyd Graham Hooper --· •• Gastonia, N. C. Harry Corbett Tiller, Jr. ·------· Georgetown 





















BACHnOR OF BUILDING CONSTKU C..."llUN 
• Goorgo William Benodlct ••• Duquesne, Po. Roberl Keilh Luckobough Bolllmore, Md. 
Lloyd Graham Hooper ..... Gos1on1a, N. C. Horry Corbell T,Uer, Jr.• Georgetown 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES t 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Patrtda Ann Abbot! •••. • Seneca 
• Jomea Henderson Abrams, Jr. •• Wt11:m1re 
Lind:, Sue Acree M11sisS1pp1 C1lv, Miss. 
Corl Truesdol'> Best •• Wurlsmtth AFB. Mich. 
Charles Julian Belhoa. Jr. •••••• •• McColl 
John frank Biggers III ••. • Matlhews. N. C. 
Dillard Warson Bray, Jr.•••..:. Clemson 
Albert Frierson Burgess .••... Augusla, Ga. 
Douglas Alon Campbell . •••. Concord, N. H. 
Sammlo George Carros • •. •.... Spononburq 
Ryen Cole Cobb • .... •• . ....••. Starr 
• Hubert Stuarl Collon. Jr.••••.••• Columbia 
Morion Brabham Crooks, Jr. •. •• Newberry 
Peggy Joy Townsend Cruse ... Summit, N. J. 
Wilham Belmonte Cuc:olo ••••• Suffern, N. Y. 
Susan Libby Denberg ••••••••..• Columbia 
• Carol Dyar Dillard ••••••••••••••• Clemson 
Nancy Evans Elrod ••••• ••••• Grifltn Ga. 
Charles William folrbro:her 
••••••••••••••..••• Wost Medway, Mass. 
• • Judllh Morie florie . . •• Norih Augusta 
Theron Dante! Ford. Jr. .•••. Norlh Augusta 
Jam.,s Childs Fort ••••••••• Anderson 
Jomu Monroe Gardner, Jr.•••••• Walterboro 
Kennelh Lyle Gardner • Cinnaminson. N. J. 
Terry Gilmore Gordner •••••••••• Lancaster 
Steven Rtcha:d Golrlstein .•.. Baldw,n, N. Y. 
Michael Joshn Gordon ••..• • . Rock Hill 
Graham Hill Gultlng • ----- Alexandria, Va. 
• Wiiiiam Neely Hannah •.••••• Allanla, Ga. 
Henry Michael Herlong, Jr....••. .. Edgefield 
• • Sandra Cloine Hicks ------------- Liberty 
• • Ch<1rles Edward Hill ••...••••••• Jackson 
Harry Joseph Hoppmonn •••..•••• Charleston 
Carl Holler Huffman . ••••.••••••••••• Aiken 
Thomas Howard Hutchison •• Savannah, Ga. 
JonlcP Wilson Jackson .••••••• Decatur. Ga. 
Toronce Lee Jahnke •••••••••••••••• Camden 
S1onley Waller Jask1owicz, Jr.•.. Charleston 
Charles Richard Johnson •••••.•• Crewe, Vo 
• M1>llnda Hughs Johnson ••••••••• Walhalla 
William Harold John~n. Jr •••.•• Greenville 
Theodore Micheal Katona ------ Latrobe, Pa. 
Leon Godley Keluted •••••• Oakhurst. N. J. 
Patrick James Kenefick Schenectady, N. Y. 
Eugene Merrill ](loin • • ••••• Bronx, N. Y. 
Nlcholaos Philip Laska• •••. • . Spartanburq 
Jomra C,.,Jvin l1nder • Chorloslon H<'1']hts 
Joinns Wtlltom Logan. Jr. • •••.••••• Sumlor 
Robort John Macongo •••••. Roseland, N. J. 
John Grow Mah"r ...•••• Monhossel, N. Y. 
Lucllo Welborn Merritt • .••• .•••• Cosley 
' Richard Cd·Ntn Miley •••••. __ Charleston 
Nancy MrKP<than Miller ...•• Westminster 
John Doil Mooro ••..••. . .. Glennvillo, Ga. 
Mary Janis Moore •...••••..••.... Clemson 
DaCoS1<1 Muckenfuss. Jr, ----. • Summerville 
<.:liorlos Gregory Nesmith •..• • Goorge!own 
Lloyd Wayne Paqe . ··--······· Lake View 
Ronald Jack Potier •. ----··· •... Rock Hill 
' William Joseph Pridemore •••••••••• Union 
John Michael Pushkor •••••••• _••• Columbia 
Lindo Mario Ramsay ••••••• .• .••• Madison 
Jomes Whiten Rankin, Jr.•• Greensboro, N. C. 
John Ranney • • ••. •••••• • Auburn, Alo. 
Fuller Lyon ReeH Ill ............... Clinton 
Dwight Raymond Reynolds .. Royal Oak, Mich 
' Terry Edward Richardson, Jr. . .. Barnwell 
• • • Roberl James Rolh ••••••••_ Wayne, Po. 
•• Carolyn Ann Rowland •••••••••• Clemson 
Elbert Manning Rozier, Jr . •••••••• Charleston 
Wilbur McPerry Rumph ••••• ••••• Comden 
George Dex1er Rush lll ••••••.. Wore Shoals 
Joseph Andrew Sedlak, Jr.••••• Sparta, N. J. 
W11Uom Clayton ShaTpe ••••••• Mobile, Ala. 
Wendell Grifhlh Shealy •••••. Little Mountain 
• Anna Margaret Gilmer Shivers •• Rock Hill 
Donald LemonI Sikes .. ·····---- Largo, Flo. 
Cody Walker Smtih, Jr. ...• ...•. Fort Miii 
Richard Donnell Sm11h ----· ------ .• Liberty 
•• Samuel Dovld Sm11hyman ___ Spartanburg 
Daniel Alvah Spe1ghls ----------·· Hampton 
Joseph Carroll Stevenson, Jr.••••• Greenville 
!ohn Wllb.ir Sloudenmire, Jr.•••••••• Sumter 
Sandra Lea Tarquino ••••••• Weirton, W. Va. 
Donn:e Hubert Terry .•••••• .•••••• Seneca 
George Everelt Thompson, Jr. . .••.• Chesnee 
Thomas Seabrook Townsend II 
•••••.•••• ------· •.. Wadmalaw Island 
Wilham Samuel Walker. Jr. •...••• Nichols 
Vernon Larry Wahers ----- .•...••• Clemson I
W1lliam Kennetle Wt!liams, Jr . •• Honea Poth 
Nancy Carol Wyatl •• .•• ••.. Seneca 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGRE.£ ~-. 
Arts and Sciences 
iony Marahail Hooper • • Clemson 
Chemlalry 
David Richard Bailey ....•.••.. Anderson Clyde Marshall Lonq ••• ___ Greenwood 
Donald Allen Copeland ....••••. Greenville • • • Nelson Boyd O'Bryan, Jr.••••••• Salters 
• Wiiiiam Carter Kneoce. Jr. --- Augusto. Ga. JosAph Lucas Ruzicka, Jr . ••• Norlh Augusto 
Geolo9Y 
Ronald Norton Priddy a.tl=illa__ ..&i..llili..~ Richardson 
Mathematics 
:f;.. Miriam Bridges Ausburn ...•. Easley 
• Joseph Morris Biber •••••• •. Sparlanburg 
Wllliam Edward Branch ..•• Monmouth, N. J. 
• • CharlH Felder Cotlingham ..•• Dillon 
David Louis George Burnell _ .• Claylon, Ga. 
• Joines Malcolm Heller. Jr.•• Sandy Springs 
Lorry Veron McWhorier ••.•.••••••••• Easley 
• William Pickens Hannah • 
Thomas Eugene Martin, Jr...... 
• • Susan Renfroe Mocre ••.... 
• William Charles Runnion ...•• 
Physlea 
• •• William Clarence Maddox, Jr. 
Oliver Baker Morton •••••••••• 
• Rolph Eugene Poinler, Jr. • •. 






Honea Poth r... 
•• Columbia !I 
. Gaffney 
Pre-Medicine 
• Jomes Harman Corson. Jr. • •••••• Sumter 
Frederick Fuessol Chisholm, Jr.••• Greenville 
Harold Minch Co_ombs, Jr. 
..•••..•.• -------- Scotch Plains. N. J. 
Frank Preston Copeland Ill ••••.• Darlington 
Ellis Howard Danlzler ••••••••••••• Cameron 
• Richard Lee Denny •••••••••• Bishopville 
• Joseph William Donohoe •••• Bethesda, Md. 
Barney Brown Eoslerhng. Jr.•••••• Kingsiree 
Richard Elliot! Eutoanlcs ••••••••••. Wellford 
• • • H"nry Milos Faris, Jr . •••••••••• Laurens 
• Charles Ellis Felkel, Jr. "'""·--· ••.. Elloree 
Paul Douglas Fernandez ••. Englewood, N. J. 
Robert Perry Frady •••••. • ...•••• Cowpens 
)om~• Blai: Frazier IV •••••.•..•• Winnsboro 
Raymond Van Grubbs •••••••••••• fair Play 
• Robert Junius Hoos . ••••. . . . Gaffney 
Frank Adelbert Hoshall, Jr. •••• Charleston 
George Hllhord Knight •••••.. Norlh Augusta 
H:irry Randolph Mahaffey •.. LaGrange, Ga. 
Philip Fronk Marlon •••••. Milmonl Park. Pa. 
• John Douglas Mal!hew •. Norlh Charleston ~. 
Travis Lanier Moon .•• •.•.. Lavonia, Ga. 
• Poler Evans Myors IV ••... Moncks Corner 
John Patrick Nemc.-rgut ... Stratford, Conn. 
Marvin Travis Runyon Ill __ London, On:ano 
WHiiom Franklyn Shivers, Jr. Mariella 
Vlll11om Thomas Spro11, Jr. . Winnsboro ~ 
•• James Lowrenco Suiherland ••• Clemson 
Soro Lnuise Barnett ~··-- ---
• • Morlh:, Gaynell Blackwell ..• 
'• Claudia Ann Cheek ••••••••• 
Brenda Lor«>tla FowlN ••• 
• Helen Marte Hufln1cutt 
Rebecca Gail Kinqamoro 
'• • Sandra Jt>011elJ_o Loo 









• S1onley Edward Von Hofe 
Bellon Edward Weeks 
• Chz:ib<>•h Ann Sh:innon ••. 
Borhara Campb,•ll Shtrloy 
Sandra !<>on Walker 
Willie Lura Ligon 
Doris E:lane Lowory 
' ' Helen fro,za Mulkey 
Dor-,nn Kay Scruqqs 






. P<'ndloton Ic,...,nwood t 
.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREll 
Agricultural Educa tion 
(Agricultural Educa tion is jointly administered by the College of 
Agriculture and Biolog ical Sciences and the School of Education.) 
Charles Garry Helms ------------- Pelzer James Wilson Pooser - ------------ Cameron 
Jomes Theodore McC!ary, Jr. - ----- Kingstree Edwin deBerry Rogers II ------------ Nichols 
Billy LeRoy Morris, Jr. ------------ Andrews George Russell Sutton ----- -------- Fort Mill 
Peter Jack Newton, Jr. ------ --- - - - - - McColl 
Industrial Education 
Michael Fredrick Kelly ---- Little Silver, N. J. Robert Vernon Weaver, Jr. ---- Murphy, N. C. t1 
• Science Tea ching 
Evelyn Clark Elrod ------------ Ware Shoals Carol JP.:inetto Rostron ----..-------- Clemson 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE r,Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and the Collego of Engineering.) 
• Carl Emeneker Brown, Jr. ----- - ---- Aiken Robert Cunningham Richards ---- Macon, Ga. 
Daniel Edward Burgner ___ Greenville, Tenn. 
Ceramic Engineering 
• Denis Albert Brosnan - - - --- -- Atlanta, Go. • Donald Lee Hindman ------------ Walhalla 
John Walter Byers --- - ------------- Chester George Patrick Lawrence ---- Charlotto, N. C. 
John Timothy Frasier --- - ----------- Seneca 
Chemical Engineering l 
Fredorick Charles Ayer JII -------- -- Seneca Willlam Braxton Laycock -------- Greenville 
Alton McCoy Beasley ---------------- Aiken • Harr y Edward Lindler - - - --------- Laurens I ' Charles Gary Beaudrot - -------- Greenwood Frank Joseph Lutz JII -------- Pittsburgh, Pa. Leander Barlholomew Bowen ----------- Iva Rupgrt James McCormac III - - ----- Columbia Ben Terry Clark III -------------- Charleston Frederick Bergen Moore ---- Kingsport, Tenn. 
William Michael Click ------ Gainesville, Ga. • • Theodore McGeachy Northrop __ Greenville 
• Edward Darrell Conner ------ Timmonsville •• Peter Gailla rd Smith - - ------ Johns Island I
Dean Cudd Gaskins --------~-- Spartanburg Jonathon Dale Steele - - - ---------- Lancaste r 
•• James Gordon Goodwin, Jr. ___ Walterboro :1Eugene Preston Trotter, Jr. ---------- Easley 
James Parker Haggett IV - ----- Newton, N. J. Robert Miller Word, Jr. ----------- Rock Hill l 
Robert Anton Hudson - - --- - ----- - --- Seneca Alfred Charles Whittemore __ ------- Easley 
William Charles Langford , Jr. ---- Columbia Jack Lee Wilks, Jr. -------------- Charleston 
Civil Engineering 
Herman Woodrow Cauble, Jr. ----- Columbia Jock Beverley Phillips, Jr. - --- North Augusta 
• • • Norman Edwin Dowling ---- Orangeburg • • David Thomas Seamon - --- Bethlehem, Pa. 
Jomes William "Epps - - ---- - - ------- Clemson Ernest Harold Smith --- ------- ---- Rocle Hill 
Robert Barnard Gordon ------ Edgewater, Md. Donald Franklin Spencer ---- - --- Greenville 
Donald Hugh Higgins ------ Asheville, N. C. · Ronald Lee Spencer ------ - - ---- - - Greenville 
David Alan Jones ---------- Asheville, N. C. Thomas Emmett Touchstone __ Commerce, Ga.I ~ 
• Terry Arnold Kingsmore ---------- Buffalo Harold Joe Willson - --------- -------- Sumter 







Richard Brown Bankhead, Jr. ___ Co-o'>. Fla. 
John Hermon Bc,ckroqo, Jr. ____ Columbia 
Mlc!lael BonJamin Bishop ____ Sr>- rtonh11rq 
Somuel M-,Donnld Brice, Jr. ---- - lllnckstock 
' David R'lvmond Crawlord ·---· Gr,,en·,ille 
William Clarence Cromor 
' Andrew Calvin Dickert 
Wtlllam, Franklin Dorsl'y.. Oc,,:,anla Cowling •••••• 
Rodney Wtlson Ducker 
• Edward Franklin Eison 
William John Ferraro III 
' Richard Dean Franklin 
Jerry Dean Guest __ •• 
Willlam Haslcoll Hor.on 
Jo9oph Warren Hudson 
David Harold Cole .. . 
--------- Anderson 
-- ---··-· Loncasler 
--------· Clemson 
------ Oro:,,:,, burg 
------ Charleston 
.• North C!lcrles:on 
----- Chmleston 
------ - - -· Clemson 
·----- - - - -- Cowpens 
------·- Ch-:,rl!'ston 
Hendersonvlllo, N. C. 
• V/illiom Albert Lors!'n, Jr. 
Chc:trlc:i Thomas Martin, Jr . • . • 
Samu"l Cl-ludo Martin ____ 
' S:,muel Arron Mitchum ---- -
Ch:,rl"" Blake Morq:,n -------
' George M.t-hell Morris ------
i-bnrv John Recd •••..•••••• Charleston 
' W:lllom Ricks Riggs ••• • • ••• - - Charlestor. 
E::oorv Lamar Sh,.p;,ard Hendersonville, ti. C . 
Petri -k La'-lrence Slatt,:,ry •• •• . 
Charl• s R:,ndolph Srrllh - · - -· 
' Thom":c M:,rion Smith .. • • 
' !(enne•h Crc:wford Traynham 
)cm •s David Wasson. Jr. 
Jomes Travis Wllhomton ---- · -
lndus'rial Engineering 
···----- Columbia Stacy Lowell H'-lll 
Chorl!'s Oliver Farnum Ill - ---- - Orangeburg John Frank Lee Ill 








• • Ch:,rleston 
.• . Anderson 
Greenwood 
.. Cheraw 




• Douglas Eric Alexo:,der ------ Spartanburg 
Melvb Oen Bier.ton, Jr. -------- Cc!fney 
Charles Austin Burdette - ------ Simpsonville 
Th:imas Walter Glazener ----- Bravard, N. C. 
Edward R1t!edge Gray ------ --- Charleston 
Paul Mi:hael Grieb ------------- Winnsboro 
Clarence Arthur Ham ---·--- - - --- Ch:,rleston 
John Cordon Hammond, Jr. __ Sandy Springs 
Robert Lawrence Hill, Jr. 
___ ---------- _ ___ Charleston Heigh'.s 
Poul Fhi'lp Hok, Jr. Fcrminq:lale, N. Y. 
Bruce Vlalt".'r Holccm~ -------- • Lyman 
William Barker Kuykendal --- - - Atlanta, Ga. 
Allan Michael Lindsey ----- - -------- Pickens 
Lvnn Mortis Lynch •••••••••.. ___ Pickens 
Richard Sta.,ley M!'Adoms ••••••• Clemson 
Dennis Clinton McAl!rtor ·---·-··----- Polzer 
David Warren M::icAvoy ... Brooklvn, N. Y. 
• Michael Jones Maxwell --- -· . Greenville 
bm"s Doh!evL-, Mvers • .. ·- . Ch-:,rlaston 
Charles Lvnwood O'Cain --- - • Orangeburg 
• D::le Wil son Reynolds ------ Bedford, Mo11. 
Marth'l J.,on Robinson ----- Jaclcsonvi!le, Flo. 
Willic m Ro~rt Sml~h ------------ Greenville 
Rob~n Houston Stei:hens ---- --·- -- Laurens 
William M:ixie Terry - - - - ------ Augusto, Ga. 
Jami's M-.ron Thomoaon ---- ---- Atlanta, Ga. 
Rob<'rt Merrill Tindall ----- Joclc&onvillo, Fla. 
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCl£NCE DECREE 
lnd:istrial Management 
James Gomer Bagnal Ill --- Statesville, N. C. 
Phillips McBride Brooks, Jr. ------ Newberry 
Mlch::iel Ernest Brown ------- --- Dublin, Ga. 
Lacy McAd, n Chotneuff ·----- R:,leigb, N. C. 
Jimmy Oen Clark • . ------ !Ci.sslm!)lee, Flo. 
Samuel 8ovd Daniels, Jr. -------- Dillon 
Robert William Dilworth, Jr. _ 
0 
__ .• Walhalla 
George Gerry Doubleday • • Knoxville, Tenn. 
Onna ln F.d')ar Dunc<:1n ----- Travcloc: R:=! 
Charles George Elfert, Jr. ------- -- Scranton 
Stephen Nash G,Uespie ------ Commerce. Ga. 
Jorry Mock Gregory _ ····-·- -------·- Union 
Moc Richard H:,rley _ -·----- Barnwell 
tKonneth David Holliday ---- Goldsboro, N. C. 
, Bruce Will iam Johnson __ __ Lawrence, N. Y. 
Ben Eberhart Josey .. Milledgevllle, Ga. 
, Ellison Smyth Kelly, Jr . ...... ........ Startex 
forost Edward Kinnett, Jr. ----- Lymon 
Clinton Cclhoun Lemon, Jr. ----- Barnwell 
Maurice King Lo;,ez, Jr. ----- ---- ------ Iva 
John David McDaniel , Jr. - ----- ------ Liberty 
Glenn E'.lgone M" Forlond •• • ••• Hartsville 
Robert Richardson Mortin, Jr. -·--- Anderson 
Charles Beaudrot Mauldin, Jr. • Greenwood 
William Fritz Maya --------- ---- Allendale 
Lever W illi:tm Mstts, Jr_ .. •. Orangeburg 
Ted Gary Moore -- ----------- Cclhoun, Go. 
• Th~mos Arnold Pedersen ------- Groonville 
William Jackson R:igsdale, Jr. -------- Easley 
• Gregor, !)en~., Robe:'.s ---·-------- Alk,m 
Edward Vc::-.~r ~ hloefer --------- Columbia 
Clilford Eug:>ne Singleton •• North Charleston 
Benny Carl:on Smith . ___ •• •• Williamston 
Jimmy Wayne Spradley --- - - - - Wagener 
Fred Ernest Stallworth ..••. Charlotte, N. C. 
Mork Keith S:ewort ------- ... Hartsville 
Charles David Thompson .•.••. ... Rock Hill 
J:tm9s Edward Walton, Jr. .. .. .. . ... Sumter 
Jomes Thomas Weaver .. - : . ..' Greenville 
Thoma~ Eugene Welborn ••. --·------ Easley 
R:,ndall Pershing Wmdham •• -- - --- Lamar 
Paul Garvey Wright, Jr. --- .••• Decatur, Ga. 
Texlile Chemistry 
• • • Hubert Jennings Booth Hartsville William Ryen Hovis ---- ----····--· Rocle Hill 
Patrick Day Broddy . .•. Aiken Warren Sumner Perkins --- --·------- Elloree 
Tex:lle Management 
Ronald Leo Boyce Cooloomoe, N. C. Rog er E!lison Hood ······-· · _. Williamston 
Everett Mox Cromer ------- -- Greenville Russ<'ll Lee Jordon ·---- ------- Spartanburg 
Willia m Wiley Curtis, Jr. ·----- Lau rel, Miss. Lar.-y Kenno:h Lott ----------- ---- Vaucluse 
Rona!d Lone Da:,ce ___ Lu9off Roy Even~!! McAbee -- - - ------ - - - - - Inman 
Ronald Lee Farley - ·-- --------- Gallnoy Rona ld Wayne Rogers ··-···-- ---· Anderson 
Marion David H101t ____ : _____ Williamston Jack William Sparks ----···-·---- Golfnoy 
Tex:Ue Sc:enee 
Robert Clayton Dyson, Jr... Mooresville, N. C. ' • Howard Gory Rogors . Wllliomatc:m 
Tommy Woodrow Jomes, Jr. - -· •••• Sumter 
• With honor 
• • With high honor 
• • • With h:ghes: honor 
t Wilh d epar:mental honors 
,;; 
'!', 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTERS' DEGHEES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL scrr.NCES 
MASTEn Of SCIENCI: D::GIIEE 
Agronomy 
Morvln Burrus~ Bonton 
Entomology 
Von H. McCoekill __ 
Forestry 
Francis Asbury Lawton, Jr. 
John Wallace 'curnow 
..-.. Maurice Edqor Forro<· 
Georqe Francis R. Bule:zo, Jr. 
Foye Penland Cowan 
Dude Reed Gooch -
Michool Dalrymple King 
Owen Stirling Chambers 
Jomes Benjamin Cox, Jr. 
Hortieulturo 
Richmond . Vo. 
Salisbury. N. C. 
Greenvlllo 
Chorlollo. N. C. M-:i · I: Jamos 
Clemson John Davis 
Zoology 
Fatr Lown, N. J. Benny D<>e 
Fleming Chorloaton 
Ridloy _ Mountain Rest 
P-:ite Morion 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND . SCIENCES 
Joseph Henry Cecil ---···-- • Louisville, Ky Billy Thomas Upchurch 
Ma thematics 
Joann Barbee Barnhardt • __ Oakboro, N. C. Georqe Wilham Marrah 
James Roy Felker, Jr. _ --------- Newborry Norman Charles Schaffer 
Physics 
Robert Delvyn Evans, Jr. Rock Hiil 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MASTER OF ED'UCATION DEGREE 
Mory Wo•ford Co,., __ Pageland 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTE.R or SCIENCE DEGREE 
Agricultural J:ng;:,:o:!ng 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 
Economics 
Marshall Burrell Rlchardso:i Harrison, Ohio 
English 
Iva Mellie Clark LoRoche Columbia 
Clemson Phy!Ls Rich.edine Loadholt Fo1rfox 
Seneca Leonidas Constantine Smith Ill • Polk.ton, N. C. 
History 
Lynda Worley Skelton Macon, Go. 
MASTER or SCl[NCE DEGREE 
Chemistry 
Rocky Mount, N. C.-
Woonsocket, R. I. 
_Ormond Beach, Flo. 
(Agricultural Engineering Is Jointly odman1stered by the College of 
Agriculture and Btologir.al Sciences and tho College of Engineering.) 
Wiboolsac Arunin ----­ Bangkok, Thailand Luke A:kinaon Nonce, Jr. __ 
David Carroll Kenyon • Windsor, Vt. 
Ceramic: Englnoorlng 
Jam.C!ll Robert llo<>tb __ New JCansinql.on.-Pa.. R:,h..,,,t Henry.-Slnoa.k_ _ 
William Olla Cullum, Jr. ---------- Columbia Ralph Benjamin Videtto 
Cressie Earl Holcombe, Jr. ---·---- Anderson ----- ···--· Adema 
Chem'eal Englnooring 
Ronald Wayne Glau _ ····-- Leachville, Ark. 
Civil Eng'..neoring 




_ Rock Hlll 
It 





------ lskenderun, Turkey ·- .•. --------- New Marnnavllle. W. Va. 
!' 
Electrical Engineering 
Beaufort Ch::io-Ran Huang Tainan, Taiwan 
Anderson George Campion Rush Baltimore, Md. 
Enqineoring Mechonles 
Coner Decne Johnson ----- Orange, Vo. 
Environmon'ol Systems Engineering ~. 
Albert Anthony Cannella •• Cookeville, Tenn. .· 
Mechan'.eal Eng'. nenlng "r 
Frederick Adair Dunlap Ill _ R=k Hm H::,l Owen Jones _ 1Ctngspor1, Tenn. ,: .. 
W1ll!om Thomas Erwin ---- _ Memphis, Tenn. Chan r. Lam Kowloon, Honq Kong I.. 
;;;.; tH•-~Col!!~ 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Agion~my 
Kenneth Edward Sovoge __ ___ ___ ---------- ___ __ ___ __ __ Proctor. Ark. 
B.S., Arkansas State; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Fhenylurea Herbicide l!ohovlor In Soll os Related to Calctum and Hydrogen 
Ion Activity 
Entomology 
Gerhard Fred Fedde ----------- •• ____ Asheville, N. C. 
B.S., New York Stale College o! For'lslry; M.S., Clemson Unlve:relty 
Dissertation: Compcrollve Analyses o! Sysiem:,tic Frozedures ond Bioloqlccl Characteris­
tics Relating to Pine Aphid~ of the Genus Clnara in Western So;ith Carolina 
Jerry Allon Payne . ·--··---------- •. _ __ ...••.. ---·----------------- Uppervllle, Va. 
B.S., University of Tennessee; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Compcrolive Ecnloqical Study o! Pig Carrion Decomposlllon and Animal 
Succession with Special Reforenc<> to the Insects 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DOC~OR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Chemistry 
George Thomas Cochran . ..••.• ___ --·--- ___ ... - -----·--···-- L New Lonox, !II. 
B.S., Unlverauy of Richmond; ~-1.S.. l'nlversity of Tennessff 
Dissertation: A Study of the Coordina!lon Compounds of d 1-p, p'-Dlamlno-2, ~ii,i,.,ny!, 
butane with Selected Univalent Metal Ions 
Edwin Platt Hall --·····--··--··· -·· ------·· ······--·-·--·-------------- Alexandria, Va. 
B.S.. Dovldson College; M.S.. Clemson University 
D!sserlatlon: The Pyrolysis o! Selec-ted N-Aryl 0-Alkyl lmlnochlorldea and N-Phenyl 
0-Alkyl Benzimldales 
Physics 
Charles Malcolm Bowden --------------· --------- ---------------·-·- ----- Richmond, Va. 
B.S., University of Richmond; M.S., University o! Virqlnia 
Dissertation: Electron Spin Resonance Studies o! Tri·Valent Gadolinium In Calcium Florlde 
Single Crystals Under Applied Sires~ 
William James Reid, Jr. --------------- -------- ------------- - -----·· ---------- Abbevllle 
B.S., Erskine College; M.S .. Duke University 
Dissertation: The E!!ecl of Strain on the Superconducting Transition Temperature of Vacuum 
Deposited Indium Films 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Samuel John Kesley ----------- ----------- --------- ----- ---------- --- Wheeling, W. Vo. 
· B.S., West Virginia University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Oxygen Transfer and Ulil!zahon Determinations for a Mathematical Model 
for the Submerged Fermenlallon of Glucose by Pseudomonas oYalis 
RobGrt Ned Brannock ----------------- - --- ·--------- - - ------------·-------- Orlando, Fla. 
B.S., Duke Unlvorslty; M.S., Unlvers!ly of Missouri 
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Clemson University 
Office of Admissions and Registration 
May 5, 1967 
-· To the Educational Council: 
The follo~~rglist includes information concerning every candidate 
for the Doctorr s Degree, the Hasterts Degree, and the Bachelor's Degree this 
May who has failed to complete one or more of the requirements for graduation . 
I. Candidates for Doctor's Degrees 
Robert Ned Brannock ••••••••• · • •• •• • • •• •o•oo Civil Engineering 
Edwin Platt Hall o • • • ••• ••• • . • ... ..... . . . .... o Chemistry 
II. Candidates for Masters' Degrees-·-
Part II includes candidates for the Masterts Degree who did not 
comple~e their requirerncnts. 
James Robert Booth • • • • e • • • • • • e • e • 4t • • • • • • O. 0 Ceramic Enginee~ing 
Owen Stirling Chambers o•••••• • •• •• ••• •• • •• o Electrical EngineeF~ng 
Faye Penland Cowan •• ••••• • ••••• • ••· • ····~ ... English 
James Benjamin Cox$ Jr. •• • • • • · · · · ···· ·· · · •• Electrical Engineering 
William Otis Cullum., Jr.. ....... . .. . ....... . Ceramic Engineering 
Robert Delvyn Evanst Jr . • ·• •o• • ••• • •• • •••a• Physics 
Mack Jai:ies f.'J.eming • • ~ • • •••• ..) •••• •• • • • (t •• o. c Horticulture 
Willard Hayne Ganter .. . ........... . .. . ..... . Civil Engineering 
David Carroll Kenyon••••• • • •• •• • ••••· ·· ··~· Agricultural EngineE~ing ... Michael Dalrymple King• ••••• •• •• • ••• • •••••• English 
Chan F, La.m . . .... . . .... .. ...... . . . .. . .. . •••e Mechanical Engineering 
Francis Asbury Lawton, Jr. • • • •• • • • •• •••• • •• Forestry 
Phyllis Richiedine Loadholt • •• ••• • • ·· ··• •oo English 
Von H. McCaski..11 · ··· · ·· ~·· · ··· ··· ·· · ···• •o• Entom:ilogy 
George William Harrah ••• • •• •• • • • • • •••••• ••• Mathematics 
Marshall Burrell Richardson ••• • •• ••• •• •• ••• Economics 
George Campion Rush• • •• • • •• ••• • •• • •• • •·•••• Electrical Engineering 
Richard Henry Sr30ak ••• · · · ······ · · ·• •••• ••• • Ceramic Engineering 
III. Candidate~ for Bachelors ' Degrees 
First we have l isted those who are deficient in total credits . 
Please note the deficiency in total credits as indicated after the 
abbr eviation of the student ' s major courseft 
The second group includes the candicates who are deficien~ in a 
required subject. 
The third group includes the candidates who are deficient in quality 
I'equir err.ents. 
A list of the honor graduate~ with their final cu~~la~ive brade­
point ratios is also included. 
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Deficient in Total Credits 
. (Including an~other deficiencies) 
GPR 1.76 - Lacks 24 gr ade points of having lo9 GPR. 








Phys ( 13.cks 6 credits ) 
Required Subject 
Substitution for Required 
Subject 
GPR 1..86 - 18.cks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Byers, J . w. 
ME L81 3 F 
Cr E (Lacks 3 credits) 
Substitution for Required 
Subject 
Cucolo, w. B. A&S-Hist (Lacks 2 credits) 
Hist 402 3 I Required for Major 
GPR 1.78 - Lacks 17 grade point,of having 1.9 GPR. 
J • H.' Jr.J.brams, 
Engl 409 3 
Hist 332 3 
Beasley, A. M. 
Ch E 450 3 
Benedict, G. W. 
Arch 542 8 
?i:shop, M. B. 
EE 410 3 
Frasier, J. T. 
Ch 332 3 
Glazener, T. W. 
Hist 204 3 
Guest , J. D. 
EE L2S 3 
EE 431 3 
Sooper, L. G. 
A previous candidate for graduation . 
Huggins, H. L. 
Engl 304 3 F 
GPR l . RJ - Lacks 11 grade points of 
long, c. M. 
Ch ull L F 
Reed, H. J . 








A&S- Engl (Lacks 6 credits) 
Required for Major 
Required for Minor 
F 
Ch E (Lacks 3 credits) 
Required Subject 
I 
BC (Lacks 8 credits) 
Required Subject 
F 
EE (Lacks 2 credits) 
Required Subject 
Cr E (Lacks 3 credits) 
Required Subject 
ME { Lacks 3 credits ) 
Substitution for Required 
Subject 
EE (Lacks 3 credits) 
Elective Subject 
Elective Subject 
BC (Lacks 1 credit) 
He did not make up the deficiency. 
Ag Ee (Has 1 extra credit) 
Required Subject 
having 1.9 GPR. 
Ch (Lacks 3 credits) 
Required Subject 
EE (Lacks 1 credit) 
Required Subject 
B. c. :.. IM (Lacks 4 credits) 
D't 311 J F Required Subject 
IM 407 1 F Required Subject 
Soc 351 3 F Required Subject 
findall, R. M. HE (Lacks 3 credits) 
ME L12 3 F Required for Senior Option 
I DeficiP-nt i n Required Subject 
(Including any other deficiencies) 
o,ates, J. E. Ag Ee (Has 3 extr a credits) 
Engl 30u 3 F ReqU.::..red Subject 
c:rooks, M. B. , Jr. A&S-Engl (Has 7 extra credits) 
Engl 431 3 F Required for Y.ajor 
Soc 351 3 F Required for ginor 
GPR 1.75 - Lacks 23 grade poi-:1ts of having 1.9 GPR. 
Ferna:idez, P. D. Pre-Med (Has 15 extra credits) 
Ch 324 3 F Required Subject 
GPR l.?O - Lacks 26 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
ws, R. J. Pre--Med 
Medical college 6&nior. Did not receive necessary information. 
Earley, M. R. IM (Has 11 extra credits) 
Il-i 407 1 I Required S~bjcct 
Holliday, K. D. TI-! (Has 7 extra credits) 
D1 404 3 F Required Subject 
GPR 1.84 Lacks 9 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Ielly, E. S • , Jr. D1 (Has l extra credit) 
Econ 3lh 3 F Required Subject 
IH 401 3 F Required Subject 
Ireece, J. K. AnSc (Has 20 extra credits) 
Engl 301 3 F Required Subject 
Roberts, w. D. Arch (Has 4 extra credits) 
A previous candidate for graduation. He did not make up 
t~e deficiency. 
Sill;leton, C. E. IM (Has 9 extra credits) 
IM uOu 3 F Required Subject 
GPR l.8u - lacks 10 gr ade points of having 1.9 GPa. 
S!id.th, C. T. Arch (H~s 28 ex~~a credi~s) 
Arch 592 11 I Requirnd Subject 
Thomason, E. H. Biol (!-fa s 55 ex:.~a credits) 
Ch 324 3 F Required Subject 
GPR 1.78 - Lacks 5 grade points of havirg required GPR. 
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~ess, A. F. 
GPR 1.8u -




tn]res, James B.J 
I GPR loR6 -
f 
f D)'Son, R. C., Jr. 
Engl 20u at Anderson College. Grade not yet 
I -Hath u02 GPR 1.89 
s,ppman., H.J. 
GPR 1 .77 -
~dson, J. W. 
GPR l.8u -
lackson, J. w. 
GPR 1.86 -
Kapp, F. L. 
GPR 1.86 -






Langford, W. c. , Jr. 
GPR 1.83 -
\ Laycock, W. B. 
l GPR 1 .86 -
~cEltmrray, W. G. 
GPR 1.87 -
~4 canga, R. J. 
GPR 1.88 -
¥~rtin, C. T., Jr. 
GPR 1.81 -




Deficient ln Ou.ali ty Requirements 
A&S-Hist (Has 53 extra credits) 
Lacks 11 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
EE (Has 13 extra credits ) 
Lacks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
EE (Has 35 extra credits) 
Lacks 39 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
FdSc (Has 8 extra credits) 
Lacks 7 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
3 WP 
l acks 1 grade point of having 1.9 
TS (~as 6 extra credits) 
r eceived . 
Science Option 
GPR. 
.A&S.. Hist (Has 2 extra creciits) 
Lacks 18 grade points of having 1 .9 GPR. 
EE (Has 8 extra credits) 
Lacks 11 grade points of having lo9 GPR. 
Jl.~S-Engl (Has 1 extra c:-edit) 
Lacks 5 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
AgEc (Has 3 extra credits) 
Lacks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Hort (Has required number 
of credits) 
Lacks l grade point of having 1.9 GPR. 
ChE (Has 2 extra credits) 
Lacks 12 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
ChE (Has 1 extra credit) 
Lacks 6 grade points of having lc9 GPR. 
Biol (Has 4 extra credits ) 
Lacks 4 grade points of having 1.,9 GPR. 
A&S-Soc (Has 8 extra credits) 
Lacks 3 grade points of having lo9 G?R. 
EE (Has 2 extra credits) 
Lacks 13 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Hath (Has 8 extra credits) 
Lacks 9 grade points ~f ·having 1.9 GPR. 
A&S- Engl (Has 36 extra credits) 




-sieel e, J. D. 
GPR 1.81 -
lI~ ~rrY, D. H. 
! .. GPR 1.89 -
! 
~Tl"Y, W. M. 
. Econ 31h 
GPR 1.67 
























-1. ChE (Has 12 extra credits) 
Lacks 10 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
A&S- Hist (Has 13 extra c::.-edits) 
Lacks l grade point of having 1 .9 GPR. 
ME (Has 11 extra credits) 
3 F Elective Subject 
Lacks 36 grade points of having 1 .9 GPR . 
IM (Has 14 extr a credits) 
Lacks 22 gr ade points of having 1 .9 GPRo 
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Final Cumulative Grade Point Ratios of Honor Graduates 
(Will Receive Bachelor s Degrees Except as Noted) 
May 6, 1967 
With ~ghest Honor~'** 3. 80 and above 
G.P.R,~ I /. 
I 
J ,:bert Jennings Booth 3oR8 
f 0,aadia Ann Cheek 3.84 
~ Edwin Dowling 3.82 
lfJl--Y Miles Faris, Jr. 3.94 
!;Indra Jeanette Lee 3..92 
1Uliam Clarence Maddox, Jr. 3.82 
j ttlson Boyd Or Bryan, Jr. 3.,91 
}, t,~rt James Rolll 3.91 
With High Honor** J.50 - 3.79f 
pj.rlam Bridges Ausburn 3.59 
Jlldith ~arie F'lorit> 3.65 
I J?J.es Gordon Goodwin, Jr. 3~65 
; Sa.~dra Elaine Hicks 3.54 
Charles Ed\.:ard Hill 3.56 
1,elinda Hughs Jolmson 3.54 
Susan Renfroe Moore 3.61 
gelen Freize Kulkey 3.61 
eichard Cal'lll1"4n Niederhof 3.57 
1neodore McGeachy Northrop 3.55 
Bovard Gary Roger~ 3.55 
Carolyn Ann Rovland 3.S6 
!)avid Thomas Seaman 3.71 
Peter Gaillard Srnith 3.66 
nto:r.as Marion Sil'ith 3.Sl 
Samuel David Smithyman 3.66 
~ames ~'W'I'ence Sutherland 3. 74 
Stanley ~dward Von Hofe 3.52 
With Honor* 3.00 - 3.u9 
Do~glas Eric Alexander 3.22 
Joseoh Morris Biber 3.18 
Martha Gaynell Blach'"Well 3.1,8 
Denis Albert Brosnan 3.31 
James Harman Carso~, Jr. 3.08 
Edward Darrell Conner 3.10 
Charles Felder Cottingham J. u9 
Herbert Stuart Cotton, Jr. 3.19 
David ~-3y;nond Crarlord ).()CJ 
Richard Lee Denny 3.37 
Andrew Calvin Dickert 3.01 
Carol Dyar Dillard 3. 11! 
Robert William Dilworth, Jr. 3.,03 
Joseoh William Donahoe 3.10 















































Pre-!fodIr .o,,rl•• ~llis Felkel, Jr. 3ol6 EEJ.25 ~ Jtchard Dean Franklin DySc3,24Ollie Tyrone Gray A&S- Engl 3.09ttJ.liam Neely Hannah Math. 3.12~am Pickens Hannah Phys3.1!6;,,.es Malcolm Heller, Jr. CrE3.30t\,~ld lee Hindi11an DyScJ.42 
1~s Corbitt Kelly- CE3o04,err:f Arnold Kingsmore Ch3.11Jr.
I
\lilliam Carter Kneece, EE3.17 11).liam Albert Larsen, Jr . Agron3. 34narld Bennett Ledbetter ChE 
I 
3.09 
Physlil"TY Edward Lindler 3.00I,tl'r'f Veron McWhorter Pre-Med3. 32!lrrf Randolph Mahaffey EE3.005ar.r..1el Claude Martin Pre-Med3.1.isJohn Douglas Hatthew ME3. 2S 
I 
!{ichael Jones ~.aA..rell A&S-Econ3.40P.ichard Edwin ~.iley EE3.30Samuel Arron Ydtchum Arch·3 ..40John Lesesne Monteith EE3.33George Mitchell Morris Pre-Med3.,06Peter Evans Myers IV Phys3. 39P~lph Eugene Painter, Jr. IM3.36Thom~s Arnold Pedersen AgronJ ..15Robert Allan Phelps CE3/30Glenn Wade Phillips J\&S-Econ3.23Villiam Joseph Pridemore ME3.08Dale Wilson Reynolds A&S-Econ3vl2Terr; Edward Richardson, J r . EE3ou7William Ricks Riggs Mat,h3o07Williar~ Charles_ Ru.nnion HortJ.17Karl- Heinz Segelken 
3.2s Nurs ** Elizabeth Ann Shannon A&S-Fr3.08Anna Gilmer Shivers A&S-M'ath3.. 02Richar d Donnell Smith Hort3.2~Car roll Theodore Stephens EE3. 36Kenneth Crawford Traynham CE3. hoHarol d Joe Willson 
* At tended Cl emson 9/60··~ S/63. Will receive MD degr ee f rom Medical College 
of South Carolina J une 1967 . 
** Will Receive Associ ate of Arts Degr ee. 
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.. . 
Minutes of the Academic Faculty 
Clemson University 
August 5, 1967 
The Academic Faculty of Clemson University met at 
9: 00 a . m. on August 5, 1967 , in Brackett Hall Auditorium. 
Dean Victor Hurst presided . Acting on a motion made by 
Dr . Garnet R. Craddock, members of the faculty approved 
for undergraduate degrees those candidates whose names 
appeared on . the printed list with the exception of those 
appearing on the mimeographed .deletion list. A similar 
motion made by Dean F. I . Brownley on behalf of candidates 
for graduate degrees was also passed. 
Following brief rema:·ks by President Robert C. Edwards, 












' AUGUST 5, 1967.... 
(Compiled July 11, 1967) 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Agricultural Economics 
John Emory Coates ----- Ocean Drive Beach Francis Lawrence Kapp --------- Greenville 
Somuel Holl Horden III ---------- Columbia Gordon Smith Wilson -------- Thomson, Ga. 
Agronomy 
William Edwin Dorgon, Jr. ------ Darlington Charles Bernard Hand ---- Washington, D. C. .· 
A.nimal Science 
Edward Livingstone Hagan, Jr. ____ Due West Charles Keith Myers ----------- Eutawville 
Joseph Kesler Kneece --------------- Alken William Monroe Shirer, Jr. --------. Cameron 
Biology 
Robert Gordon Castles ---- Big Pine Key, Fla. Warren Graybill McElmurroy -------- Aiken 
Jomes Richard Cunningham Allen Dunkin Stevenson __ ------- Greenville 
------------------ Block Mountoin, N. C. Stanley Marshall Strickland ---- Spartanburg 
Chorles Cameron Ferguson __ North Augusto Edword Houston Thomason ---------- Olanta 
Douglas Holmes Hughes - - - ·--------- Union William Pierce Yates --------------- Sumter 
Food Scionce 
James Bailey Dukas __ Monning 
Forestry 
Travis Coleman Cork III ------ Clermont, Fla. Lory Mclourin Johnson, Jr. ---------- Sumter 
Williom Robert Corn ----------------- Union Kenneth Edword Merriman ------ Bishopville 
Edword Jackson Cornwell -------- Rock Hill 
Horticulture .. 
Mary Olis Brooks loris Gordon Frederick Kariger ------ Norfolk, Va. 
Hugh Webb Gilchrist Greenvilie 
Arthur Jacob Deloach 
George William Benedict 
Poultry Science 
Jimmy Lynn Moore ---------------- Woodruff 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE DEGREE 
Scotia Charles Thomas Smith Greenville 
BACHELOR OF BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
____ Duquesne, Po. Lloyd Graham Hooper ------ Gastonio, N. C. 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
Thomas Nathan Bogwell ------- Canton, Ga. 
Romana Anno Mario Biezenski 
-- · ------------- Jackson Heights, N. Y. 
•• •Shirley Holland Biggs --- ------ Clemson 
Nancy Gibson Cartee · __ Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Marion Brabham Crooks, Jr. ------ Newberry 
William Belmonte Cucolo ------ Suffern, N. Y. 
• Patricia Durham --------- ---- Jacksonboro 
Harry Hostings Frampton 111 ---- __ Hartsville 
Lynn Roland Freeman. Jr. ----------- Easley 
Edward Gerald Golubski -------- Greenwood 
John William Harper -· -------· -- Greenwood 
Wayne Oliver Harris --------------- Sharon 
Harry Joseph Hoppmonn _ ------ Charleston 
Charles E:ldndge Hughes, Jr. ---- Greenville 
Janice Wilson Jockson ------ -- Decatur. Ga. 
Robert Barc:lay Knowles __ Silver Spring, Md. 
Sondra Gale Kytle -------------- - lo France 
Dennis Dean Landreth ------ Springfield, Va. ~ 
John D. lane, Jr. ----------------- Clemson 
Daniel lee McConnell ------------ Anderson 
Robert John Maconga ------- Roseland, N. J. 
Lee Vandiver Manolis --------- Spartanburg 
John Zeph Moseley III ------------ Anderson 
John Michael Pushkar ------------ Columbia 
Charles Jeffrey Reese ------------ Rock Hill 
David Robert Schumpert, Jr. ------- Columbia 
Joseph Warren Sellers III ------ Jackson, Go. 
Mounce Dale Smith ----------- Celina, Ohio 
Roy Oliver Smith ------------ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Donnie Hubert Terry ---------------· Seneca 
William David Wost ---------- Spartanburg 
Carl Stephen ·w,lson --------·-··-- Fort Mill 
• 
------
BACHELOR O F SCIENCE DECREE 
Chemis try 
Ralph Clarence Collrell lll •••• Orlando, Fla. Clyde Marsha ll Long -------- _ _ Greenwood 
Geology 
James Grey McWhorter - - ---- Rahway, N. J. 
Mathoma tics 
John Mcinnis III - --------------------- Clio Sloven Terry --- - ---------- Ridgewood, N. J. 
• Thomas Eugene Marlin, Jr . •••••••• Rock Hill 
,... Modica ! Technology 
'Georgia Lou Thompson Bannister __ Anderson Gerald Kenneth Reubish, Jr. ----------- -
- ----------- Charleston Heights 
Physics 
Ronald Edgar Swatek - - ----- - - Spar tanburg 
--- Pre-Medicine 
Thomas Allen Bettis, Jr. - --- ----- Greenville Ralph Shepard Rustin, Jr. ------- Charleston 
William Wallace Bruner, Jr. ------ Columbia Michael David Scholl - ------------ Columbia 
Joe David Bum eue - ---- Midwest City, Okla. ..'Donald Winburn Shelley Columbia 
' Robert Junius Haas ---------- ----- Goffney 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE 
Nursing 
Karen Lee Amspacher ------ --- -- Greenville Nell Jean Phillips ------------ -------- Pelzer 
Jane Renee Ashley - - ---------------- Belton Brenda Ann Smith --------------- Ande rson 
Rachel Crum Elrod - - - -------- ------- Easley Cynthia Delores Smith --- --------- Anderson 
Jane Elizabeth Field - - --- ----------- Seneca Sandra Elizabeth Valencia -------- Walhalla 
Trudy Grissom Lanford ----------- Woodruff Sandra Lewis Weaver ------ ------- Clemso:1 
Barbara Ann McAlister -------------- Easley Janice Mane Wilson -------------- Pendleton 
Ann Maddox Miller ___ Black Mountain, N. C. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF~CJ~~ CE...DEGBEE­
Agricultura l Education 
(Agricultural Education is jointly administered by the College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and the School of Education.) 
William Haynsworth Bull Cameron Melvyn Wendell Johnson -------- Greenville 
Douglas Carlyle Carroway --------- - Olanta Fred Simmons Wilkins, Jr. - - ----- Blacksburg 
Industrial Education 
David Allen Camak ---- ---------- -- Hodges • ' James Jeroipe Rohrbach, Jr. Charleston 
John Gary Evans Horrtson III ----- Varnville .. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Ceramic Engineering 
John Walter Byers ---------------- Chester Joh:1 Benjamin Hardaway III ____ Greenville 
John Timothy Frasier ---------------- Seneca 
Chemical Engineering 
Alton McCoy Beasley ---------------- Aiken Harrington Lee Lowder --------- St. Stephen 
Ja mes Carl Brown ------- - --- North Augusta John Raymond Luense ---------- Walterboro 
' James Thomas Haney --- ----------- Lyman William Bryan Menees ------------ Anderson 
William Charles Langford, Jr. ----- Columbia Charles Waymon Rutland ---- North Augusta 
William Braxton Laycock -------- Greenville Jonathan Dale Steele - ------------ Lancaster 
Civil Engineering 
Henry Lee Holshouser, Jr. __ Charlotte, N. C. ' Mary Bell Trout _...______ Coral Gables, Fla. 
Eloctrlcal Engineering 
Milas Henry Bollard, Jr. ---------- Hartsville 'Mumphord Holland Kendall, Jr. 
Michael Benjamin Bishop ------ Spartanburg ------------ ------------ Mars Hill, N. C. 
Jerry Dean Brock ------ ----------- Anderson Joseph Luzzi --------- Pleasant Valley, N. Y. 
William Clarence Cromor --------- Anderson Charles Thomas Martin, Jr. -------- -- Sumter 
Lloyd Tyrone Crosby ---- - North Charleston Leon Fred Moore - --------- - ------- Laurens 
Jerry Deon Guest ----- ----- ---- - - Cowpens Dale Norris Murray ----- ------- Casar. N. C. 
Ta hir Hamid ------- ------ Karachi, Pakistan Henry John Reed ---------- - - - --- Charleston 
Donald Lawrence Harris ---------- Walhalla Jackie Donald Ruppe ------ -------- Gaffney 
Joseph Warren Hudson ••. Hendersonville, N. C. 
Industrial Engineering 
William Michael Olsen --- --- Red Bank, N. J, 
Mechanical Engineering .. 
Thomas Claud1t Brown, Jr. ------ Greenville Mohamed Nihad Hanano ---- Aleppo, Syria 
W ilham Barry Chisholm ------------ Clinton Winston David Holliday ---------- Kingstree 
Thomas Layton Culbreth --- - --- Spartanburg Michael La rry Hurt - ----- - ----- Spartanburg 
Robert Blaine Gibbons - - ---- Baltimore, Md. Robert Merrill Tindall ---·-- Jacksonv1lle, Fla. 
Thomas Walter Glazener ---- Brevard, N. C. Robert Preston Warne ----------- Greenville 
David Alexander Gray -------- Spartanburg 
SCHOOL Of INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Industrial Management 
Randoll Deon Amick ---------------- Cayce James Nelson Mobley, Jr . •• North Charleston 
Everett Ernest Bedenbaugh - ----- Ninoty Six Dikran Ornekian ---------------- Novi, Mich. 
Warren John Bull Ill - - -------- Canton, N. C. Lawrence Paul Preston - ----- Columbus, Ga. 
Hansford Landis Carter ------------ - - Ruffin Derol Thomas Rackley -------------- Seneca 
Charles McDonald Cole ---- North Charleston Frank Latimer Robinson, Jr . •• Raleigh, N. C. 
Mell Griffith Cunningham - - -- North Augusta Albert Leroy Sellars ---------------- Pauline 
Danny Jomes Goodwin ----- ----- Greenville Larry Richard Shaw ------- ------- Fort Mill 
Mac Richard Harley -------- ------ Barnwell Bruce Allen Sheriff ------------------ Lyman 
Kenneth David Holliday ____ Goldsboro, N. C. Clifford Eugene Singleton __ North Charleston 
Ellison Smyth Kelly, Jr. -------------- Startex Frederick Enos Steiner ------ Pittsburgh, Po. 
Donald Baker Little -------------- Columbia Cecil William Watkins ---------- Bishopville 
Charles Edward McBride, Jr. ---------- Greer Paul Garvey Wright, Jr. - - ----- Decatur, Ga. 
6 
Donald Jerry Oonton . 
Charles Hubert Half1eld 
W11liarn Shirley Haynio 
James C«:11 Kay _ ,--···-------· Wtlliamston 
Textile Science 
Robert Clay,on Dyson, Jr. Moore1v1lle, N. C."""" 
"With honor 
••wuh high honor 
00 "With highest honor 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTERS' DEGREES 
Textile Cheml111'y 
WOiiam Eveioll Polaat __ Spartanburq 
TexUle Mana9ement 
------. --- Inman Em"•' Sylveator Knighton, Jr. • _ GrNnvllle 
-----· Moultrio, Go. Bruce Nichols Lanier, Jr. ·----·-·Lanett, Ala. 
------·--- Anderson John Erskine Lee, Jr. -·-···--·· Pacolet Milla 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Acpicllllural Economics 
Geno Wallace Dukes ·-···---·-- Reevesvllle Gaines Howard Liner __ .. ··- EJland, N. C. 
Robert Henry Elrod . ·---··-··-- Griffin, Ga. W111lam Augustus Ward ···-·· .. Columbia 
Agronomy 
Moel·Chih Chou ····-········ Taipei, Taiwan Arlen Daryl Klosterboer •• Rock Rapids, Iowa 
Entomology 
Chester Demel Gordon ·- Covington, Tenn. Von H. Mc-Casklll -·······--- Sallsbury, N. C. 
Forestry 
Fronds Asbury Lawlon. Jr. Greenville 
Hortlclllture 
Mack James Fleming ···-········ Charleston Frank James Howard, Jr. ········-· Clemson 
Nutrition 
Chen-Hau Poon . Hong Kong 
Plant Pathology 
Allred Ar1hur Graves ~nton, N. C. " 
Plant Physiology 
Mary Crystal Parks Piiis •• S:one Mountain, Ga. 
Zoology 
Robert Osborne Brown, Jr . ••••••• Charleston John Hou1ton Paxton ·····-· Brevard, N. C. 
William Edwin Gore, Jr. • ••.•• Columbia James Stephen Wright -····· Gasloma, N. C. 
Rober1 Bernard Moorehead, Jr . ••• Charleston 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 
Economics 
Marshall Burrell Richardson H::irri1on, Ohio 
Z...,llah 
----·-·· Seneca Loia Young Norwood ···--··---·-- AndersonMichael Dalrymple King •. 
Phyllis Richiedine Loadholt ----- Fairfax 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Cheml111'y 
Thomas Roch Nasser Ill • • Fall Raver, Mass. James Robert Stout 
Mathematics 
Glenn Keith Jacobs . ---- •• Jackson, Miss. Francis Russell Richards 
Frank Edward Mlxon -···- Ponchatoula, La. James Thomas Whitesell 
David Albert Ott •••••••••• Ponchatoula. La. 
Physic, 
Wanda Randall Ferrell .. . ··-· Crimora, Va. Michael Wilham Riley • 
" 
Kure Beach, N. C. 
. Shreveport, La. 
..•. Richmond, Va. 
Kingsv,lle, Md. 
., SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE 
Harold Walkor Alley, Jr. ·-· ••• - Seneca James Roy Maritn Ill ···-·····-· .•• Cheraw 
William Glenn Garrison •••• ·- --· Anderson Betty Mae Thames ···-··-·-···-··· Manning 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIOl!I nrr-u,v 
£.ou9u•n 
Michael Dalrymple King ••••• Seneca Lois Young Norwood ---·--------- Anderson 
Phyllis Rlchiedine Loadholt •• Fairfax 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Chemlslry 
Thomas Roch Nasser Ill - ·· Fall River. Mass. James Robert Stout Kure Beoch, N. C. 
Mathematics 
Glenn Keith Jacobs • -------· Jackson, Miss. Francis Russell Richards Shreveport, Lo. 
Frank Edward Muton ••••.. Ponchatoula, La. Jomes Thomas Whitesell __ _ Richmond. Va. 
David Albert Ott .••..•••••• Ponchatoula, La. 
Physics 
Wonda Randoll Ferrell ... .•.•• Crimora. Vo. Michael Wilham Riley Kingsville, Md. 
.. .. , SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE 
Harold Wolkor Alley, Jr . ... .••.••.. Soneco Jomes Roy Mortin Ill ----------- ·-- Chorow 
Wilham Glenn Garrison ------- .•• Anderson Betty Moo Thomes ------ --------- - Manning 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION DEGREE 
Dove Henry Poto, Jr. Weal Columbia 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF SCICNCE DEGREE 
A9rlcultural Engineering 
(Agrlc:ultural Engineering is jointly administered by tho College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and the College of Cngineering.) 
David Carroll Kenyon •.•.•• Windsor. Vt. 
Ceramic Engineering 
Wi!llom Otis Cullum. Jr.• . Morganton, N. C. Carol Lynne Ostor ------------ - Troy, N. Y. 
David Eugene Huff --·----- ~ Livonia, N. Y. Richard Honry Smoak -------·--·- Rock Hill ... 
Chemical Engineer:ng 
Jerry Cornelius Ford Ill . Lugo!f 
Civil Engineering 
Henry Grady Adkins, Jr...••••••.. Anderson Littleton Glasgow Lewis, Jr. • • Bishopville 
Charles Henry King -------- .•• Bishopville 
Electrical Engineering 
Owen Stirling Chambers Beaufort James Benjamin Cox, Jr. ----- ·---- Anderson 
Environmental Systems Engineerin9 
John Carlisle Ellers .. .... Lexington, Va. 
Mechanical En9ineering 
Charles William Crowford --·-- --Central Chan F. Lam--::-. ••:.•.. Kowloon, Hong Kong 
John Lymon Dean ---------------- Anderson 
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Textile Chemistry 
Philip Andrew Spanninger •• Quakertown, Pa. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Agricultural Economic~ .. 
John Mlc:hael Marr ••.... --------------------.:::.••••••• ------------· Fayelleville, N. C. 
B.A. Presbyterian College; M.S. Clemson Universitv 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Potential Farm Labor Mobili ty in the Northern Coastal Plain 
Region of South Carolina 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DOCTOR or PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Chemlslry 
Edwin Plott Holl ------------------ - • Alexandria, Vo. 
B.S. Davidson College; M.S. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Meehonishc Studies of the Pyrolysis of Alkyl N·Phenylchloroimldates and 
Allcyl N-Substituted Benz1midotes 
Physics 
John Patrick Kenny ------------------------------------------------------------ Peoria, Ill. 
B.S. St. Louis University 
Disaortolion: V1rlal Coefficients and High Temperature Viscosity Coefficients for Soc;i­
mented Potenhol Models 
John Calvin Whllson ----------------------- ------········ •......•••......•• Erwin, Tenn. 
B.S. East Tennessee State; M.A. East Tennessee State 
Dissertation: A Numerical Analysis o! the IP Shell Nuclides 
..COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
•# 
DOC,TOR or PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Robert Nod Brannock -------- ········- •.. ···············- Orlando, Flo. 
B.S. Duke University; M.S. University of Missouri 
D1ssertohon: Thormol and Mechon1c:al Stresses in Thin Circular Sandwich Shells (Fiold 
of Specialization: Civil Engineering) 
fl 
··~ 
William Stanley Johnson .. .••.....••. --------···------------------------ - Comden, Tonn. 
B.S. University of Tonnessoe: M.S. Clemson University 
01ssertohon: Analytical and E:xpenmental Study of the Pulsejet Ejector (field of Speciali· 
zatlon: Mechanical Enginoonng) 

. 
the Doctor's Degree, 
- st who has failed to complete 
Clemson University 
Office of Admissions and Regis tration 
· · August 5, 1967 
Council: 
The following list includes information concerning every candidate 
the Master's Degree, and the Bachelor ' s Degree this 
one or more of the requirements for graduation. 
I. Candidate for Doctor 's J)egree 
Robert Ned Brannock• •••••••••••••••••••• • •• Civil Engineering 
II. Candidates for Masters• Degrees 
Part II includes candidates for the Master ' s Degree who did not 
lete their requirements. 
Henry Grady Adld.ns, Jr•••••••••••••••••••••• Civil Engineering 
Charles William Crawford•• ••••••• ••· ····••• Mechanical Engineering 
William Otis Cullum, Jr•••••••••••••••••••• Ceramic Engineering 
John Lyman Dean •• ••········· ····· ·••••• •• •• Mechanical Engineering 
Gene Wallace Dukes••••••••••• • •• • • • • •••••• o. Agricultural Economics 
John Carlisle Ellers • • •••••••••• •• ••• •••• • • Environ~ental Systems Engineering 
Wanda Randall Ferrell• •• •••• • •••••••• • ••• •• Physics 
Mack James Fleming •• •• •• •••• ••• • • •••• • •••• • Horticul ture 
Jerry Cornelius Ford III •••••••••••• ~ •••• • • Chemical Engineering 
William Glenn Garrison •••• ••• •• •••• ••• ••• •• Master of Education 
Alfred Arthur Graves .•• ••• ••••• ••• ••••• •• • ••· Plant Pathology 
David Eugene Huff •••• •• •••• •• • • • •••••• •• • 0 . Ceramic Engineering 
Glenn Keith Jacobs ~-····· ··· ··· ·· ···· ·•o••• Mathematics 
David Carroll Kenyon ••••• •••••••••••• • • • •• • Agricultural Engineering 
Michael Dalrymple King ·.·o ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . English 
Francis Asbury Iawton, Jr•••••••••••• .-••••• Forestry 
Gaines Howard Liner •••••••• • • • ••• • •••••• • •• Agricultural Economics 
James Roy :Hartin III••••••••••••••••••••••• Master of Education 
Robert Bernard Moorehead, Jr. ••• ••• •••• •••• Zoology 
Thomas Roch Nasser III •••• ••• ••• • •••••••• • • Cher.u.stry 
Lois Young Norwood • • •••• ••••••• • ••••••••• • • English 
David Albert Ott ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • Y.iathematics 
Ya.ry Cr'ystal Parks Pitts · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Pl ant Physiol ogy 
Francis Russell Richards •••••••••• •• •••• •• • Mathematics 
Michael William Riley ••• •••••••••••••••• • •• Physics 
William Augustus Ward •••••••••• • • • ••••••••• Agricultural Economics 
III. Candidates for Bachelors' Degrees 
First we have listed those who are ·deficient in total credits. 
ease note the deficiency in total credits as indicated after t he 
·breviation of the student's major course. 
The second group includes the candidates who are deficient in .a 
quired subject. 





GPR 1 .86 -
A list of the honor graduates with their final cumulative grade­
included. 
Deficient in Total Credits 
(Incl uding an~other deficiencies) 
A&.S (Lacks 1 cr~dit) 
3 I Required Subject 
Lacks 5 gr ade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
castles, Robert G. Biol (Lacks 3 cred.its). 
Ch 324 3 F Required Subject 
ewwles, Robert B. A&J3 (Lacks 2 credits) 
Engl 304 3 · x Required Elective 
~ e; John E. , Jr. Tn (Lacks 4 credits) 
, , Math 106 4 F Required Subject 
Striclr.1.and, Stanley M. Bio1 ( Lacks 4 credits ) 
Math 106 4 F _Required Subject 
~ns, Fred s. , Jr. AgEd (Ie.cks 4 credits) 
Math 103 2 Reqtµ.red Subject
Math 104 2 Required Subject 
Was taking this wor k elsewhere. Transcript not received. 
Deficient in Required Subject 
(Including any""°oth6r deficiencies) 
Bannister, Georgia L. T. MedT (Has 4 extra credits) 
Ch 324 3 F Required Subject 
mll, Wil liam H. AgEd (Has required number 
of credits) 
Engl 203 3 . Required Subject 
Was tald.ng this work el sewhere. Transcript not received. 
Seti.th, Charles T. '. . Arch (Has 28 extra credits) 
Arch 592 11 . I Required Subject 
_·:.:, nefiecient in Quality Requirements..;~\ ~ 
1··1 · • r . . (Including any other deficiencies) 
. ·-~. 
Bishop, Michael B. 
$ 
EE (Has 12 extra credits) 
GPR 1 .88 ~ Lacks 3 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
t'.ole, Charl es M. IM (Has required number 
of credits) 
GPR 1.89 - Lacks 1 grade point of having 1.9 GPR. 
Cork, Travis C. III For (Has 10 eA-tra credits) 
GPR 1.87 - Lacks 4 grade points of having 1. 9. GPR. 
.-;,or, Lloyd G. 
· 
}IB (Has required number 
of credits) 
points of having l.9 GPR• 
BC (Has 7 extra credits) 
GPR 1.89 - Lacks 2 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
. .,~er~ Bruce N. , Jr. ']}i ( Has 37 eA-tra eredits) 
_ . GPR 1.88 - Lacks 3 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
~t, William E. . · TC (Has 21 extr.a credits) 
GPR 1.85 - Lacks 10 grade points of having 1.9 GPRo 
S111ers, Joseph W. III .A&S (Has 20 extra eredits) 
Span 101 3 WF Duplicate Credit 
GPR 1.86 - Lacks 6 grade ·points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Jirgleton, Clifford E. IH (Has 16 extra credits) 
GPR 1.86 - Lacks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Final Cumulative Grade point Ratios of Honor Graduates 
vli.th Highest Honor *l'-* J.80 and above 
Major CourseG.P.R. 
lame- A&B3.87Shirley Holland Biggs Pre-Med4.00r.:,n,ald Winburn Shelley 
With High Honor*'~ 3.50 - 3.79 
. InEd3.61Jarnes Jerome Rohrbach, Jr. 
With Honor* 3.00 - 3.49 
BC-3.0.sGeorge William Benedict 
3.29 AWPatricia Durham Pre-MedJ.33Robert Junius Haas CbE3.08James Thomas Harey EE3.21Mumphord Holland Kendall, Jr. CE3.09Kary Bell Trout 
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fall mef!tin~ .of the faculty and staff of Cler:ison 
was held at '10:30 AH on Au~ust 18, 1967 in the 
o: cr,'\ckctt ibll , President R. C. !:dwdrds Presidine. 
Lciwar<l!i pr·escnted the follQ~inl"; officer:; of the 
University so that they r::ir;ht introduce the new 1J?embers of 
the f a·c\.!l ty ~nti sta. ff ( ll l i:::t of thc~e is attached to the 
minu'tcs): Dr . Victor Hurst, Vice Preoide!}t for Academic 
Affairo and De=i..n of the Ur.ivcr!Jity; Hr. )telfortl A. "''ilson , 
for nuoinesn a no fir.ancP. ann Co~pt~ollcr; ~ean 
Cox, Vice Pres idcnt for ;)tudcnt t\ffa iro and vean of 
al:noot 2,100 n~,.., student5 of whor. 1.aoo ;...,ould be on th~ 'T!3.in 
car.ir-us. !!c ~ointed out that thc!Je new students were ct-tta r 
prepa?¥.d e1nd r,oss'.!55 hi~_he: r qu~lificqt ions then any er.tcrin~ 
class in the history of the in~titution. H~ pointed out t h~t 
.. 
the crac1udte school W<"l!l ""lso P,rowinr, in siz.e and in the ~uality 
of the inco~in~ students. 
President tdwavdo then di~cuss~d a nu~brr of topics, ~~on P 
the~ the followinp: the extensive buildin~ progran, and the 
lnconvcnicnccs c~uscd b1 this; new ~ro~r~M in nurcinr ~nd the 
coooerative f"!':!dua'te pro~!"a;,i with the 1,;ild life r.?!;ourc~ s 





of -che · General r~culty a.nd Staff ~eetinP" 
1967 
z:Jwdrd~ c.!>:t~11<icd an ir.vitnt ion to all new faculty, 
and tcwnsi~<!OJ'lc to a reception at :1is ho~e t>et\.Jccr. the 
of 8 and 9:30 PM on Au~ust 24, 1967. 
r.iectinr. •::us adjourne d at 11:45 Al~ . 
Respectfully cuhmitted : 
Henry B. Vor,:c l, Secretnrv 
of the iacuity 
• df.V /~ !c 
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-.u en·/ Johnny L. , Edi tor, News Bureau; Office of Development ; Married,i • 




Ann Lee, Assistant Radio- Television Editor; B.S., Win t hrop ; Sing l e; 
ox 186, Seneca 
~et:·~ .James DeLos, .Tr. , Instructor in Biology a t Clemson University in Sumter;
i3:711.s. , University of South Carolina; Harried , one child 
11 
~ 
rfield, John R., Assistant Professor of Economics; B.D.A •. , M. n.A., Un i versity 
'ifGeorgia; Sing le 
~ <! , 
11rker, Robert H., Associate Professor of Textile Chemistry & Chemis t ry; Ph .D., 
lifversity of North Carolina ; ~larricd, three children; 111 Car olina Drive 
tarrier, Martin James , Instructor in Entcmol ogy & Zoology; M.S ., N. c. State; 
Married 
aass, Tho~as S. , Assistant Coach 1 Athletic Department; A.B., ~farysville Colleqe ; 
Jf.N. , University of Tennessee ; Mar ried 
.... 
.Baxter , Mrs . Ann w. , Assistant Professor in Botany & Bacteriology; Ph.D., Univ. 
of North Carolina 
Bennett, George , Alumni Field Representative ; Married 
Berry, Terry G., Assistant Professor of Military Science ; Captain, Quartermast er 
Corps, United States Anny ; D.S ., Florence State College; 'larried ; 304 cast 2nd 
venue , Easley 
Beyerlein, Ado l ph Louis , Assistant Professor of Chcmistrv; D.S., Fort Hays Kansas 
State Col lege ; Ph .D., University of Kansas ; Single; Apartment 10, Lakewood Terrace 
Binsse , Marie Irene, Instructor in Speech ; B.A . , Marietta College; M.A. , University 
of Illinois; Sin~lc 
lrtman, Kenneth David, Instructor in Sociology; B. A., Northwe s t ern State College;
fJI.A . , Stephen r- . Austin State Colle~e; Single 
Bose, Anil Kumar, Assistant Professor of tfathcmatics; n.s., ~1 . S., Calcutta Univ ; 
'J'in.15'. , University of North Carolina; ~larried 
Boukni~ht , ,Judith Adell, Instructor in Nursing ; B. S., Newberrx Coller.e; Single ; 
~ 1202 South ~lain Street, Anderson 
Dri tz , Ronald .J. , Assistant Professor of !.tili tary Science ; Captain, Corns of 
l:nr.rneers , United States Army ; B.S., Kansas State University; 'tarried ; 207 Sky,;icw 
Drive 
• Bryant , 11:illman Bell, Assistant Professor of F.n~lish; h_.A. , F.rnory Universi tv; 'I.A. , 
University of North Carolina; Ph.D., Van<lerhilt University; ~tarried ; 414 Pendl eton 
Road 
6 1 
Jtllll!aY, llenry Rohert III , 
~ , ~,.s., Cornell University ; 
dlildrcn 
c-cron, .Joseph Price , 
~er; B.S. , 
Associate Professor of Environmental Svstems Engineering; 
Ph.D., Syracuse- University; ~1arried, three 
• 
Assistant Professor of Industrial Management; B. S. , Clemson 
r.eon;ia State Colle~e; Married, one child 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics at Clemson University 
The Citade l ; M. S., University of Georgia; Married 
~~bell , William Howard , Assistant in Visual Aids; A. B., Universi t y of South 
tirolina; Single 
F.dith B., Instructor of Music Education; A. B. , Furman University; M.H.E.,card , 
x • 
florida State University; Married; 112 Daniel Avenue, Seneca 
ca~enter, Earl T. , Director, Research Coordinating Unit and Visiting Associate 
~essor of Vocational Education; B.S., M.Ed . , and Ed . D., Unive r sity of 
~ssouri; Married; 22A Barre Str eet 
f' .
Carpenter , Kenneth Edson, Assistant Professor of Architecture; B.Arch., University 
of Oklahoma; M. Arch . , University of Minnesota; ~tarried, two children 
Clark, Howard G. III, Associate Professor of Textile Chemistry; A.B., Samford !Jniv. , 
Jizmingham; M.S., University of Notre Dame; Ph.D. , University of Maryland; Married, 
three children; 119 Mountain View Lane 
Cosens , Earl T. , Chief Engineer, Communicat i ons Center; Married; 707 Whitehall 
Road, Anderson 
S, 
Day , Frank L., Assistant Professor of English , Clemson University at Greenville 
'itc; B.S. , Gorham State College ; H.A., University of Tennessee ; Married, two 
children~ 1#5 Cyrus Court, Greenville 
Dillman, Buddy L., Assistant Pr ofessor of AJ:?ricultural Economics; B. S . A. , ~1.s., 
University of Arkansas; Ph.D., N. C. State; Harried, two children ; 217 Lark Circle 
Douglass , Thomas E. , Assistant Professor of EnRlish & Modern Languastes ; B.A . , H.A., 
~ Ph. D., University of Arkansas; Sinr.le 
~Doyle , 
Regis College; M. A., 
Assistant Pr ofessor of ~1ilitary Science; Captain, Annor , United 
Presbyterian College ; ~1ar ried 
John Joseph III, Instructor in English, Clemson University at Sumter ; B. A., 
Louisiana State University ; SinR l e 
Durham , Harry , Di rector , Unive r sity Communications Center ; Married; 102 Pressley St . 
Elling , Rudolph r-., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering; B.s. , ~1ichigan State;
H.s ., University of I l linois; Ph . D., Stanford University; Single 
~ricksen , Arthur R., Assistant Professor of Military Science ; Captain, Signal Corps , 
United States Anny; B. S., Auburn University; Sin~le 
Eude , Josette Andree, Visiting Instructor in French; Licence, Diploma, and Certificate , 
University of Paris; Single 
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rrc l l, Wanda R. , Instructor in Physics , Clemson University at r.reenville TF.C; 
~ridgc1iater College; M. S., Clemson Univer~ity; 'larried ; 104 Freedo:n nrive . 
fletcher , Charles E., Instructor in Industrial Hana~ement , Clemson Unive r sity at 
~13.S. , University of Alabama; :.f.S. , New ~lexico Highlands University ; Single 
-... ..~ 
~ ·dl~nd , Richard Alan, Instructor in Political Science; A. B., h'offord College ; 
~crican University ; Married · · 
,recze , Chester n. , Associate Professor of Education ; B. S., \farion College; M.Ed., 
]iiivcrsi t y of South Dakota; E<l.D., University of Alabama; •iarried ; Woodway Drive, 
-central 
.f~e~, Revis ~-1. , Assistant Professor of Recreation and Park Administration; B. S. , 
ie5tcrn Carolina Unive r sity ; M.A., Columbia University; ~farried 
~ lton , John David , Assistant Professor of Mathematics; B.S. , M.S., &Ph. D. , 
r. c. Stat e; Married 
°'anim , Virginia Lynn, Instructor in English ; R. /\ ., M. A. , Universi t y of No r th 
Carolina; Single 
Gilliland , Bobby Eugene, Assistant Professor of Electrical En~ineerin~; B. S. , 
,Louisiana Polytechnic Institute; M. S., Ph . D., University of Arkansas ; Married , 
one child 
Graham , Margaret Schweitzer, Instructor in German; B. 5 . , Pennsvlvania State 
University ; M. Ed . , TemT)le University; Harried 
.Graham , I~. Doyce, Assistant Professor in Agronomy & Soils; Ph . D., Purdue University ; 
~arried , one child 
Greene , James Albert, Instructor in Sociology , Clemson University at Sumter; 
.B. A., \fake Forest; ~1. S . S. h' . , University of Tennessee School of Social No r k ; 
-.Married , one child; 132 Engleside , Sumter.. 
tv 
~ . Thomas N., Producer-Director, Communications Center; Mar ried 
. 
· Grubb, Charles Alan , Instruct or in History ; B.A., lfashington and Lee University ; 
·~1 . A. , Columbia Unive r sity ; Single; 3- 0 North Palmet t o Blvd . 
:Guide , Vincent D. R., Assistant Professor of ~filitary Science; Lieutenant Colonel , 
tlnfant ry, United States Army ; ~1arr ied; 236 Map l e Boulevard 
Gunter, Thomas II ., Assistant Professor, School of Indus t rial 'fanagemcnt & Textile 
Science ; B. S., Geor gia Tech ; M./\., Geor~ia State Col l ege; ~farr ied , t wo children; 
• Clemson Heights - East Lewis Road - Box 528 
llahn , t.farsha ll r., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education ; A. B., 't .s . , 
:-;ehraska State Collep,c; ~tarried ; Freedom Orive 
Hall , James Wayne , Associate Professor of Chemical EngineerinR; B. S., Texas A & ~-I; 
~ & Ph. D. , University of Texas ; t!arricd , three children 
llalti1Jan 1?er , ~larion E. , Assistant Professor of ~lilitary Science ; 11ajor, Artillery, 
United States Anny; D.S ., 1ne Citadel; Married · 
63 
Jlannnh, lloward Oarry, Assistant Profe ssor of En~ l ish; 0.11. ., '1ississipoi Collc~e ; 
Falso ~I .F.A., University of Arkansas; ~iarried , one chil~; 6- D Daniel Drive 
Harrison, Eur,ene (N~ll), Draper Professor of ~lechanical F.n~ineering; B.S., ~l.S., 
~& M; Ph . n. , 1,fichigan State University; ~1arried, four children; Six '·iile 
-11:iselton , George Montgomery, Assistant Professor o f Geology ; B.A., Colby Colle~e ;fA. , Boston University; Ph . D., Ohio State University; Married; Lake View Drive 
~lite, James Cleveland, Assistant Professor of Agricul tural Economi cs; B. S. , 
!(lemson University ; ~I . A. , Emory University; Ph.D., Clemson University; Single; 
ldgewood Arms Apartments 
Houser, Raymond D., Instructor in Chemistry, Clemson University at Sumter; B.S ., 
.Kansas State College; H.S ., Colorado School of Mines ; Single 
Howard, Frank James , .Jr., nesearch Assistant, Crop Pest; B.S., ~-1.S., Clemson 
j,Un1versity; Single•
irlfoward, Gordon E. , Assistant Professor of Recreation and Park Adninistration; 
A.13., M.A., University of North Carolina ; Ph . D. , University of ~lichigan; tfarried; 
304 ~lercdi th Street , Central 
Hutchinson, John Paul , Instructor in Sociology ; 8 . A., Baylor University; '·I.A. , 
Austin State College; Single; 113 Glendell Apartments, College Hei~h ts 
.,,.. I brahim , Iris 13rann, Instructor in llathematics , Cl emson University at Greenvi lie 
TEC; 13 . S ., Southeastern Louisiana Coller,e; '1.5., Clemson University ; 'tarried; 
~ Route 2, Enchanted Hills, Seneca 
:,.. . 
·Johnston 1 \\'alter Edward, Assistant Professor, Experimental Statistics ; n.s ., ~! .S., 
,. Texas A & 'I; ~tarried , two children; 202 Skyview Orive 
.. 
_ 
,~Joi~er , Charles Lee, Part- time Lecturer , Department of Economics ; A.B . , Central 
l\'eslcyan College ; M.A. , University of Alabama; rlarrie<l ; C:entral Weslevan Colle~e , 
Central 
Jordan, \~nr,ht S. , Assistant Professor of Horticulture; B. S.A. , ~f . S., University 
of Georgia; Ph. D. , Penn State University; Married , one child; Holden Drive 
K·apelis, Zigurts , Assistant Professor, School of Architecture; B. Arch , University 
of ~lc lbourne; M.Arch., University of Hichi~an; ~tarried, two children 
Keith , Marvin O., Assistant Professor of Re c reation and Park Aclministr2tion; B.S., 
N. C. State Unive r sity; M. S., University of Nor.th Carolina ; Married; 224 '.forth 
Clemson Avenue 
Kinr,r.ian , James Elmore , Assistant Television and Radio Editor; A.B., ~offord Colle~e 
Married 
Kooczyk , Ronald James , En~ineering Assi -tant; B.S . E. E., University of Illinois ; 
Sin~lc; P.O. Box 1373 , Clems on 
Lar-leur , Kennit Stillman , Associate Pro fessor , Ar.rono~y Fi Soils ; Ph . r ., Cleison 
Onivcrsity ; ~-tarried; 605 Hillcrest Drive 
. 
Laithwaite, Peter n.P., Instructor in Industrial Management ; kl , B.A., Univcrsit)' 
or Gcorr.io; Single 
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i.sTorre, Donald Rutled~e, Assistant Professor of Hathernatics; B. A. , Wofford College ; 
~h.D., University of. Tennessee ; Married · " 
1,aTorre , Jeuel Gillam , Instructor in Mathematics; A. B. , Coke r Co llege; M.A., Univ. 
of.""Tennessee; Married 
1,eemhuis , Roger Phi l lip , Ass-stant Professor of History ; A.B., · Vi l lanova University;
ff.A. , University of Massachusetts; Single; 9- B Daniel Drive 
~ 
' Lyon, Kenneth s. , Assistant Professor of Mili t ary Science; Captain, Infantry , 
United States Anny; B.S . , Kansas State University ; Harried ; 17 Kel-Car Acr es , 
Cent ral 
--ii· 
}lacy , Jacques Berr, Instructor in French; A. B._ M.A. T., University of North Carolina; 
;:iarried 
Maharrey, James B., Assistant Professor of Mi l itary Science; Captai n , Armor , United 
.States Anny ; B.S •• Auburn University; Married 
Mann, J ohn c. , Alumni Editor, Office of Development; Box 247 HI, R- 2, Central; 
.i:Iarried, three children 
}lann, Marion E. , Assistant Professor of Military Science; Captain , Infantry, United 
States Anny; B. S . , North Georgia College ; ~iarried 
.i 
,Martin , Owen Mitche l, Assistant Professor of Military Science; Captain, Infantry, 
_-Onited States Anny; n.s., Clemson University ; Married 
·McGregor, Rob Roy, Jr. , Assistant Professor of French at Clemson University at 
Greenville TEC; B. A. , Erskine College; B.D., Col umbia Theolor,ical Seminary; ~1 . A. , 
Universitv of South Carolina; Married , one child; Route 7 , Box 46,. Anderson 
11ccracken,'Alden L. , Senior Accountant, Accounting Division; B. S., Western Carolina 
_University; Married ; Pendleton 
t 
McLellon, Waldron M. , Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering; B.S ., U.S . 
Naval Academy; B. C. E., M.C. E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; M.S. in Physics , 
Ohio State University; ~I.S. , Ph.D. , Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Married; 
Cherokee Gardens , Route 2 , Seneca 
1-,.lurray, Bobby K., Assistan~ United Statesr of,.sso;. .9f' Aerospace Studies; ~1ajor,
01A c/.J rl I II' ._ ;;,:-:;::- i :"<,~/ll_~Geei'gt,~~, ...~ .~IJir Force ; B. A., ..><'W~ . Heg......,....---~ • • ~ "ffTTT!'. '-VU v1u.w e-rs1t)'; 
~Married; Cherokee Gardens , Route 2 , Seneca 
5Ne\\man , Ray D. , Assistant Professor of Militar y Science; Captain , Infantry, United 
· States Anny; B. S., Nort heast Louisiana State College ; ~tarried 
::o•ncilly, Michael Francis, Assistant Pr ofessor of '-lathematics ; B. S., Queens Uni ­
versity; Ph . D., University of ~fanchester ; Single 
Osteen , William , Comnunications Center; 1-larried; 2503 E. North Avenue , Anderson 
Owen, William 13urrage , Assistant Professor of Mathenatics ; B.S ., ,1 .s. , & Ph,O. , 
• Colorado State University; 1-1arried ; 27- A Martin Street 
' . 
Pnckard , Gary Claire, Assistant Professor of Entomolo~y and Zoology; Ph.D. , 
University of Kansas ; Single 
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'Jl'!C, Edna Earle, Assistant Professor of Vocational Education; B. S., M.S., 
(iJifhrop College; Single; 109 Industrial Engineering Building 
~Jeer, Charles D. , Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies; Major, United States 
cit Force; B.S., Clemson University; Harried; Rock Creek Road 
Thomas H., Assistant Professor of Education; B.A. E. , University of Florida; 
Ed . D. , University of Virginia; Harrfed; 106 Gregory Street 
Thomas , Instructor in Spanish; A.B. , John Carroll University; ~farried 
Major, Artillery, United 
btliff, Nancy Ann, Instructor in History; B. A., ~.A., Texas University ; Single 
Instructor in French; B. A. , Centenary College; M. A. , Duke 
James T. , Accountant, Accounting Division; B.S., Clemson University; 
Liberty 
Assistant Extension Communications Editor; B.S., University 
East 2nd Avenue, Easley 
ltssell, Charles Bradle)', Assistant Professor of Hathematics; B.A. , University 
of The South; H. S., Ph. D. , Florida State; Single 
~vitsky , Lu~~ila Alexander , Lecturer in Russian ; A.A. , Un iversity of Florida; 
~rricJ; 207 Brook Street 
... 
Schreiber, Mar jorie , Instructor in Art & Architectural History; B. A., Wellesley 
~llege; B~D. , Yale University Divinity School; Single.. 
Sellers , James R. , Instructor of Recreation and Park Administration; B. S., M.Ed . , 
s. c. State University; Married; 2- H Robin Hill Apartments 
Shepherd , Nilliam M., Assistant Professor of Military Science; Captain , Corps 
of Engineers , United States Anny; B. S . , Virginia Polytechnic Institute; Married; 
102 Allee Street 
l 
Sherrill , Max Dougl as , Associate Professor of Physics ; S.S., Ph . D. , University 
of North Carolina; Married ; 326 Woodland Way 
Skelton , Lynda W., Instructor in Iii story , Clemson University at Greenville TEC; 
i'. A. , l'iesleyan College ; M.A., Clemson University; Married; Berkeley Drive 
Small , Sandra E. , Instructor in History , Clemson University at Sumter; B. A. , 
~am College; M.A. , Duke University; Single 
Sr.ii th, Carolyn Dunlap; Instructor in Vocational Education; B. F. A. , University 
8'f Texas ; ~larried; 124 Jersey Lane 
Swi th , Leonidas c. II I, Instructor in English , Clemson University at Grccnvi Ile 
ltC;A.B . , University of North Carolina; M.A., Cl emson Un~versity; !·lai:ried; 




nley , .J. A. , Jr. , Assistant Plant Engineer, Physical Plant Division ; B. S. • 
• ~farricd ; 3 Oakhaven Apartments 
Supervisor of Work Order Planning , Phys ical Plant Division ; 
University; Married ; Route 2, Starr 
in Economi cs ; B.A., Texas Christian ; M.A. , 
Single 
F., Assistant Professor of ~tilitary Science ; Leiu t enant Colonel , 
States Army ; S. S. , Clemson University; Married ; 127 Mountain View Ln • 
.Ol*'ell , Robert Daniel , Instructor in Psychology; B.S. , Clemson Universit y;H. DD., 
t1eastern Theologica l Seminary ; M. A. , Furman University ; Ma r ri ed ; 207 Pine St . 
Director of t he Y .~f. C.A.; A.B . Wofford Col l ege; M. Ed ., Springfield 
Elmer N., llcad of Aerospace Studies; Professor of Aerospace St udies ; 
:Olonel , United States Air Force ; B. A., Sacramento State College; M.D . A., George 
· shington University; 11arricd 
William T. III , Instruct or in llis t or.v , Clemson University at Sumter; B.A. , 
e ColleRe; M. A., Villanova University; ~ar ried 
La.nee , Instructor in Biolor,~' • Clemson University at Greenville TEC ; 
Stree t , Clemson 
,itchcad , Harvin E. , Instructor in Economics ; B. S.11.fl.., ~-1. B. A. , University of 
\r ansas; Single 
'lson , \~illiam L. , Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies ; Capt ilin, United 
>t ates Air Force ; B. S., University of South Carolina; 'tarried; 214 \'lr en Street.. 
if' 
fri~ht , .James A., Assistant Professor, Af!ronor.i~ & Soils; Ph . D., Iowa Stat e 
~nvc r s ity ; Married , t wo childr en 
Tates , JH lliam Leo , Extension Fami l y Life Specialist; 13.S ., Unive r sity of Illinois; 
r.TI:A., Texas A & ~1 ; M.S. , Univer sity of Kansas : 'larried 
ZieU nski , Paul Bernar d , Assis t ant Pr ofessor of EnRi neering i-lechanics ; B. S . C. E., 
~rquette Universi t y ; ~.s., Ph.D., University o f Wi scons i n ; Mar ried , four children 
, O. Lawrence, I ns t ructo r in Psycho l ogy a t Cl emson University i n Sumter ; 
.s ., ~I. A., Univers ity of South Car olina ; Sing l e ; 34 Adams Avenue , Sumter 
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fid:ins, Porter It., .Jr. , Instructor in Econmiics, Clemson lh11vcTsit:,r at Sumter; 
,:~ Clcr.ison Uni vcrc; i ty; 11 . A., llnivcrsi ty of South Cnrol ina; Sinr,lc ; 1340 
-~ Sh:i<ly J.~nc , Columhia 
-- " Jones, Part- time Lecturer, Phamncolor,y , Department of Entomology~: ounipncc , Ann 
B.S., Vassar; Ph . D., llarvarc1 University; ~fnrried; 123 Freedom 
· ~~ Zoolo?.Y• 
l!_llf l vc 
~ " Ento!'.lolo~y an<l Zoolor.y ; H;S. , Auhum ;Nash, Richard Ful lcr, Instructor , 
Harriet.I; 102 Ri<linr, Ron<l ~,. 
:: Rohcrts , I3cverley Drake, Instructor in !'lursinr. ; R.N., ~ler.\orial llospital, 
,-"~l>:11,tuckct, Rhode Island; B.S., Fuman \Jni vcrsi ty; ?-larrled ; P.o. nox 57 , 
~ Cnlislo 
, Woodruff, .T. R., Assistant Professor, Ar,ronomy 6 Soils; n.s., "f.S., North 
~ Carolina State; ~larricd, three chilllrcn; 203 ~fanlcy Drive 
a 
Clemson University 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Minutes of the Academic Faculty 
December 15, 1967 
The Academic Faculty met on December 15, 1967, at 3:00 p.m. in Brackett Hall 
Auditorium. Dr. Victor Hurst, Dean of the University, presided. 
The major items of business were consideration of candidates for graduation , 
report trom the Faculty Senate, and brief remarks by President Edwards . 
A motion was presented by Dr . James N. Thurston, President of the Faculty 
Senate, that the faculty approve for undergraduate degrees all the candidates 
included on the printed list, excepting those on the deletion list prepared 
by the. Office of Admissions and Registration. The motion was passed. A 
similar motion was made by Dr. F. I. Brownley, Dean of the Graduate School, on 
• behalf of candidates for graduate degrees end it al.so was approved. 
A brief report on the activities of the Faculty Senate was made by its president, 
Dr . James N. Thurston . Dr. Tnurston expressed appreciation for the work e.nd 
cooperation of the Senate's committees H.Dd recommended to the f aculty the proG~a.-:l 
of recreation proposed by the YVCA with the Senate's encouragement and described 
in pa.mph.lets circulated before the meeting. He reported that space for a f aculty 
club is to be provided in the new Student Union Building and that a committee 
will be appointed to make recommendations concerning it . He then reviewed so~e 
of the work of the Senate in recent reonths . It endor£ed the recc:-:::nendatic~ fro~ 
the Com:nittee on Undergraduate Teaching for faculty evaluation, he said; it al.so 
recommended the participation of faculty in the selection of academic e.dministra~crs 
and the dre.fting of standard :procedures for their participation. It is studying 
the questions of Saturday classes in particular and of scheduling in genere.l. And 
it has recognized the need for studying the requirements for senior status. He 
closed his report with a request for ideas and suggestions from the faculty. 
Immediately following Dr. Thurston 's report , Dean Hurst emphasized that the new 
Union Building would be a University Union, not just a Student Union and requested 
the faculty's ideas concerning its use. 
' President R. C. Edwards expressed his appreciation to the faculty for the CO?n:Pleticn 
of a successful semester. He also expressed cautious optimism that revenue would 
be available to continue Clemson's expansion program. 
Dean Hurst announced that commissioning exercises would be conducted at 11:00 a . ro. 
on Saturday morning in Tillman Hall Auditorium and that graduation exercises would 
begin at 3:00 p . m. with Dr. Joseph Wightman , President of Erskine College, speakir-o. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:19 p.m. 





""' PRELI MINARY LIST 
December 16, 1967 
(Compiled November 17, 1967) 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BACHtLOR OF SCltNCt DEGRtE 
A9ric111luro l Economic• 
Harry Gresha m Barker - · ········· Conway Hugh Lov•ll Hugg,na _ • •••. .•• Hemingway 
Holmes Porker Bishop --- ··-------- -- Union Joc:ob Lawson McLIX>d. Jr. -·· ·- • Manning 
Jomes Vomon Elllolt • ------···- Columbia Stephim Pa vlaaek. Jr. Carlis le, Po. 
David E1hon Epps, Jr. -· SI . G.arg• John Charles Rogefl .•• Lake Vlow 
Carlos Julio Garcia Caracas, Venozuelo Jimmy Stewart Woovor ••••• • .• Florence 
Aqronomy 
Joseph Roberlson Dyso n • Washing ton, Go. Bonjomln Nelson Stuckoy Nesmith 
John Arthur LeHecko •••••••••.••• Rock Hiii 
Animal Science 
Ronald Bruce Beatson ••• ••••••••••• Sumter Wernor Bagwell McDonnold Halifax, Vo. 
WJlltom Judson Hondrlx •.••••••. --- Duncan Pete r Eldon Shumway • Norristown, Pa. 
Oeryl Crawford ICeeae ········-- Weatmlnater 
Blolo9y 
Whlleford Carlyle Blokenoy, Jr. ·- Spartanburg Georq e John Marcinko Morlelto, Go. 
Robert Gordon Castles __ • 817 Pine Koy, Flo. Joser,h Pinckne y Mizzell, Jr Orangeburg 
Eugenio Robinson Coleotough ••••.• Clemson • • Barbaro Bridgea Murray Shelby , N. C. 
• Pom•lo Jeon Ely • . __ Norberlh, Po. Roborl John Pe rsak . • Millbrook, N. Y. 
Joy Doe Hair •• ·-· - · • N•wark, Dot. Charles Doniel Riddle ••• Spartanburg 
George Corlyle Henl•y ··-· .. • • Choraw Jest• David S. :olt, Jr. • ••••• Greenvllle 
W!lllam EuQ• ne Jackson, Jr. • . • Sumter Roger Charles Sherman Bordentown, N. J. 
William Francia 1Creb1 Ill .••• Picayune, Mill. 
Dairy 'sci•nce 
Jomes Andrew Moss Fores! City, 111. C. Richard Ashe Scroggs • •••• Hoyosv,ne, N. C. 
Food !lclence 
Bobby Lee Brown •• •••••••••••• Anderson Thomas David Todd -------· · ---·- ··· Alkon 
James Hoke Hammond . ·- - - ~---- Anderson 
ForHlry 
Travis Colemon Cork Ill Clermont. Fla. Philip Arch Royce Norwood, N. Y. 
Jeffrey Evon Cowles Sliver Spring, Md. Henry Glenn Sulhvon, Jr. •• •• • Anderson 
Goorge David Hunter, Jr. • West Union 
Horllcwtwe 
• Archle Jefferaon Lewis 111 McCormick Marvin Lonlor Sander• Moncks Comer 
Poultry Science 
David Michael Holbrook • •• Condlor, N. C. 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE DEGREE 
Jose Rafael Cabon Horry Buller Goforth, Jr. -- Rock Hiii 
- ----- ----- .•• Son Sebastion, Puerto Rl<'.'O Donald Edward Gohgh1ly •. Columbia 
Lynn Goorge Craig Bethesda. Md. Charles Thomas Smith • Greenville 
Poter Johnston Dovenparl • •• Stralford, Conn. 
BACHELOR OF IIUlLDING CONSTRUCTION 
Lloyd Graham Hooper • - - - Goatonio, N. C. Thun:on Hayne McDaniel . •.• Alken 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
' Jar.:,01 Henderson Abrams, Jr. Whitmire Roberl Barclay Knowles •• Silver Spring, Md. 
• Jano Henrlolto Amick • • • • • Orcnqoburg ... Lindo Crowford Lambert 
Horry Bock Burchstood , Jr. __ Roldv11le Momph11, T•nn. 
Nancy Gibson Carleo . . Chollonoogo, Tenn. Jomea Edward Loughridge .•• Ardmore, Po. 
• • Julio Durand CroiQ - -- WoahinQ!on, D. C Oh~ Rutlodgo McCra cken. Jr, . . • Columbia
t1> John Boniom1ne Doz1or • Flo rence Ro!><,ri O'Bryan Moffat ••• .•• Chorow 
Benjamin Eidson Drake ...... La urent Reece EvNson Poullon Plllaburqh, Pa. 
Thomas Wilson Dulce, Jr. • ••• . . Bishopville Juhua Donu,1 Rampey P1ckons 
Nino Harriot Dulin • . ... Columb10 Gory Sotzlor Ronwtck ••• . Myrtle Beach 
Edwin Alonzo Fornell Ill • Sumter • • Wanda Jo Reynolds • •• ••. Canon, Co. 
" Poggy Groene Fowl<>r .•• Alhena, Go. Donald LE'o Sain .•• • ••• f'orl Mill 
Mory Suo Spoor Gibert .••. Clemson Mondf'I Ha rold Steworl .••••• • •• Pickens 
Colherlno Anno Goeool _ ••••••• Clomson Joffroy Porker Woavor .•••••• • •• Jackson 
Roborl Melburn Cuorrcn •••••••• Six Milo Edward Thornlon Wh110, Jr. •••••• . • Roc-k Hill 
Jome• Eldon Henderson • -···· Elwood, Ill. W1lber1 Ronald W1lham1 .•••••• ••• Clemson 
• Palay Sulton Kambhu • __ - · Palmyra, Mo. Jomes Ht>nry Workman • ···· - · ·· Woodruff 





















r.r. r.-  
\!.~ 
BACHELOn or SCll:NCE Dt:cni;E 
Chomlslry 






Willie Thomas Evoll, Jr. 
e 
--
Chorlolle, N. C. 
• -------- Liberty 
Sherry Ann McKoo ---·





Juanita Koren Dyer Frick •.••••• Groenvlllt1 Chorlos Wilham Pro!.>st 11 •• Montoursville, Po. 
Emory Dalo Haselden __ -- · • .. ---- Chorloaton Corl Loe Zeis ·--····· ------ W<>stlield, N. J. 
M•dlcal Technolo9y 
Georgia Lou Thompson Bonn11ter __ Anderson • Kaye Stmonlon l.llllo ----·-·-· Anderson .. Physics 
Corl Edward Libby -------- ··------ Eosloy 
Pre,Modicin• 
WUIJom Deal Anderson Ill ... Myrtle 8110ch Donnie Roy King ···--------·-· • __ Seneca 
Richard Leon Beauvais, Jr.•• Cranston, R. I. Jay Randall Lunceford •••••• Savannah, Go. 
Richard Clifton Boll ------·· • Littleton, Colo. Albert Roger Smorr -· .. -- _ _ Columbia 
Poul Douglas Fernandez •• Englewood, N. J. Richard Harold Wells --------- •• Anderson 
Undsoy Johnson Forrester Ill •••• Groonvllle Robort Somuol Woll s. Jr. ------···----- Alken 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DECREE 
S•condazy Education 
Ronnie Earl Bullock ---..·------------ Diiion Jonas Neal Grissom, Jr. • Henderaonville, N. C. 
Louis Fowler Foy, Jr. --------- Mt. Pleasant Norma Jeanne Hairston --------- Greonvlllo 
" Julio Melville Freil ----- Lakewood, N. J. Benjamin Levi Knighton, Jr. ----· •• Woodruff 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE 
Agricultural Education 
(Agricultural Education Is Jointly odminiatered by th• College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and the School of Education.) 
George Franklin Baker -------- Clinton, Md. Willlom Otis Noffz, Jr.• ----· Ninety Six 
Carroll Odoll Baldwin __ Hondersonville, N. C. Jackie Rodgers Phillips ----------- Pageland 
Don Marvin Connolly ------------- Hampton David Wayne Rhodes ------------ Woodruff 
George Elmore Gore, Jr. -------------- Loris Floyd Thomas Rogers ---··-·-·· Clyde, N. C. 
James Fro:der Love, Jr. --------- McConnells 
lnduatrial Education 
Jock David Belk ----------··------- Pocole1 Ronald Nelson Locey ·-------··---- Ravenel 
Charles Edward Carroll ------------ Florence Poul Edward Lehotaky ------------ Clemson 
Earl Hansford Grubbs -----·------- Barnwell Georqo Arnold Phillips •• .Niagara Falls,. N. Y. 
John Francis Hartnett ----·------ Cborlo3ton Andrew Michael Ulmer - ------- Walterboro 
Willlom Charles Howkins, Jr. ----- Columbia Oscar Napoleon Vick 111 ------ • Georgetown 
Joseph Stephen Hunter ------ ------ Clemson 
Science Teachin9 
Frank Gilmore Garren -------------- Taylors Everett Charles Thoraland ---- Teaneck, N. J. ,L 
David Richard Hill ••:._____________ Sumter Samuel. Richard Vaughan -------- St. Georg• 
Andrew LoPloca ----- Pompton Plains, N. J. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE 
A9fklllturctl Engln..rln9 
• (Agricultural Engineering 1s iotntly odministorod by tho Collogo of 
Aqricuturol ond Bioloqicol Scu,ncos ond the College of Engmeenng.) 
Hubor1 Emanuel Shuler, Jr. _ ---·-- Holly Hlll 
Ceramic Engineering 
Jomes Luther Carpenter ---------- --- Eoaley Thormon Laverne Gibbons, Jr. -· Charlotte, N. C 
John Godwin federline --··-- · .. Greenville Jon Marvin Whitaker ·-- -------- Columbio 
Wl!Uom Barkley Begg -




Sportonburg Wolter Thomas Howa
Bennettavllle 
rd . Georgetown 
Cl•il Engineering 
John Ervin Anderson - - ----------- florence 
Jerry Arthur Brannon --- ----------·-- Union 
Richard Charles Bryon --------· Ivyland, Pa. 
Carroll Edmondson Doniel • Golnesvllle, Go. 
Jomes Richardson DeLond, Jr. 
- --------- --- - ---------- - Key West, Flo. 
Charles Robert Gotch ----- -------- Beoufor1 
Alex Henry Gay Ill ----- McGuire AFB, N. J. 
Joe Adrion Glenn -------------- Jenklnsvllle 
Wilham Thomos Knowles · · -·-- Charleston 
William Rodger McCombs ·--- Surfside Beach 
Stanley Folger Mossmgtll --------- -- Control 
John Lyndon Potts ---------- ---- Greenville 
Ted Stennett Valonhno - -- - --- ---- - Jackson 
Larry Edwin Vincent _ ·--- _ Charlotte, N. C. 
William John Wotson, Jr. __ Vero Beach, flo. 
Hoyne Bell Workman, Jr. ---------- Kinords 
Electrical Engineering 
Michael Benjamin Bishop - ----- Spartanburg 
Kenneth John Brown, Jr. ___ ·---- Fairfax, Va. 
Moraholl Poul Childreas ------------ Solem 
Joseph Terrell Cook ----- ------ - Greeleyv!lle 
Barry Thomas Dovllli --- feeding Hills, Moss. 
Charles Wrede Jager • -------- -- Charleston 
Horry Anthony Joye, Jr. - -------- Charleston 
Donald franklin Looney -------------- Irmo 
Edward So.muel Lukens Ill - - Kinnelon. N. J. 
John Gregg McGowan - - -------- ·-- floronoe 
Lorry Poul McPherson ---------- Lisbon, Ohio 
Kenneth William Nettles --·----- Walterboro 
• 0-,nlel Chorles Stanzione - ------ Hartsville 
David Benjamin Tonner ------ ------· Easley 
Frederick Harvey Watkins Ill - - Coldwell, N. J. 
Industrial Engineering 
Dery! Edward Bullington - --- fronklln, N. C. Craig John Lorenzini _ ·----- Dumont, N. J. 
WilUam Lee Clapper, Jr. __ North Charleston Daniel Herbert Owens ---------- Greenvllle 
David Anderson Deem ------- Rosemont. Po. Mir Zulflqar Rahim ------- Lohore, Pakistan 
Asa Micoel Gray • ·---- ..--. ----- Groenvllle David Edward Smith - - ·--- Nor1h Charleston 
Horlock Wolter Harvey Ill - -- --- ·- Hartsville Robert Maxwell Stringer, Jr. ---· . Columbia 
Rober1 Reid Henderson - - ----- Sportonburg \'lilhom Welker Throves ------ -- Orangeburg 
Ranson Jay Hicks ---------------- florenc01. Robert Paul Trainor, Jr. - - - • Beverly, Moss. 
Lorry Wayne Lee - - --------- Spartanburg · 
Mechanical Engineering 
John Owney Adams III ---------- Charleston 
William Haynes Barnette ------ Campobello 
Jeflerwon Albert Blanton - ------ . Gaffney 
Roger Leo Dellenbaugh - ---- --- Honea Poth 
Cloybum Burney Drake ---------- Anderson 
Craig Reed Fallon ---- - - - - Little Silver, N. J. 
Daniel Lawrence ferquson 
- ---- ------ - ---·-·- --- Charleston Heighls 
Richan! Phillip fletcher ------------ McColl 
William Alan Goorqe -------- Boltlmoro, Md. 
Ernest Wayne Gibbons --- Cinclnnotl, Ohio 
Charles Leroy Guest - - ·-- - - --- . Anderson 
Mohamed N1had Hanano .. . Aleppo, Syria 
John Fletcher McBrldo Ill ------ Bennoltsvllle 
• Joseph Georc;ie Neuwirth. Jr. - ·- Greenville 
Lonnie Dowd Phifer IT1 - ----------- fort Miii 
• James David Redden -·------- --- Har1sville 
Jomes Ennis Reeves, Jr. ___: ______ Greenville 
William Allen Richter ----------- Charleslon 
Ronald Mlllord Wells __ ----- ---· Darlington 
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DECREE 
Arts and Sciences 
.Edward Allen Boyd -- - -------- Sporlanburg 
Melton Delone Chasteen ---- ·---· Anderson 
Neol Williom Edwords . ·--------- Rock Hill 
Peyton Ball Florence ---- Washington, D. C. 
James Ralph Hill, Jr. ------------- Columbia 
Parris Michael Hughey ·---------· Piedmont 
JamPs Chappell Hurst, Jr. - - ---- Chesterfield 
Rober1 McMiiian Koger, Jr. --- --- Charleston 
Luis Ernesto Lopez - . Son Salvador, El Salvador 
Gory Wingard McConnell -------- Greenville 
Horry L. Moore, Jr. - ------- AshevHle, N. C. 
Eston 'Lee Rodgers, Jr. ···--------- Greenville 
James Clinton Roets ---------- Jupiter, fla. 
froncls John Tollon III -- Boynton Beoch, fla. 
William Thomas Utter, Jr. --· - ---- Columbia 
James Ronald Vinson - -- -- - ---- - Greenville 
•• 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECREE 
Industrial Management 
Willia m Russell Adkins ---------- -- Fort Mill William Toll Mills, Jr. -·------ Monroe, N. C. 
Pickens Roger Allen Muckenfuss __ .•••• • Charleston 
Robert Morton Muldrow, Jr. · · -- Bennellsv1llc 
William Owen Beardon · ------~- Greenville John Haigler Price ••••••• •• Woodlee!, N. C. 
~!J. · - - --- JomC'S Ronald Rogers ····-----··- Darlingtonillip Harold Brown North Charleston 
Thomas Michael Burriss - - ----- •• Anderson John PC'tor Roquemore, Jr. · - ------ Bishopville 
Charles McDonald Cole ---- North Charleston Horace Kenneth Sonders, Jr... Myrtle Beach 
• Eugene Albert DeLaddy, Jr . •• Spartanburg Thomas Comden Shellon __ North Charleston 
Thomas Edward Durham -------- Greenville Clifford Eugene Singleton __ North Charleston 
James Hugh Ellicotl ----- ----- Hampton, Va. Benny Carlton Sm11h - -·····---- Williamston 
Gene Anthony Joe Finley - --------- Pickens Melvin Loraine Smith ··--- ------- - Har1svllle 
Daniel Knox Godfrey ---- Charleston Heights Richard Lee Smith - ---"------- ---- Clemson 
Larry Fulton Grant ---------- ----- Fort Mill William Gerald Stevens ---- - - ----- Columbia 
Donny Davis Holmes - ------------- Gaffney Ryan Smith Thrower ---·-- North Charleston 
• Ronald Dean Hughey ------------ Gaffney James Elbert Turner ------- - -------· Marion 
Charles Henry Humphrey ------ Greonwood Frederic Parkman Warfield II 
Richard Wooten Johnson -·--- - -- Pla ins, Ga. -------- ----------- ------ Westfield, N. J, 
John Harold Johnston ---- - - - ----- Greenville Rolph Clayton Whitmire ----- -------- Easley 
Bruce Lowell Kalley ------ Cedarhurst, N. Y. Robert Milton Wilder, Jr. ------ - --- Anderson 
Andrew Brian Lord --------- Burlington, Vt. George Hills Woodland, Jr . • • Milwaukee, Wis. 
Textile Chemistry 
Larry Richard Dannelly ------ - ---- Ehrhardt William Everett Poteat -------- Spartanburg 
Samuel James Ervin, Jr. -------- Hemingway Charles Taylor Sutherland, Jr. 
Allen Oliver Norris - -·- ---------- Wallerboro - - --- · ------ ------------ Madison, N. C. 
Textile Management 
George William Boozer Ill -------- Walhalla James King Maner, Jr. - - - ---------- Garnett 
Lloyd Maxwell Eargle ------------- Leesville Philip Nelson Odom, Jr . •. ------- Charleston 
Carlis Richie Gibson --------------- Gaffney Carl Vaughan Schmidt ---------- Greenville 
George Beekman Hillon ----- Wyckoff, N. J. Ken:lelh Woodward Shedd 
Harold Horton Hunter, Jr. ------ Silver Street - --------------- - ---- - Rockingham, N. C. 
Bruce Nichols Lanier, Jr. - ------- Lanett, Ala. Jerry Joseph Sims ----------------- - Donalds 
James Frederick McCurry -------- ---- Belton 
• With honor 
" With high honor 
" With highest honor 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTEijS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND_ BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 4 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DECREE 
Agricultural Economics 
William Rufus Clayton ------------· Columbia John David McKittrick ------ - --- Ninety Six 
Gene Wallace Dukes ------------ Winnsboro William Augustus Ward - -------- - Columbia 
Gaines Howard Liner -·-·--- - -- Elland, N. C. 
Animal Science 
Carlos Federico Lam, Jr. •• Panama City, Panama 
Dairy Science 
Alexander Joseph Kutches •. East Paterson, N. J. 
Forestry 
Francis Asbury Lawton, Jr. ------- Greenvllle Woodrow Greene Strock, Jr. ----- - ---- Cope 
Horticulture 
Norman Jeff Mcfaddin, Jr. ---· ---- Sardinia 
Plant Pathology ~ 
James Frederick Moore, Jr. __ .. Louisa, Ky. 
Plant Physiology 
Mory Crys ta l Porks P11ts __ Stone Mountain, Go. 
41 
Poultry Science 
William John Borst West Caldwell, N. J. La.r-ry Mendel Ko wa lski - ----- - ·-- Anderson 
Zoology 
Diana Rae Runkle King ---·-- Beltsville, Md. Neina Ellen Wansley ------ Washing1on, Ga. 
Dennis Woodrow Newton, Jr. ----- Newberry 
, 
David Albert Ott 
Wonda Randall Ferrell 
Clorcnco Rufus Green 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
MASTER OF ARTS DECREE 
English 
Lois Young Norwood .. . .. Anderson 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DECREE 
Chomislry 
Thomas Roch Nasser III Fall Rivor, Moss. 
Mathematics 
Ponchatoula, La. Francis Russoll Richards ••. • Shreveport, La. 
Physics 
Crimora, Va. Barr y Leeds lllmon - - ----- Bridgeport. Conn. 
Butler, Tenn. Michael William Riley --- - -- Kingsville, Md. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
MASTER Of' AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION DEGREE 
(Agricultural Educalio n is jointly admlnlslored by lhe College of 
..;., Agriculture and B!olog1cal S::1ences and the School of Educalion.) 
Hugh Porter McClimon . • ••• Greer 
MASTER OF EDUCATION DEGREE 
Mary Alice Jackson Hayes ••.... .. Anderson Sue Ann Lillle • _·-···-·· St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Bobbie Ruth Leard -------- ---- Westminster 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Agriculturcxl Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineerlr.g is jointly administered by the College of 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences and the College of Engineenng.) 
David Carroll Kenyon •••••••••• Windsor, VI. 
Ceramic EnginHrlng 
James Rober! Booth •••• New Kensington, Pa. Allen Moorer Hobbs - ---- --- ---- Bishopville 
James Charles Frederic, Jr. - ------ Columbia Wayland Leo Moore ••.••••••••• Vienna, Va. 
Chemical Engineering 
Robert Vincent Hendriks, Jr . •••• Georgetown Pliner Alexander Traughber Alken 
Fronk Louis Lamber! ----------- Metalrie, La. ·. 
Civil Engineering 
Henry Grady Adkins, Jr. ____------ Anderson Willard Wayne Ganlor 
Byron Reed Bull, Jr. - ------------- Cameron ------- - ------ New Martinsville, W. Vo. 
James Martin Davis . . ---------·-- Greenville Thomas Steven Jamison ------------ Hanahan 
Deniz Yapanar - - ---- - ----- Istanbul, Turkey 
Electrical Engineering 
George Campion Rush ------ Baltimore, Md. 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
John Carlisle Ellers ---------- Lexington, Va. David Carl Sanchez -------···· Chicago, Ill. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Charles William Crawford . • Knoxville, Tenn. John Lyman Dean ••• ·------------ Anderson 
SCH OOL OF INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
lndustricxl Managelnent 
Robert Jack Lowell North Charleston Terry Edward Richardson - ---·---- B"!.!!!.:!!~U 
Benjamin Franklin Weeks Ill __ _Andrews, N. C. 
Textile Chemistry 
Kenneth Bedros Takvorian •. Philadelphia, Pa. 
·~.' 
j..., 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Agricultural Economics 
Aoron Andrew Hutcheson _ _ _ . ------ . - ·------------- --- Clarlcsville. Tenn. 
B.S., University of Florida; M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Socio-Economic Characterishcs and the Demand for Fresh Peaches 
Agronomy 
Jomes Raymond Woodruff ----- ---- -- . --- - ----------------- Newton Grove, N. C. 
B.S., North Carolina State College; M.S .. North Carolina State College 
Dissertahon: The Influence of Aurintricarbcxylic Acid and Ouercetin on the Availabillty of 
Phosphorus and Associated Cations in a Cecil Sandy Clay Loam 
Entomology 
John Francis Brown --·-·- ------------------ ---------------------------- Fayettevllle, Ark. 
B.S.. Clemson University; M.S .. Clomson Univertlly 
Dissertation: Systemic Insecticide for Control of the face fly, Musca autwnnalis De GMr 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Chemistry 
Jomes Victor Hartzog ------------------------------------·------------ --------- Reevesville 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Surface and Electrical Properties of an Aromatic Polyamide 
Earl Henry Wagener ------------------------------------------ ----------------- Clemson 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Isomerization Rotes of Imlnocorbonates by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Chemical Physics 
Peter Jawad Ashy -------------------------------------------------------- Lottakla, Syria 
B.S., University of Southwestern Louisiana; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Mathematical Simulation for the Diffusion of Water Vapor and Deuterium Oxide 
Vapor In Polymers 
Mathematics 
Bobby Joseph Prochaska ------------------ ------------------------··-------- Lafayette, La. 
B.S., University of Southwestern Louisiana; M.S .. Colorado State University 
Dissertation: On Random Normed Spaces 
Physics 
Bobby E;arl Powell --------------·----------------- -------------------------- Moultrie, Ga. 
B.S.. Georqia Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation; Higher Order Isothermal Elastic Constants 
" 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE 
Engineering 
Robert Ned Brannock Orlando, Flo. 
B.S., Duke University; M.S., University of Missouri 
Dissertalion: Thermal and Mechanical Stresses in Thin Circular Sandwich Shells (Field of 
Specialization: Civil Engineering) 
Joseph Lytle Campbell lil ...... ----------·--------------------------------·-- Spartanburg
B.S., Clemson University; M.S.. Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Behavior of a Fluid in Elastic Tubing Containing Wave Reflection Sights 
(Field of Specialization: Mochanical Engineering) 
Lee Stephen Miller ·------------------------------------------------------- Asheville, N. C. 
B.S., Indiana Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Extension of Kalman Filtering to the Estimatlon of 
Stochastic Signals (Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering) 
Eugene Perritt Willimon, Jr. --------------------------------·---------------··-- __ Clemson 
B.S., Clemson University; M.S .. Clemson University 
Dissertation: Application of Multi-State Reactor Systems to a Biological Waste Treatment 
Process (Field of Specialization: Bio-Engineering) 
Y':for the Doctor's Degree , 
~ecember who has 
Clemson University 
Office of Adrrl.ssions and ~egistration 
December 15, 1967 
Educational Council : 
The following list includes information concerni:1g ever:, candidate 
the Master's Degree , and the Bachelor's Degree this 
failed to com?l ete one or more of the requirements for graduation . 
I . Candidates for Doctor's Degrees 
Andrew Hutcheson ••• •••• •• .•••.••.•••••••••••••• Agricultural Economics 
'Willimon , Jr. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • Bio-Engineering 
II . Candidates for Masters • Degrees 
Part II i ncludes candidates for the Master' s Deeree who did not 
· co~pl ete their requirements . 
Henry Grady Adkins , Jr. ••••••••••••• ••• •• • •••• ••••••• Civil Engineering 
· James Robert Booth •• •• • •••.••••• ••• ••• •••• •••••• •• ••• Ceramic ~ngineering 
~villiam Rufus Clayton • • • ••••••••• ••••• . ••••••••• • •••• Agricultural Economics 
· John Carl isle Ellers ••••••••••••••••••••• • ••.••• • ••• • Environmental Systems Engr. 
f "dilliam Wayne Ganter • • •••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••• •• •• Civil Engineering 
~ Robert Vincent Hendriks , Jr•• •••• •. ••••••••••• •••• • • • Chemical Engineering 
"'rancis ~sbury Lawton, Jr••• •••• .•• •••••• • ••• •• •••••• Forestry 
Gaines Boward Liner • ••• ••••.••••..•••••••••••••• • •• • Agricultur al ~conomics 
John David McKittrick •• •• • •• •••••••••••••••••• •• • •••• Agricultural Economics 
James Frederick Moore , Jr••••••••••••• •. •• •• •• • •• •••• Plant Pathology 
Thomas Roch Nasser III ••••••• • •••••••••• • • • •• • ••••••• Chemistry 
Dennis '·Toodrow Newton , Jr. • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ioology 
lois You~e Norwood· ·········· · ··· ············• • ••• ••• English
1..roodrow Greene ~trock, Jr••• ••..• •.••.••.. .••• • . ••• •• Forestry 
TII. Candidates for Bachelors' Degrees 
First we have lis ted those who are deficie•:t in total credits. 
?le~se ~ote the deficiency in total credits as indicated after the 
abbreviation of the student ' s major course . 
The second group includes the candidates who are deficient in a 
r equired subj ect. 
The third group includes the candidates who are deficient in quality 
r equirements . 
A l ist of the ho'1or gr ;:dua tes •,d. th their final cu trul-l tive grade­
point ratios is also i~cluded . 
n~ficient in Total Credits 
(Including an~other deficiencies) 
Boyd, E. A. 
Acct 201 3 F 










carptenter, J. L. 
~ CrE 4o5 ,,. 
a.¥~cLeod, J • L • . 
~- "Math lo6 4 
P . N. , 
-






Lacks 1:, gracte ooints of havingGPR l.°>l 
TM (Lacks 1 credit)
Jr. Requir~d SubjectFTM 407 3 
A&S-Engl (Lacks 3 credits) 
L. Required Subject
Hist 204 3 F 











Gibbons , T • L.' Jr. 
CrE 406 
T. H. 



















Deficient in a 
IM (Lacks 1 credit) 
Required SubjectF 
PrP-- Med (Lacks 3 credits) 
Required SubjectF 
Required Subject 
(Includinr "a:ny other deficiencies) 
Pre-Med (Has 1 extra credit) 
Required SubjectF3 Required SubjectI 
Lacks 
1 














..... CrE (Lacks 1 credit) 
Re~uired SubjectI 














Lacks 46 Rrade points of having 
F3 
F4 
Lacks ?5 grade points of having 
·72 
MedT (Has 4 extra credits) 
Required Subject 
CrE (Has 1 extra credit) 
Required Subject 
BC (rtas 2 extra credits) 
Required Subject 
Re~uired Subject 











M~S-Ch (Has 6 e:x.-+.,ra 
Required for hours 
Required Sub j ect 





"tpps , D. E. , 
DP.ficient in Quality Requirements 
J. 0. III HE (Has 7 extra credits) 
GP~ 1.86 - Lacks 8 gr~de points of having 1 .9 G?R• 
. H. ME (Has 1 extra credit) 
'GPR 1 . 88 - Lacks 3 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
R. L., Jr. Pre- )'~ed (H.:,.s 35 extra credi.ts) 
RJ'A. 102 3 F Elective Subject 
GP~ 1.77 - Lacks 28 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
B. /1}.:~- 'Sngl (Has 14 extr a credits) 
GPR 1.89-Lacks 2 gr ade points of having 1.9 GPR• . 
Jr. AgEc (Has 10 extra credits) 
GPR 1.78 - Lacks 21 gr ade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
.·_ , Fernandez, P. D. Pre-Med (Has 33 extra credits) 
; GPR 1.86 - Lacks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR . 
; Florence, P. B. Econ (Has 8 extra credits)' ~ GPR 1 .82 - Lacks 12 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Garcia , C. J . AgEc (Has 8 extra credits) 
!­ G?R 1.86 - Lacks 6 grade points of having 1 .9 G?R. 
Gatch, C.R. CE (Has 22 extra credits) 
GPR 1.76 - Lacks 26 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Golightly , D. E. Arch (Has 22 extra credits) 
· GPR 1 .88 - Lacks ugrade poin~s of having 1.9 GPR. 
Guerreri, R. M. A&S- Engl (Has 33 extra credits) 
r,PR 1.86-Lacks 6 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Howard, W. T. Ch-C: (Has 16 extra credits) 
GPR 1.83 - Lacks 12 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. ~ 
Johnson, R. W. n1 (Has 17 extra credits) 
GPR 1.83 - Lacks 14 grade points of having 1 .9 GPR. 
Kalley, ~ . L. D1 (B~s required number of credits 
GPR 1.89 - Lacks 1 grade point of having 1.9 GPR. 
Ulnceford , J. R. Pre-Med (Has 12 extra credi ts) 
t GPR 1 .81 - Lacks 15 gr ade ';)oints of having 1 . 9 G?R. 
\ !'-kConnell, G. W. Econ ( Has 4 ext!'a credits) 
GPR 1.71 - lncks 29 grade ~oints of ha.vine 1.9 GPR. 
Owens , D. H. IE (Has 36 e~tr e credits) 
G?R 1 .81 - Lacks 18 grade p~ints of having 1.9 G?~ . 
73 
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~ AgEd (Has 2 extra credits)~ ·phillips, J . R. 
GPR 1.89 
~obst, c.o~R i:sa 
f croggs, R. A. 
f GPR 1.78 
irollon, F°. J . III 
GPR l.R6 
: ~.;leaver, J . S . 
G?R 1.80 
R. M., Jr. 




- Lacks 1 grade point of having 1.9 GPR. 
Hath (Has 38 extra credits) 
Lcicks h grade points of having 1.9 GPR . -
DySc (Has 1S extra credits) 
Lacks 15 grade '!)oints of having 1.9 GPR. -
Econ (H.:is 71 extra credits) 
Lacks 10 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. -
CE (Has 3 '3xtra credits) 
- Lacks 3 grade points of having 1.9 GPR~ 
AgEc ( Has required number of er). 
- Lacks 18 grade points of having 1.9 GPR. 
Di (Has 10 extra credits) 

















Fin:11 CutTUlative nrade Point Ratios of Honor Graduates 
~ 
December l S, 1967 
With Highest Honor *-:~ 3 .80 or above 
Major 
CourseG.P.R. .,ame . 
~ --
a ~ '"" 
•tc·-.. SEd) . 80J'reit, J. M. A&S-Hist3.91,;mbert, L. C. 
Wi t h High Honor** 3 .50 - 3.79 
A&S- Math3.50Amick, J. H. A&S-Engl3.69Craig , J. D. Biol-Zool3.57:~ y, P. J • A&S-Math 3.5h:fowler, P. G. Math3.65:"itchell, A. s . Biol- Zool3.1;3Murray, B. B. A&S- Math3.60·Reynolds, 1-1. J. 
With Honor* 3..00 - 3.49 
A&S-Engl3.18J . H., Jr. IM3.03E. A., Jr. A&S-EnBl3.05S . S • IM3.09R. D. Ak.cS-Engl3.17P . s . · Hort3.12-re~~s, A. J. III MedT3. 32 
AgEd n.o,re, J. F., 
s . 
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